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1.  A WAKIZASHI, 52.2cm koto blade with 
two mekugi-ana, signed Bishu Osafune Sukesada and 
dated 1505, midare hamon with yo, nashiji hada, fully 
bound tsuka, shakudo-nanako fuchi-kashira decorated 
with foliage and deer in soft metals, shakudo and gilt 
horse menuki, iron tsuba chiselled and pierced with oak 
leaves, acorns and fir cones, gold details, signed Choshu 
Hagi ju Sakunoshin Tomohisa, in its fine saya partly 
covered in polished same and partly decorated in gold 
lacquer with various leaves against a black ground, 
complete with shakudo-nanako kodzuka decorated 
with a tiger and a leopard with gold details, with sword 
bag. 
£1,000-1,500

1.  
two mekugi-ana, signed Bishu Osafune Sukesada and 
dated 1505, midare hamon with yo, nashiji hada, fully 
bound tsuka, shakudo-nanako fuchi-kashira decorated 
with foliage and deer in soft metals, shakudo and gilt 
horse menuki, iron tsuba chiselled and pierced with oak 
leaves, acorns and fir cones, gold details, signed Choshu 
Hagi ju Sakunoshin Tomohisa, in its fine saya partly 
covered in polished same and partly decorated in gold 
lacquer with various leaves against a black ground, 
complete with shakudo-nanako kodzuka decorated 
with a tiger and a leopard with gold details, with sword 
bag. 
£1,000-1,500
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its black striped ishime lacquered saya with bronze 
kodzuka decorated with a hawk on its perch in shakudo 
and gold, with sword bag. 
£1,000-1,500

2.  AN AIKUCHI, 23.8cm Shinto hirazukri to 
moroha blade with one mekugi-ana, midare hamon, 
nashiji hada, fully bound horn mounted tsuka, shibuichi 
and gilt menuki in the form of fisherman’s huts, in 
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4.  A GENDAITO, 65.6cm blade with one 
mekugi-ana signed Seki ju Kaneaki with Showa stamp, 
midare hamon, mokume hada, fully bound tsuka with 
shakudo fuchi-kashira decorated with trailing vines in 
soft metals, shakudo and gilt menuki in the form of 
abumi and yumi, lobed iron sukashi tsuba, in its black 
ishume lacquered saya. 
£600-900

3.  A GENDAITO, 66.6cm blade with one 
mekugi-ana signed Chounsai Emura saku, gunome-
midare hamon, nashiji hada, in full military pattern 
mounts with field officer’s knot. 
£800-1,000 

3.  A GENDAITO, 66.6cm blade with one 
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5.  A WAKIZASHI, 45.3cm Shinto blade with 
one mekugi-ana, wild midare hamon with tobiyaki, 
itame hada, fully bound tsuka with shibuichi fuchi-
kashira decorated with birds in a landscape, soft metal 
details, fine bronze tsuba deeply chiselled with a diaper 
pattern and signed Goto Mitsu haru and Kao, in its 
ribbed black lacquer saya complete with shibuichi 
kodzuka shaped as bamboo with leaves. 
£700-900
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6.  A KATANA, 69.8cm Shinto blade with one 
mekugi-ana, signed (nakago pitted), suguha hamon, 
nashiji hada, fully bound tsuka with silvered fuchi-
kashira decorated with a snail and dragon, shakudo bird 
menuki, circular iron sukashi tsuba, in its russet ishime 
lacquered saya. 
£700-1,000

7.  A GENDAITO, 67.4cm blade with one 
mekugi-ana signed Seki ju... Yoshi-mitsu saku with star 
stamp, suguha hamon, fully bound tsuka with plain 
brass fuchi-kashira and foliate menuki, iron sukashi 
tsuba pierced as a wheel, in its red lacquered saya. 
£600-800

8.  A SHOWA-TO, 67.1cm blade with one 
mekugi-ana, signed Seki noju Ishihara Yoshimune, 
midare hamon, fully bound tsuka with plain brass fuchi-
kashira soft metal menuki, plain mokko-shaped iron 
tsuba, in its saya with leather combat cover. 
£500-800
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9.  A WAKIZASHI, 40.8 Shinto blade with hi, 
two mekugi-ana, suguha hamon, fully bound tsuka with 
shakudo-nanako fuchi-kashira decorated with peonies, 
gilt details, shakudo and gilt menuki, circular iron sukashi 
tsuba chiselled and pierced as a water dragon, in its 
black lacquered saya with shirimono kodzuka. 
£400-600
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10.  A WAKIZASHI, 54.2cm koto blade with 
two mekugi-ana signed Bizen Osafune ju Sukesada, 
midare hamon, nashiji hada, fully bound tsuka with plain 
iron fuchi-kashira, shakudo and gilt menuki with mon, 
iron tsuba chiselled with a landscape, in its saya with 
leather combat cover. 
£400-600

11.  A CHISA-KATANA, 59.4cm Shinto blade 
with hi, two mekugi-ana, signed Iwami no Kami 
-- (surige), midare hamon, fully bound tsuka with 
shakudo-nanako fuchi-kashira decorated with gilt 
dragons, shakudo and gilt menuki, mokko-shaped iron 
tsuba decorated with crashing waves, in its finely ribbed 
black lacquered saya. 
£350-500
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12.  A WAKIZASHI, 54.3cm Shinto blade with 
two mekugi-ana, suguha hamon, bound tsuka with plain 
copper fuchi, single menuki, iron sukashi tsuba chiselled 
and pierced with leaves, in its polished same covered 
saya (damaged) with shirimono shakudo-nanako 
kodzuka decorated with figures, soft metal details. 
£250-350

13.  A TYPE 95 N.C.O.’S SWORD, 67cm 
blade with hi, alloy tsuka, green painted saya, matching 
numbers. 
£400-500

14.  A JAPANESE KATANA, 69.4cm Shinto blade 
with one mekugi-ana, midare hamon nashiji hada, fully 
bound tsuka with iron fuchi-kashira decorated with 
trailing vines in gold, shakudo and gold foliate menuki, 
iron tsuba decorated with leaves between wavy lines 
in gold, in its speckled red and black lacquered saya, 
iron koiguchi and large kojiri decorated ensuite with the 
tsuka. 
£1,500-2,000

15.  A KATANA, 63.5cm Shin Shinto blade with 
one mekugi-ana, signed Hiromitsu and indistincly 
dated, midare hamon, tsuka with copper fuchi-kashira 
decorated with chrysanthemum, copper krayfish 
menuki, the saya with leather combat cover. 
£300-400
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18. A MORUME IRON TSUBA, decorated with 
flowering prunus and a beetle in soft metals, in wood 
box. 6.8cm. 
£90-120

19. AN OVAL IRON TSUBA, chiselled with 
chidori and crashing waves, gold and silver details, in 
wood box. 
£90-120

16.  A RARE 30-BORE EDO PERIOD 
JAPANESE LACQUERED MATCHLOCK PISTOL, 
12inch sighted octagonal barrel decorated in silver 
with a writhing dragon and clouds, plain brass lock 
and mounts, the full black lacquered stock decorated 
with scrolling foliage and mon in gold lacquer on a 
red ground, the Mon of two crossed leaf or possibly 
stylised feathers (Takanoha Kammon), wooden ramrod. 
£3,000-4,000

17. AN OVAL SHAKUDO GOTO SCHOOL
TSUBA, decorated with fruiting vines with gold details, 
in wood box. 6.7cm. 
£140-180
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23.  A QUANTITY OF SWORD PARTS, 
including four lacquered tsuba, two kodzuka blades, a 
number of fuchi in soft metals, various horn mounts 
including kashira, kurikata, a soritsuna and seven wood 
boxes. (Parcel) 
£100-200

24. A COLLECTION OF SAGEO, various. 
(Parcel) 
£60-100

20. A CIRCULAR IRON SUKASHI TSUBA, 
pierced with large scrolling hitsu-ana, in wood box. 
7.8cm. 
£90-120

21. A 
KODZUKA, the iron 
plate decorated with 
a bird perched above 
a flowering plant, soft 
metal details. 
£80-100

22.  JAPANESE 
PAPER KNIFE, 
10.75cm brass blade 
engraved with cherry 
blossoms and a bird, 
brass and white metal 
tsuka decorated with 
lillies and animals. 
£60-80
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25.   A 19TH CENTURY JAPANESE 
SAMURAI ARMOUR, the 16 plate suji bachi 
kabuto with four stage tehen kanomono of 
gilt metal, the shaped peak red lacquered to 
the underside and with the haraidate secured 
by a single rivet and bearing a circular crest 
with central arrow fletching, five lame o manju 
shikoro trimmed with white and blue lace, the 
lacquered fukigayeshi with lace trim to match 
and decorated with pierced gilt mon, cloth liner, 
the do composed of nine blue laced russet 
lacquered lames with traces of gilt lacquer to the 
edges, the sode composed of six blue laced black 
lacquered plates, the kote of close linked small 
mail interspersed with ribbed armour plates on 
a patterned blue silk base, the tekko of mail and 
plate, the kusazuri composed of five blue laced 
ribbed lacquer plates with black hair fringe, the 
haidate composed of mail and ribbed armour 
plates on a black cloth and blue and gold silk 
ground, mounted on its stand and surmounting a 
decorative table. 
£3,000-4,000
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mounted faded cloth covered wooden scabbard, the 
front panels decorated with dragons, a flaming pearl 
and scrolling decoration, the panels to the reverse with 
scrolling foliage, attached leather hanging straps and 
iron suspension loop. Blade possibly watered steel, but 
rusted and lacking lower part. Scabbard with splits and 
wear. 
£1,500-2,500

26. A LATE 18TH OR EARLY 19TH CENTURY 
TIBETAN SWORD, 33.5cm remaining of the fullered 
flattened triangular section blade with reinforcing at the 
forte, white metal and gilt hilt incorporating a semi-
relief image of a Dharmapala amidst swirling water, 
flames or clouds, white metal mounted horn hilt with 
stud decoration surrounding a white metal garuda 
bird, white metal and gilt trefoil pommel inset with 
a yellow stone, contained in its brass and gilt metal 
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27. AN ENORMOUS 19TH CENTURY 
CHINESE TWO HANDED JIAN OR SWORD, 
95cm flattened diamond section blade, characteristic 
hilt with recurving guard, incised with tramline 
decoration towards the pointed terminals, neatly 
bound woven cloth covered grip, cloth bound pierced 
circular pommel with contrasting dark ribbon highlight 
drawn behind the grip and terminating as the bound 
collar. 160cm over all length. 
£1,400-1,800

28. A BRACE OF ORNATE GILT THAI 
TEMPLE SWORDS, the first with 63cm curved 
fullered blade decorated with s panel of scrolling foliage 
in silver to either side of the forte, characteristic hilt 
richly decorated with geometric designs in mirrored 
tiles on a gilt wash ground, contained in its wooden 
scabbard decorated to match with scrolling foliage 
and flower heads, the second with 30.5cm blade and 
decorated in a similar fashion. (2) 
£600-800

29. A KOREAN JANGDO OR ORNAMENTAL 
DAGGER, 6.8cm tapering blade inscribed with 
characters, white metal rounded section hilt engraved 
with scrolls and hatched decoration, contained in its 
white metal sheath decorated to match and with two 
niello panels each incorporating an applied flower head 
surrounded by four characters, further characters to 
hilt and sheath, fitted for a suspension loop,14cm long 
over all. (Later suspension loop.) 
£650-750

30. A KOREAN JANGDO OR ORNAMENTAL 
DAGGER, 4.3cm tapering blade (patinated), red stone 
mounted white metal hilt embossed with scrolling 
foliage, contained in its sheath decorated to match and 
with applied white metal and red stone flower heads 
and leaves, (one stone missing), decorative suspension 
loop, 11.5cm long over all. 
£100-150

31. A LATE 18TH CENTURY CHINESE OR 
KOREAN STORAGE BOX FOR AN ARMOUR, the 
stitched leather covered wooden body with conical 
shaped helmet aperture to the lid, brass handles and 
mounts. See the Metropolitan Museum of Art Accession
no. 16.118.29a-m for an example of the type of armour 
that would have been stored in such a case. 
£300-400

32. A PAIR OF 18TH OR 19TH CENTURY 
CHINESE BOOTS, of blackened leather with painted 
Chinese characters to the sides, heavy iron studs to the 
soles, 42cm high approx. (2) 
£150-200

33. TWO 17TH/18TH CENTURY CHINESE JADE 
SWORD MOUNTS, comprising pommel and scabbard 
throat in pale green jade, each engraved with floral and 
foliate decoration. (2) 
£300-400
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34. A GOOD 19TH CENTURY BASALT HILTED 
INDIAN SHAMSHIR, 75.5cm sharply curved blade, 
double edged towards the tip, the forte set with 
three rubies to one side and a single ruby on the other, 
characteristic basalt stone hilt carved with lotus flowers 
and foliage, the scrolling guard in the form of a flower 
stem, old restoration, the tri-form pommel decorated 
and pierced with pomegranate or lotus fruit, contained 
in its white metal mounted red velvet wrapped 
wooden scabbard. 
£1,500-2,000

35. A MID-19TH CENTURY INDIAN TULWAR, 
77cm sharply curved fullered blade with traces of an 
incised maker’s mark, characteristic hilt with trefoil 
terminating langets, bulbous domed quillons, scroll 
knuckle guard with bud terminal, urn-form grip, shallow 
dished disc pommel with sun-form dome finial, the 
whole profusely decorated with panels of flowers and 
foliage, with good traces of gilt highlights, the inside of 
the guard with a band of calligraphy, contained in its 
leather wrapped wooden scabbard. 
£600-800
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36. A LATE 18TH CENTURY MUGHAL 
INDIAN KHANDA OR STRAIGHT SWORD 
WITH CHHATRI OR UMBRELLA MARK, 106cm 
fullered blade incised with the umbrella over a dual 
tipped Tulwar mark containing stylised calligraphy, 
characteristic hilt broad upturned guard and tapering 
D-shaped knuckle bow, solid dish form pommel 
with reeded domed top, cord bound grip, the whole 
retaining traces of applied yellow metal finish. 
£1,000-1,500

37. A LARGE INDIAN TEGHA OR 
EXECUTIONER’S SWORD, 76.5cm T-section 
blade, 11cm at its widest point, decorated with panels 
of scrolling foliage and flower heads and vignettes 
of courtly figures against a foliate background, 
characteristic hilt with waisted grip and large dished 
disc pommel, starburst terminal with short spike finial. 
£800-1,000
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38. A 19TH CENTURY INDIAN KIRACH OR 
SWORD FOR A BOY, 61.25cm double fullered blade, 
double edged towards the tip and struck with a series 
of maker’s marks and a band of calligraphy in yellow 
metals, characteristic hilt with bulbous grip, the dished 
sic pommel with sun-form domed terminal, contained 
in its leather wrapped wooden scabbard. 
£500-700

39. A 19TH CENTURY INDIAN TULWAR, 
77.5cm wootz damascus wavy blade, characteristic hilt 
with trefoil langets and ribbed spatulate quillons. Disc 
pommel lacking. 
£250-300

40. A LATE 19TH OR ERLY 20TH CENTURY 
SOUTH INDIAN KIRACH OR SWORD, 82.5cm 
wavy blade, the cast brass hilt with tiger’s head 
pommel, the guard in the form of a running hare, 
contained in its leather wrapped wooden scabbard. 
£180-220

41. A 19TH CENTURY INDIAN TULWAR OR 
SWORD, 76.25cm sharply curved fullered blade with 
clipped back double edged tip, characteristic hilt with 
dished disc pommel, pierced foliate domed terminal. 
£150-250
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42. A RARE 17TH CENTURY SOUTHERN 
INDIAN RAPIER, 87.75cm blade with rounded tip, 
elongated and shaped reinforcing straps, characteristic 
hilt with large dished disc guard, slender waisted grip 
with large stepped spherical pommel with two-piece 
bronze ring ornament. For similar swords see Elgood, 
Hindu Arms and Ritual. Probably Madras.
£600-800

43. A LATE 16TH OR EARLY 17TH CENTURY 
SOUTHERN INDIAN SWORD OR RAPIER, 87.5cm 
tapering blade with raised medial ridge and drawn 
out to an armour piercing tip, the forte with foliate 
chiselled reinforcing strap, characteristic hilt with broad 
upturned guard, urn-form grip, the winged pommel 
with foliate chiselled reinforce. For similar swords see 
Elgood, Hindu Arms and Ritual. Probably Madras.
£500-800

44. A SCARCE 17TH CENTURY INDIAN 
SHORT RAPIER FROM THE BIKANER ARMOURY, 
34cm flattened diamond section blade, segmented 
bulb-form forte, characteristic upturned hilt with a dual 
band of circular piercings to the shaped edge, rounded 
diamond form pommel decorated to match, faceted 
iron grip. 
£400-600
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45. AN INDIAN TEMPLE SWORD OR 
NAYAR, 87.5cm hollow ground blade with reinforced 
foliate chiselled forte, raised medial ridge to either 
side, tapering to an armour piercing point, tip bent, 
characteristic hilt with broad upturned guard and 
matching peaked pommel, baluster grip. 
£200-300 

46. AN INDIAN TEMPLE SWORD OR 
NAYAR, 71.5cm broad blade with reinforced foliate 
chiselled forte, raised medial ridge to either side, 
tapering to an armour piercing point, characteristic 
hilt with broad upturned guard and matching peaked 
pommel, baluster grip. 
£200-300

47. AN 18TH CENTURY INDIAN FIRANGI OR 
SWORD FROM THE BIKANER ARMOURY, 101cm 
double fullered blade, double edged towards the tip, 
stamped GENOA both fullers on either side, incised 
arsenal marks, the broad reinforcing straps with trefoil 
terminals, characteristic steel hilt with sharply upturned 
shaped guard, chiselled knuckle bow, deep dished 
pommel with faceted spike finial, slender waisted 
grip, contained in its scarce leather wrapped wooden 
scabbard with white metal chape. 
£600-800
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48. A LATE 18TH CENTURY INDIAN SIKH 
TULWAR, 82cm sharply curved Wootz damascus 
blade, triple dot punched maker’s mark, characteristic 
hilt profusely decorated with scrolling foliage and 
flowerheads in gold koftgari, scroll knuckle guard with 
bud terminal and gold geometric design to the inside, 
the dished disc pommel decorated to match with the 
addition of bands of scrolling vines and lattice work, 
foliate domed terminal with spherical finial. 
£600-800

49. AN EARLY 19TH CENTURY INDIAN 
TROPHY SWORD, 70.75cm sharply curved blade 
with clipped back double edged tip, struck with a 
maker’s mark at the forte, characteristic European 
stirrup hilt, wire bound wooden grip. 
£250-350
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50. A FINE OTTOMAN DHAL OR SHIELD, 
35.5cm diameter body overlaid with a finely pierced 
outer decorated with scrolling foliage, birds and 
geometric designs, four dome bosses of embossed 
silver decorated to match, two snake form handlebars 
to the interior. 
£800-1,000

51.  A SCARCE LATE 18TH CENTURY INDIAN 
LACQUERED DHAL OR SHIELD OF TORTOISE 
SHELL FORM, the lacquered tortoise shell body with 
shrivelled finish and retaining the majority of its foliate 
polychrome border, four silver domed bosses chiselled 
with geometric designs and surmounted by foliate 
forms, single crescent embellishment to the top, the 
lacquered reverse of tortoise shell structure with green 
velvet bad and remnant straps. 
£600-800
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52. A 19TH CENTURY INDO-PERSIAN KULAH 
KHUD ENSEMBLE, the finely chiselled steel skull 
profusely decorated with scrolling foliage interspersed 
with yellow metal bordered vignettes in the form of 
stylised peacock heads with central flower motifs, the 
base of the skull decorated with a band of calligraphy 
within geometric borders of gilt metal, the spike finial 
with conical base decorated to match, the adjustable 
nasal bay with shaped terminals decorated to match 
and with central bird figure, the whole flanked by two 

plume holders, trimmed with a camail of small butted 
links with gilt link highlights, padded red cloth liner, 
together with a bazu band arm defence, decorated 
with scrolling foliage and flowerheads with gilt metal 
highlights, red cloth liner, 47cm diameter dhal or shield 
decorated with a border of calligraphy, concentric lines 
of stylised flowerheads, vignettes of horsemen and wild 
beasts all with gilt metal borders, four domed foliate 
bosses, beige cloth backing, the latter two close match. 
£4,000-6,000
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54.  A 17TH CENTURY INDIAN SIKH MAIL 
SHIRT, the thigh length short sleeved shirt with padded 
collar, some repairs to cloth, composed of alternate 
rows of riveted and solid rings, circular brass armoury 
tags to either side. 
£800-1,200

55.  A RARE PAIR OF LATE 17TH CENTURY 
INDIAN MAIL TROUSERS, of characteristic open 
backed form, the waist with traces of cloth lining, 
triangular groin defence, the whole composed of 
riveted links. 
£1,500-2,000

53.  A VERY RARE 19TH CENTURY INDIAN 
RAJPUT FABRIC BODY ARMOUR, of characteristic 
cummerbund form, the calico coloured body with red 
silk thread linear decoration, the whole with “thousand 
nail” border composed of two tramlines infilled with 
stylised flower heads. 
£200-300
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58.  A PAIR OF 19TH CENTURY TURKISH 
OR OTTOMAN EMBROIDERED SLIPPERS, each 
of stitched red Morocco leather embroidered with a 
stylized fleur de lys, leather soles, one inscribed and 
numbered 269. (2) 
£300-400

59.  A FINE LATE 18TH CENTURY INDIAN 
BARUDAN POWDER FLASK, of characteristic 
curling and tapering form, entirely covered in red and 
gold silks decorated with stylised foliage, bullion ribbon 
trim. Isolated patches of rubbing and wear to silk. 
£200-300

56.  A 19TH CENTURY INDIAN SIKH MAIL 
SHIRT FOR A BOY, the patterned shirt with 
horizontal linear decoration, composed of butted 
links, complete with blue and red cloth padded collar. 
Lahore. 
£600-800

57.  AN 18TH CENTURY INDIAN CHAIN 
MAIL COIF, shallow domed scalp plate, faceted 
plume holder with foliate mounting foot, the mail coif 
composed of riveted links, the face aperture with 
triangular flap, square section shoulder apertures. 
£600-800
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60.  A LATE 19TH CENTURY OTTOMAN 
OR TURKISH TURBAN HELMET, the steel skull 
with radiating ribs, decorated with panels of foliage 
and calligraphy in the Turkish, Istanbul, manner, the 
squared off peak drawn out to a point, rounded neck 
defence, four-piece link-joined pierced ear defences, 
pierced adjustable nasal bar, all decorated to match, the 
upper terminal of the nasal bar pierced and set with a 
turquoise, patterned cloth liner. 
£800-1,000

61.  A 19TH CENTURY INDIAN MADU OR 
SHIELD, 13cm dished and domed brass shieled 
chiselled with elephant, huntsmen on horseback and 
foot on a ground of scrolling foliage, set with five 
coloured stones to the centre, square section spike 
terminals. 
£300-400
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62.  AN 18TH CENTURY INDIAN POWDER 
HORN, the curving horn body with iron mounts, the 
shaped belt hook decorated with calligraphy and a tiger 
in gold koftgari, the sprung top further decorated with 
calligraphy and scrolling foliage in gold koftgari, the iron 
foot with bud-form terminal. 
£300-400

63.  A PERSIAN OR NORTH INDIAN WHITE 
METAL PANDAN OR BETEL NUT BOX, shaped 
to resemble a 16th Century Mughal warrior’s helmet, 
chased over all with flowers and scrolling foliage, the 
hinged lid with lockable clasp, 17.5cm high approx. 
£450-550

64.  A LATE 18TH CENTURY INDIAN CAST 
IRON MORTAR, the two-bore three-stage ring 
turned barrel with incised bands of linear decoration. 
£200-300

65.  A LARGE OTTOMAN SHERBET SPOON, 
18th/19th Century, large pointed bowl of good 
colour carved from walrus tusk, swollen bone stem 
surmounted by layers of horn and zinc and with agate 
(?) finial, 22cm long. 
£100-300
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66.  A SRI LANKAN OR SOUTHERN INDIAN 
LACQUERED POLE ARM, 10cm leaf-shaped spear 
head with tapering ring turned collar, 128cm tapering 
lacquered haft decorated in multi-colours with bands 
of linear and geometric decoration. 
£250-350

67.  AN INDIAN TABAR OR AXE, 22.75cm 
crescent head decorated with panels of scrolling 
foliage and flower heads highlighted in gold and silver 
damascene, the fluke, in the form of an open mouthed 
Makara and decorated to match, tapering square 
section spike finial, tapering haft with dome form 
terminal. 82cm over all length. 
£400-500

68.  A 19TH CENTURY INDIAN TRIDENT 
OR SPEAR HEAD, the 35cm head composed three 
flattened diamond section blades, the outer two of 
wavy form, the forte etched with a panel of scrolling 
foliage and flowerheads with gilt metal highlights, 25cm 
tapering collar. 
£200-300

69.  A LATE 19TH CENTURY LARGE SIZED 
KUKRI, 54.5cm triple fullered blade with hardened 
edge and shaped forte, the hilt of Kora form with large 
brass disc guard and pommel, the finial of domed sun-
form, shaped bone grip. 
£200-300
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70.  A LATE 19TH CENTURY SULAWESI 
KUKRI, 30.5cm clean double fullered blade with 
shaped forte, characteristic brass hilt profusely 
decorated with bands and panels of geometric designs 
and strapwork, contained in its leather wrapped 
wooden scabbard, the white metal chape and throat 
decorated with bands of scrolls, the latter also pierced 
with scrolling foliage and architectural forms, set also 
with a yellow metal panel decorated to match, braid 
white metal strap with half rupee ornament dated 
1886, complete with bi-knives. 
£400-500

71. A 19TH CENTURY INDIAN PESH-KABZ 
OR DAGGER, 33cm T-section wootz damascus blade 
with replaced reinforcing straps at the forte, splitting, 
characteristic hilt decorated with panels of foliage 
and flowerheads in gold damascene, contained in its 
green velvet wrapped wooden scabbard with later 
gold painted chape. Pommel cap unscrews to reveal an 
internal compartment. 
£1,200-1,400

72. A FINE 19TH CENTURY TURKISH OR 
OTTOMAN TROUSSE, comprising a set of three 
matching knives of graduated size, the first with 9cm 
blade, then 11.5cm and the last 12.5cm, each hilt of 
white metal and profusely decorated with scrolling 
foliage and flower heads, one forte of brass, contained 
in its white metal sheath decorated to match, with the 
addition of a tri-band of fluted pink corals within filigree 
borders. 
£800-1,200
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73. A 20TH CENTURY GOLD KOFTGARI 
DOUBLE DAGGER, 21.5cm wootz blade decorated 
with a panel of scrolling foliage and flower heads in 
gold koftgari at the forte, characteristic hilt decorated 
to match, the sprung pommel opening to reveal its 
companion dagger within. 
£800-1,000

74. A 19TH CENTURY KHYBER KNIFE, 64cm 
fullered T-section blade profusely decorated with 
panels of scrolling foliage and geometric designs, 
highlighted in gilt, characteristic brass mounted hilt with 
two-piece riveted horn grips. 
£500-600

75.. AN OTTOMAN JADE HILTED KARD, 
12cm watered steel blade decorated with calligraphy at 
the forte in gold, faceted green jade hilt, together with 
a worn Turkish Jambiya with gold decorated forte and 
retaining some of its stone decoration to the hilt and 
scabbard, and a Sudanese arm dagger. (3) 
£300-500

76. A LATE 18TH CENTURY SOUTHERN 
INDIAN OR DECCAN KAHANJAR, 19cm recurved 
blade, double edged towards the tip, characteristic 
brass hilt with scroll guard with bud form terminal, the 
pommel in the form of a Yali 
£400-500

77. A LATE 18TH CENTURY INDIAN KATAR, 
41cm double fullered wootz blade with reinforcing 
straps at the forte, characteristic hilt with geometric 
border decoration, double baluster grip, traces of 
original silvered decoration. 
£300-400
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78. A GOOD 18TH CENTURY INDIAN 
KATAR, 29cm double fullered blade with shallow 
armour piercing tip, the forte overlaid with gold and 
decorated with scrolling foliage and flower heads, 
the gold running through to the top of the fullers, 
characteristic hilt profusely decorated with scrolling 
foliage and flower heads in gold koftgari, geometric 
borders mirrored to the dual baluster grip in gold 
koftgari, contained in its tooled leather wrapped 
wooden scabbard with foliate pierced white metal 
chape. 
£2,000-3,000
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79. A GOOD 18TH CENTURY INDIAN 
KATAR, 26.5cm multi fullered polished Wootz 
damascus blade, deeply chiselled and pierced at the 
forte with stylised foliage, Yali heads and geometric 
designs highlighted in gold, characteristic hilt, the grip 
straps pierced at the terminals, dual baluster grip, the 
whole with gold koftgari highlights, contained in its 
leather wrapped wooden scabbard, the pierced chape 
decorated to match. 
£1,500-2,000

designs highlighted in gold, characteristic hilt, the grip 
straps pierced at the terminals, dual baluster grip, the 

leather wrapped wooden scabbard, the pierced chape 
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80. A FINE LATE 19TH OR EARLY 20TH

CENTURY INDIAN KATAR, 27cm flattened diamond 
section blade drawn out to an armour piercing tip, 
deeply chiselled with scrolling foliage and flower heads 
to either side, the stepped reinforced forte decorated 
with scrolling vines and flowerheads on a gilt ground, 
characteristic hilt with dual baluster grip, the whole 
finely chiselled with vines and flowerheads all on a gilt 
ground. 
£2,000-3,000

80. A FINE LATE 19
CENTURY INDIAN KATAR
section blade drawn out to an armour piercing tip, 
deeply chiselled with scrolling foliage and flower heads 
to either side, the stepped reinforced forte decorated 
with scrolling vines and flowerheads on a gilt ground, 
characteristic hilt with dual baluster grip, the whole 
finely chiselled with vines and flowerheads all on a gilt 
ground. 
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81. AN 18TH CENTURY INDIAN 
VIJAYANAGARA HOODED KATAR OR DAGGER, 
37.5cm multi-fullered blade chiselled with a foliate form 
to either side of the forte, characteristic hooded hilt 
with dual baluster grip, the side bars or straps chiselled 
with borders and foliate sprays, the recurving guard 
with Yali form terminal, the whole chiselled with broad 
geometric borders. 
£500-700

82. A 17TH CENTURY INDIAN 
VIJAYANAGARA HOODED KATAR OR DAGGER, 
36.5cm multi-fullered blade with elongated and 
shaped reinforcing straps, characteristic hooded hilt 
with dual baluster grip, the side bars or straps with 
pierced reinforces decorated with geometric designs, 
the recurving guard with Yali form terminal, the whole 
overlaid with a pierced geometric border. 
£500-700

83. A 17TH CENTURY INDIAN BUBRI 
DECORATED KHANJAR, 18.5cm slightly curved 
blade with raised medial ridge, characteristic hilt with 
gilded cross guard, the down turned quillons with Yali 
head terminals, surmounted by two gilded scrolling 
supports with bud form terminal, the understated 
carved wooden hilt with reeded sides, the front of the 
pommel decorated with a single large bubri. Almost 
certainly Mysor. 
£600-800

84. A 17TH CENTURY INDIAN BICHWA 
OR DAGGER, 17cm recurving fullered blade with 
short foliate shaped reinforcing straps at the forte, 
characteristic grip hilt chiselled with bands of foliage 
and stylised grotesque masks. 
£150-200
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85. A LATE 18TH CENTURY MUGHAL 
SPINACH JADE AND GEM HILTED DAGGER, 
20.5cm 19th Century wootz damascus blade with 
shallow armour piercing tip, the broad tapering fuller 
decorated with a panel of calligraphy and a panel of 
scrolling vines in gold and silver, characteristic hilt of 
spinach jade decorated to the borders and pommel top 
with bands of stylised flowers in gold and set with gem 
stones, contained in its red velvet covered wooden 
scabbard with gold ribbon trim. 
£2,000-3,000 

85. A LATE 18TH

SPINACH JADE AND GEM HILTED DAGGER
20.5cm 19th Century wootz damascus blade with 
shallow armour piercing tip, the broad tapering fuller 
decorated with a panel of calligraphy and a panel of 
scrolling vines in gold and silver, characteristic hilt of 
spinach jade decorated to the borders and pommel top 
with bands of stylised flowers in gold and set with gem 
stones, contained in its red velvet covered wooden 
scabbard with gold ribbon trim. 
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86.  A FINE LATE 18TH CENTURY OR EARLY 
19TH CENTURY PERSIAN KARD, 24cm wootz 
damascus blade finely chiselled with scrolling foliage 
and flower heads within a fine gold koftgari border at 
the forte, fine tram line chiselled back edge with a gold 
highlighted foliate flourish at the base, characteristic hilt 
finely chiselled to either side of the collar with a falcon 
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killing its prey, the straps chiselled to one side with 
a column of wild beasts attacking their prey amidst 
scrolling vines, the other strap decorated with scrolling 
vines and flower heads, two-piece riveted walrus grips. 
Two small chips to the edge of the blade. 
£1,800-2,200

killing its prey, the straps chiselled to one side with 
a column of wild beasts attacking their prey amidst 
scrolling vines, the other strap decorated with scrolling 
vines and flower heads, two-piece riveted walrus grips. 
Two small chips to the edge of the blade. 
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87. A LATE 18TH CENTURY PERSIAN KARD, 
24.6cm wootz damascus blade with armour piercing 
tip, the forte finely chiselled with scrolling foliage and 
flower heads, either side further enriched with gold 
koftgari panels in turn repeated on the finely chiselled 
back edge and on the back of the tip, characteristic 
hilt profusely decorated with vignettes of calligraphy 
bordered in gold koftgari, “O Source of Compassion, 
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O Bounteous Provider, O Sovereignty, O Paradise, O 
Forgiving One” two piece riveted Walrus grips. Bears 
many similarities to the work of Ali Akbar and a very 
similar dagger appears in the Khalili collection with 
similar vignette decoration to the hilt. Some pitting and 
chip to tip of the blade. 
£1,000-1,500
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88. A 19TH CENTURY OR EARLIER SULAWESI 
(CELEBES) BUGIS DAGGER KRIS, 32.5cm broad 
wavy pamor blade, large carved and engraved 
hippopotamus tusk Garuda hilt of good colour, 
engraved silver cup, in its wooden sheath with horn tip.
 £250-500

89. A 19TH CENTURY OR EARLIER SULAWESI 
(CELEBES) BUGIS DAGGER KRIS, 33.5cm broad 
heavy slightly curved pamor blade, carved and engraved 
hippopotamus tusk Garuda hilt of good colour, chiselled 
brass cup, in its wooden sheath with hardwood tip.
 £250-500
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90. A 19TH CENTURY GOLD MOUNTED 
MALAYAN KRIS, 37cm fine wavy pamor blade, carved 
and engraved hippopotamus tusk Garuda hilt, pierced 
silver cup, contained in its wooden sheath with nicely 
grained wooden top, gold mounts chased with flowers 
and foliage.
 £350-700

91. A LATE 19TH CENTURY MALAYAN KRIS, 
32cm straight pamor blade, carved and engraved 
hippopotamus tusk Garuda hilt, silver cup, in its nicely 
grained wooden sheath fitted with belt cords. 
 £200-400
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92. A LATE 19TH CENTURY MALAYAN KRIS, 
42cm straight black blade, carved hippopotamus tusk 
Garuda hilt, engraved nickel cup, contained in its ebony 
sheath with nicely grained wooden top, tip carved from 
hippopotamus tusk.  
 £200-400

93. A 19TH CENTURY OR EARLIER MADURA 
KRIS, 33cm straight pamor blade, whale’s tooth hilt 
carved with flowering foliage in relief, gold coloured 
metal filigree cup, in its wooden sheath with engraved 
brass stem cover chased with birds inhabiting foliage.
 £200-400
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94. A 19TH CENTURY OR EARLIER SULAWESI 
(CELEBES) BUGIS DAGGER KRIS, 33.5cm wavy 
pamor blade, carved and engraved hippopotamus tusk 
Garuda hilt, chiselled brass cup, in its wooden sheath 
with silver mounts chased with foliage.
 £250-500

95. A 19TH CENTURY OR EARLIER SMALL 
MADURA KRIS, 22cm straight pamor blade, (some 
rust), whale’s tooth hilt caved with foliage, pierced 
pommel, granulated silver-coloured cup, contained in 
its wooden sheath with foliate carved top and foliate 
embossed silver coloured metal stem cover.
 £150-300
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96. A 19TH CENTURY OR EARLIER MADURA 
KRIS, 33.5cm straight pamor blade, whale’s tooth hilt 
carved with flowering foliage in relief, silver cup, in its 
silver coloured metal sheath.
 £200-400

97. A 19TH CENTURY OR EARLIER MADURA 
KRIS, 32.5cm straight pamor blade, whale’s tooth hilt 
carved with flowering foliage, silver filigree cup, in its 
wooden sheath with silver stem cover finely chased 
with birds, dragons, nagas and animals inhabiting foliage.
 £200-400
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98. A GOOD 19TH CENTURY OR EARLIER 
MADURA KRIS, 37.5cm straight pamor blade, whale’s 
tooth hilt finely carved with a pair of dragon’s wings 
amidst flowering foliage, pommel carved with a crown, 
gold coloured metal filigree cup set with stones 
(possibly gemstones - not tested), contained in its 
wooden sheath with scroll carved top, the stem faced 
with tortoise shell.
 £250-500

99. A GOOD 19TH CENTURY OR EARLIER 
MADURA KRIS, 34.5cm wavy pamor blade, large 
whale’s tooth hilt with good age patina finely carved 
with a winged horse between two horses drawing a 
chariot, and a pair of winged angels, all amidst flowering 
foliage in relief, small silver cup, contained in its wooden 
sheath with foliate engraved brass stem cover, the 
opening filled with tortoise shell. Untouched condition. 
 £250-500
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101. A GOOD 19TH CENTURY SURAKARTA 
KRIS, 36.5cm straight pamor blade, characteristic 
carved wooden hilt with flattened sides and sparse 
carved scrolls, gilt bulbous filigree support surmounted 
a beeded gilt collar set with garnets, contained in its 
brass wrapped wooden sheath with carved scroll top. 
£150-250

100. A GOOD 19TH CENTURY OR EARLIER 
MADURA KRIS, 35.5cm straight pamor blade, 
characteristic wooden hilt pierced and carved with 
foliage, flowerheads and geometric designs, white metal 
filigree collar, contained in its shaped burr wood sheath. 
£150-250
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103. A GOOD 19TH CENTURY SULU 
EXECUTIONER’S KRIS, 51.25cm straight, slender 
pamor blade with short winged top, characteristic 
tapering cylindrical white metal hilt with scale or petal 
decoration, two-stage bulbous white metal collar 
with filigree decoration, contained in its white metal 
mounted wooden sheath decorated with scrolling 
foliage within foliate borders. 
£150-250

102. A GOOD 19TH CENTURY KELANTAN 
OR PATANI KRIS, 38.25cm multi-fullered wavy 
pamor blade with chiselled wing, characteristic wooden 
hilt polished and carved in the form of a wayang 
figure, shaped white metal collar with foliate engraved 
borders, contained in its polished wooden sheath with 
carved short scroll top. 
£150-250
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105 A 19TH CENTURY INDONESIAN 
SULAWESI OR CELEBES SHORT SWORD, 
49.5cm shaped blade with pierced forte, the polished 
and carved buffalo horn hilt in the form of a figure 
emerging from the jaws of a mythical sea creature, 
tapering gilt collar with white metal filigree borders, 
contained in its white metal mounted wooden sheath 
with foliate carved collar 
£400-600

104.. A GOOD EARLY 20TH CENTURY 
BALINESE KRIS, 33.25cm wavy pamor blade, gilt hilt 
in the form of a seated deity in courtly dress, large 
faceted gilt collar set with coloured stones, contained in 
its gilt metal wrapped sheath profusely decorated with 
scrolling foliage, geometric designs and the figure of a 
warrior. 
£300-400
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107. AN 18TH CENTURY PHILIPINO PANABAS 
OR NAWI, 52.5cm broadening pierced blade drawn 
out to a point, the copper bound shaped wooden 
hilt with old painted collection number, the stepped 
pommel incised COTTA BATO MINDANAO APR 8 
1800. 
£300-400

106. TAIWAN - A GOOD 19TH CENTURY 
PAIWANESE 50cm heavy section straight blade, 
characteristic finely carved wooden hilt decoration 
with opposing masks or ancestor figures, iron collar, 
contained in its shaped and carved red painted wooden 
sheath decorated with a stylised snake and further 
ancestor mask, the blade retained behind shaped iron 
strapwork. 
£800-1,200
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110. AN EARLY 20TH CENTURY MALAYAN 
KRIS, 32.5cm watered steel blade, the wooden hilt 
finely carved with panels of foliage and geometric 
designs, the filigree collar set with coloured stones, 
contained in its carved wooden scabbard. 
£180-220

111.. A MALAYAN KRIS STAND, the carved 
wooden warrior figure painted and highlighted in gilt 
and holding a full sized kris in its left hand. 
£250-350

108. A 19TH CENTURY MALAYAN KRIS, 23.5cm 
watered steel blade, characteristic carved wooden hilt 
in the form of a Garuda bird, contained in its white 
metal wrapped wooden scabbard embossed with 
bands of foliage and flower heads, together with a 
further kris with damaged scabbard. (2) 
£80-120

109. A 19TH CENTURY MALAYAN KRIS, 23cm 
watered steel blade, 18th Century or earlier carved 
hippopotamus tooth hilt in the form of a stylized 
Garuda bird, contained in its white metal wrapped 
wooden scabbard decorated with scrolling foliage, the 
scabbard throat detached but present and of carved 
horn. 
£100-150
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112. A 19TH CENTURY MALAYAN KRIS, 23.5cm 
watered steel blade, characteristic carved wooden hilt 
in the form of a Garuda bird, contained in its white 
metal wrapped wooden scabbard embossed with 
bands of foliage and flower heads, together with a 
further kris with damaged scabbard. (2) 
£80-120

113. A 19TH CENTURY MALAYAN KRIS, 23cm 
watered steel blade, 18th Century or earlier carved 
hippopotamus tooth hilt in the form of a stylized 
Garuda bird, contained in its white metal wrapped 
wooden scabbard decorated with scrolling foliage, the 
scabbard throat detached but present and of carved 
horn. 
£100-150

114.  AN EARLY 20TH CENTURY MALAYAN 
KRIS, 37cm wavy watered steel blade, the wooden hilt 
carved in the form of a stylized Garuda bird, contained 
in its polished wooden scabbard. 
£160-180

115. AN EARLY 20TH CENTURY MALAYAN 
KRIS, 29cm watered steel blade, the shaped forte with 
gilt highlights, the cast bronze handle in the form of 
a seated figure, contained in its white metal mounted 
wooden scabbard. 
£180-220

116.  A 19TH CENTURY MALAYAN KRIS, 
34cm wavy watered steel blade, characteristic carved 
wooden hilt, the filigree collar set with coloured stones, 
contained in its brass wrapped wooden scabbard 
embossed with foliage, collar loose and scabbard with 
dents. 
£180-220
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117. TRIBAL ART: A MASSIM CLUB, 
TROBRIAND ISLANDS, PAPUA NEW GUINEA, 
the tapering blade carved with typical decoration of 
panels of S scrolls opposing stylized waves, lines and 
zigzag band, slightly flared handle with zizag carved and 
pierced dome form pommel, 61cm long. 
£300-500

118. A TRIBAL LONG CLUB, possibly Australian, 
the natural form root ball head with long haft and 
V-form end pierced for a thong, some worm, 90.5cm 
long. 
£40-60

119. TRIBAL ART: AN EARLY 19TH CENTURY 
AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINAL THROWING CLUB, 
67.5cm body with swollen tapering tip, the stone 
carved haft with tapered foot, this with narrow stone 
chipped grip, believed to be South East Queensland 
area, together with two 19th Century and earlier 
powder flasks, the first heart shaped and of leather 
over wood, showing typical 17th Century Italian 
characteristics though probably tribal, the second 
Moroccan in style. (3) 
£120-180

120. A SCARCE 19TH CENTURY PACIFIC 
ISLANDS HAND CLUB, the 38cm palm wooden 
body with stepped handle and beaked head. 
£600-700
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121. AN AFRICAN TRIBAL CARVED 
HARDWOOD FIGURAL HEADREST OR PILLOW, 
the long shaped dished top with a man’s head to one 
end, supported on two turned legs to one end and 
a single turned leg to the other with hoof foot and 
leather hand grip, 22.5cm high x 59cm long. 
£200-250 

122. AN AFRICAN TRIBAL HARDWOOD 
HEADREST OR PILLOW, .of tapering form with 
dished top and circular base, 16cm high. 
£100-150

123. A 19TH CENTURY CENTRAL AFRICAN 
WICKER SHIELD, CONGO, the long convex body 
with rounded ends, painted with opposing geometric 
designs in russet, white, and blue on the natural brown 
ground, two central reinforcing poles and carved 
wooden handle to the reverse with remains of hide 
strap, 144cm long. Some wear and damage. 
£200-300
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124.  A VERY FINE LATE 18TH OR EARLY 19TH

CENTURY INDO-PERSIAN KHANJAR, perhaps 
Scinde (Sindh, currently Pakistan), 21cm dark watered 
steel wootz blade, carved walrus tusk hilt with large 
gold pommel cap inlaid with cabochon ruby, turquoises 
and sapphires, in its leather covered sheath with 
string-work decoration including a band of inscriptions 
around the top, and fitted with gold suspension mount 
decorated with translucent green and opaque pink and 
white enamel.
 £2000-3500 

125. A MID 19TH CENTURY SUMATRAN OR 
JAVANESE DAGGER BADEK, 20cm single edged 
blade forged from meteoric iron in a distinctive 
pattern, deeply etched with a whorl at the forte and 
pellets along the back edge, hilt and sheath mounts of 
carved hippopotamus tusk of good colour, contained in 
its figured wood sheath.
 £100-200
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126. A GOOD EARLY 19TH CENTURY INDO-
PERSIAN KHANJAR, 24cm finely watered wootz 
steel blade chiselled with animals and foliage, one-piece 
walrus tusk hilt carved with figures and inscriptions 
in relief, contained in its leather covered sheath with 
elaborate silver locket chiselled with animal heads and 
birds within whorls of flowering foliage, and fitted with 
four silver tassels with finials.
 £1500-2500
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127. A GOOD EARLY 19TH CENTURY INDO-
PERSIAN KHANJAR, 22.5cm blade of dark polished 
kara khorasan wootz steel, chiselled with lion attacking 
deer, and hawk attacking bird, brass inlaid with the 
maker ‘amal Hasan, one-piece carved walrus tusk grip, 
contained in its plum velvet covered sheath.
 £350-700

128. A SCARCE OTTOMAN TURKISH 
BALKAN DAGGER, 35cm straight watered steel 
blade with chiselled decoration in relief, two-piece 
carved walrus ivory grips, silver gilt grip strap inlaid 
with fluted shaped corals, contained in its leather 
covered scabbard, late 18th Century.
 £400-800
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129. A FINE TURKISH YATAGHAN, 54.5cm 
blade with very extensive good quality silver inlaid 
inscriptions on both sides of the blade (not read) 
including the date AH1214 (=1799AD) and the tughra, 
unusual silver gilt mounts chiselled with bas relief panels 
of engraved foliage, two-piece carved walrus tusk 
grips, in its black leather scabbard with engraved brass 
mounts.
 £500-1000

130. A GOOD 
BALKAN DAGGER, 
c.1800, 32cm curved 
shallow diamond-section 
tapered blade, one-piece 
carved walrus tusk hilt, 
contained in its silver 
sheath with beaded top, 
pierced hanging loop, and 
shell-shaped finial.
 £350-700
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131. AN OTTOMAN TURKISH YATAGHAN, 
59cm blade deeply impressed with maker’s stamp 
dated AH1201 (=1786AD) within a teardrop-
shaped cartouche, surrounded by silver damascened 
inscriptions (not read), copper gripstrap with extensive 
filigree decoration set with cabochon corals, two-piece 
carved walrus tusk grips with very large ear-shaped 
pommel, in its black leather scabbard with plain steel 
mounts.
 £400-800

132. AN OTTOMAN TURKISH YATAGHAN, 
56cm single edge blade cut with a pair of narrow 
fullers with gold damascened inscription (not read) 
dated AH1226 (=1811AD), gilt silver mounts with 
extensive filigree decoration, two-piece carved walrus 
tusk grips, contained in its black leather scabbard with 
silver mouthpiece. Some patches of moderate pitting to 
blade.
See ‘The Arms of Greece’ R. Elgood, pl.162 for very 
similar hilt.
 £400-800
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134. A LARGE 19TH CENTURY BALKAN 
JAMBIYA, 28.75cm curved blade with raised medial 
ridge, decorated with panels of scrolling foliage to 
either side of the forte in gold koftgari, characteristic 
carved walrus hilt, one small chip, contained in its 
deeply embossed white metal wrapped wooden 
scabbard profusely decorated with panels of scrolling 
foliage and geometric design. 
£600-800

133. AN EARLY 18TH CENTURY TURKISH 
JAMBIYA, 19.5cm curved damascus blade, 
characteristic carved walrus hilt, contained in it its 
white metal wrapped wooden scabbard, decorated 
with scrolling foliage and Tulip heads. As early as the 
15th Century Istanbul exported Tulips, one of the 
national symbols of Turkey, throughout the Ottoman 
Empire and to Holland. The 17th Century saw an 
increase in the spread and appreciation of tulips globally 
and within Turkey itself the 18th Century became the 
pinnacle of Tulip appreciation. 
£500-700
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135. A 19TH CENTURY OTTOMAN JAMBIYA, 
26.5cm curved watered steel blade with raised medial 
ridge, characteristic carved walrus hilt, contained in its 
deeply embossed leather wrapped wooden scabbard 
decorated with geometric designs. 
£400-600

136. A 19TH CENTURY OTTOMAN KINDJAL, 
21.5cm fullered blade with crisp deep maker’s stamp to 
either side just above the forte, characteristic shaped 
walrus grip, contained in its engraved brass mounted 
red velvet wrapped wooden scabbard. 
£300-400

137. A 19TH CENTURY CAUCASIAN KINDJAL, 
37.5cm double fullered blade, characteristic shaped 
and carved walrus hilt secured with two rivets with 
white metal foliate domed tops, contained in its leather 
wrapped wooden scabbard, silver bullion seam, the 
suspension ring mount decorated with scrolling foliage 
in gold Koftgari. 
£250-350

138. A 19TH CENTURY TURKISH OR 
OTTOMAN KINDJAL OR DAGGER, 24.25cm 
wootz damascus blade, characteristic shaped hilt 
composed from bone, contained in its gilt mounted 
green cloth wrapped wooden scabbard. 
£1,200-1,400
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139. A LARGE 19TH CENTURY OTTOMAN OR 
BALKAN JAMBIYA, 28cm curved watered steel blade 
with raised medial ridge, characteristic walrus hilt with 
geometric pommel and guard, contained in its velvet 
wrapped wooden scabbard. 
£1,200-1,400

140. A CAUCASIAN KINDJAL, 36cm flattened 
diamond section two-stage blade etched with an 
inscription to either side and dated 1902, with traces 
of gilt decoration and blued ground, characteristic 
two-piece riveted horn grips, contained in its leather 
wrapped wooden scabbard with white metal chape. 
£1,000-1,500

141. A LARGE 19TH CENTURY SILVER 
MOUNTED CHECHEN KINDJAL, 38cm double 
fullered blade etched with geometric designs and 
candles to one side, characteristic hilt with two-piece 
riveted wooden grips and retaining its silver niello collar, 
contained in its leather wrapped wooden scabbard 
with silver niello mounts, the latter with Imperial 
Russian 84 mark and decorated with opposing snakes 
in the Chechen fashion. 
£1,000-1,500

142. A LATE 19TH CENTURY DAGESTANI 
KINDAL, 41.5cm blade etched with false damascus 
in the double fullers, characteristic two-piece dome 
riveted horn grips, the latter decorated with scroll in 
silver koftgari, contained in its leather wrapped wooden 
scabbard with silver niello mounts decorated with 
panels of scrolling foliage within geometric borders. 
£1,000-1,500
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145. A LATE 19TH OR EARLY 20TH CENTURY 
OMANI JAMBIYA, 16cm sharply curved blade with 
raised medial ridge, characteristic white metal hilt finely 
decorated with flower heads and geometric bands in 
filigree work, contained in its Al bu Said form scabbard 
decorated to match with the addition of seven silver 
mounting rings and its scarce bi knife decorated to 
match. 
£350-450

146. A 19TH CENTURY ARAB JAMBIYA OF 
MECCA SHAPE, 16.5cm curved blade with raised 
medial ridge, characteristic white metal hilt decorated 
with geometric designs and flower heads, contained 
in its white metal wrapped scabbard decorated with 
panels of foliage within geometric borders. 
£200-300

143. A LARGE 19TH CENTURY CAUCASIAN 
KINDJAL, 45cm flattened diamond section blade with 
offset fullers, characteristic hilt with two-piece riveted 
horn grips, contained in its red velvet wrapped wooden 
scabbard, the mounts of characteristically Zlatoust 
style. 
£350-450

144. A 20TH CENTURY OMANI JAMBIYA, 
17.5cm curved blade with raised medial ridge, 
characteristic white metal mounted hilt decorated with 
panels of geometric designs and flower heads in filigree 
work, contained in its white metal mounted wooden 
scabbard, backed in leather and with four suspension 
rings. 
£200-300
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147.  A 19TH CENTURY OTTOMAN TURKISH 
JAMBIYA, 24cm sharply curved wootz damascus 
blade with raised medial ridge, characteristic white 
metal mounted hilt decorated with flowers, shaped 
wooden grip, the pommel set with a stone, contained 
in its foliate embossed white metal wrapped wooden 
scabbard. 
£700-900

148.  A 19TH CENTURY DAGESTANI SILVER 
NIELLO SHASQUA, 80.25cm double fullered curved 
18th Century Hungarian blade engraved with lions, 
figures of soldiers, crescent moons and the motto 
Vincere aut mo Hungaria (Victory for my Hungary), 
characteristic silver niello hilt finely decorated with 
scrolling foliage, contained in its leather wrapped 
wooden scabbard with silver niello mounts decorated 
to match, the upper mount with a panel of calligraphy. 
£2,000-3,000

149.  A WHITE METAL MOUNTED ARAB 
JAMBIYA, 18cm sharply curved blade with raised 
medial ridge, white metal mounted horn grip, contained 
in its white metal and red velvet wrapped wooden 
scabbard, decorated with scrolling foliage. 
£150-200
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150.  A 19TH CENTURY OMANI SHAMSHIR, 
79.5cm multi-fullered blade struck with a maker’s 
mark at the forte, characteristic white metal hilt, 
the crossguard with flattened dome terminals and 
decorated with a panel of calligraphy within chevron 
borders, white metal pommel cap, riveted two-piece 
ivory grips, contained in its white metal mounted 
leather wrapped wooden scabbard decorated 
to match. Ivory declaration submission number 
C92GS1W8
£2,500-3,500

 CENTURY OMANI SHAMSHIR, 

the crossguard with flattened dome terminals and 
decorated with a panel of calligraphy within chevron 
borders, white metal pommel cap, riveted two-piece 
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151.  A COMMUNIST RUSSIAN SHASQUA, 
80.5cm curved blade with various arsenal stamps and 
dated 1931, regulation brass hilt, dated 1931, ribbed 
wooden grip, contained in its brass mounted leather 
wrapped wooden scabbard, complete with a fluted 
socket bayonet. 
£1,000-1,500

152.  A RUSSIAN PATTERN 1881 CAVALRY 
TROOPER’S SHASQUA OR SWORD, 82cm curved 
blade, dated 1915 and with Zlatoust Arms Factory 
stamp, regulation brass hilt with D-shaped knuckle 
guard, dated 1914 and with First War regimental 
markings, reeded wooden rip, contained in its brass 
mounted leather wrapped wooden scabbard. See 
Russian Sidearms, Polearms & Bayonets by A.N. Kulinsky, 
Pages 150-152. 
£750-850

153.  FIRST WAR PERIOD COSSACK KINDJAL, 
43.5cm curved double fullered blade dated 1911, 
regulation two-piece riveted wooden grips, contained 
in its brass mounted wooden scabbard complete with 
later belt. 
£350-450

154.  AN IMPERIAL RUSSIAN 
INFANTRYMAN’S SIDEARM, 68.5cm curved blade, 
regulation brass hilt with D-shaped knuckle guard with 
Ordnance stamps and dated 1837, ribbed brass grip. 
Probably issued for the Crimean War, see Russian 
Sidearms, Polearms & Bayonets by A.N. Kulinsky, Pages 
188-189. Blade loose in hilt. 
£400-500

155.  A FIRST WAR PERIOD OTTOMAN 
TURKISH OFFICER’S SHAMSHIR OR SWORD, 
82cm curved fullered blade etched with scrolling foliage, 
stands of arms and crescent motifs, characteristic gilt 
brass hilt decorated with scrolling foliage and flower 
heads, contained in its gilt brass mounted leather 
scabbard decorated to match. 
£500-600
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156.  AN OMANI SILVER MOUNTED 
KATTARA OR SWORD, 80.5cm early European 
fullered broad sword blade, characteristic leather 
wrapped hilt with faceted white metal pommel, 
contained in its leather wrapped wooden scabbard 
with foliate embossed white metal mounts. 
£900-1,100

157.  A 19TH CENTURY ARAB SAIF OR 
SWORD, of characteristic Arabian peninsula form, 
70.5cm fullered blade decorated with a panel of 
scrolling foliage to one side and a panel of calligraphy 
on virtually all of the opposing side, characteristic 
white metal geometric hilt, the borders decorated 
with geometric designs and the crossguard with central 
foliate motif, chain guard, contained in its white metal 
mounted leather wrapped wooden scabbard decorated 
to match. 
£900-1,100

158.  A RUSSIAN PATTERN 1881 CAVALRY 
TROOPER’S SHASQUA OR SWORD, 86.5cm 
curved blade, dated and with Zlatoust Arms Factory 
stamp, regulation brass hilt with D-shaped knuckle 
guard, dated 1885 and with First War regimental 
markings, reeded wooden rip, contained in its brass 
mounted leather wrapped wooden scabbard. See 
Russian Sidearms, Polearms & Bayonets by A.N. Kulinsky, 
Pages 150-152. 
£750-850
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160.  A 19TH CENTURY 20-BORE INDIAN 
MATCHLOCK LONGGUN, 54.5inch sighted 
octagonal barrel, the side plates and trigger mechanism 
decorated with geometric designs about the borders, 
the right side with a small line of calligraphy, the right 
with a saddle ring, full stock, the butt with padded hide 
cushion. 
£400-500

159.  A 20-BORE BALKAN MIQUELET LOCK 
CARBINE, 27.25inch sighted octagonal barrel secured 
with two-white metal barrel bands and decorated with 
scrolling foliage and flower heads in silver koftgari at 
the breech and muzzle, chiselled lock, full stock applied 
with pierced white metal plaques, steel ramrod. 
£600-800
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plug chiselled with scrolling foliage, the barrel tang 
with recessed flip up ladder sight, damascus lock and 
hammer set with a gold maker’s stamp and decorated 
with scrolls and geometric designs in gold koftgari, the 
damascus mounts decorated to match, full stocked 
with chequered wrist. 
£6,000-8,000

161. A FINE .650 CALIBRE PERCUSSION 
OTTOMAN RIFLE WITH GOLD KOFTGARI 
AND DAMASCUS MOUNTS, 29inch sighted 
browned damascus barrel chiselled with panels and 
finely decorated in gold koftgari with scrolling foliage 
at the breech and muzzle, a maker’s stamp and four 
panels of calligraphy along the sighting rib, the breech 
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164.  AN 18-BORE FLINTLOCK TURKISH 
HOLSTER PISTOL, 12.25inch barrel chiselled with 
foliage at the breech, border and scroll engraved 
bevelled lock, full stocked with brass mounts, brass 
topped wooden ramrod. 
£300-400

165.  AN 18-BORE ALBANIAN “RAT’S TAIL” 
HOLSTER PISTOL, 8.5inch octagonal barrel, border 
engraved miquelet lock, full brass stock decorated with 
studs and engraved scrolling foliage. 
£180-

162.  A FINE 30-BORE BACK ACTION 
PERCUSSION COSSACK CAVALRY OFFICER’S 
PISTOL C.1840, 10.5inch pattern forged barrel inlaid 
with silver inscription on the top flat (not read - 
possibly a form of Georgian Mkhedruli script), open 
sights, walnut half stock inlaid with silver wire, finely 
engraved lock, backstrap and elongated trigger plate 
with button trigger, carved walrus tusk ball butt, iron 
lanyard ring. 
£350-700

163.  AN UNUSUAL EARLY 19TH CENTURY 
13-BORE INDIAN FLINTLOCK HOLSTER PISTOL, 
9.75inch octagonal barrel fitted with an engraved brass 
makarra head forming the muzzle band, the lock of EIC 
type engraved with an inverted tiger, the stock inlaid 
with shaped carved and engraved ivory plaques and 
pellets, brass mounts including a pierced hinged lanyard 
toggle, steel swivel ramrod. Untouched condition. 
Ivory declaration submission number BV4ETQ7Y
£250-350
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169. A .750 CALIBRE FLINTLOCK INDIA 
PATTERN BROWN BESS, 39inch sighted barrel, 
border engraved lock stamped with a crown and 
TOWER across the tail, full stocked, various age splits, 
regulation brass mounts, steel ramrod, complete with 
bayonet. Works well on FC and HC, with a pitted 
bore. 
£1,400-1,800

170. A .750 CALIBRE FLINTLOCK BROWN 
BESS BY KETLAND & Co., 39inch sighted barrel, 
border engraved lock stamped with a crown over 
GR and KETLAND & Co. across the tail, full stocked, 
restoration, with regulation brass mounts, steel ramrod. 
Works on FC and HC, the rack number 65 on the 
barrel is typical of those found on similar examples 
from Woolerton Hall. 
£850-950

166.  A .750 CALIBRE FLINTLOCK INDIA 
PATTERN BROWN BESS, 39inch sighted barrel, 
border engraved lock stamped with a crown over GR 
and TOWER across the tail, full stocked with regulation 
brass mounts, steel ramrod, later buff sling. 
£800-1,200

167.  A .750 CALIBRE FLINTLOCK INDIA 
PATTERN BROWN BESS, 39inch sighted barrel, 
border engraved lock stamped with a crown over GR 
and TOWER across the tail, full stocked with regulation 
brass mounts, steel ramrod, later buff sling. Stock 
scrubbed. 
£700-900

168.  A .750 CALIBRE FLINTLOCK INDIAN 
PATTERN BROWN BESS, 39inch sighted barrel, 
border engraved lock stamped with a crown over GR 
and signed WHEELER across the tail, full stocked with 
regulation brass mounts, steel ramrod. 
£2,000-2,500
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171. A .750 CAIBRE FLINTOCK TRADE 
MUSKET OF INDIA PATTERN BROWN BESS 
TYPE, 39inch sighted barrel, slightly bevelled lock 
stamped with a crown and TOWER across the tail, 
pitted, full stocked with regulation type brass mounts, 
steel ramrod. Works on FC and HC. 
£400-600

172. AN AMERICAN .58 CALIBRE FLINTLOCK 
MODEL 1817 RIFLE OR THE COMMON RIFLE, 
36inch sighted barrel stamped JH over P, replaced 
barrel tang, bevelled lock with brass pan, stamped US 
over DERINGER over PHILADA and dated 1841 at 
the tail, full stocked with regulation steel mounts, the 
wrist with peep sight, the butt with patch box, steel 
ramrod. Strong main spring but does not register FC 
or HC, relatively clean bore with patches of pitting. 
£550-650

173. A.700 CALIBRE RUSSIAN PERCUSSION 
MODEL 1845 SERVICE MUSKET, 43inch sighted 
barrel dated 1853, the back action lock marked to 
the IZHEVSK factory and dated 1853, full stocked 

with regulation brass mounts, the butt plate tang with 
Imperial Eagle stamp, steel ramrod. Barrel curvature. 
£850-950

174. A .750 CALIBRE EAST INDIA COMPANY 
PATTERN 1842 PERCUSSION SERVICE MUSKET, 
39inch sighted barrel, border engraved lock stamped 
with the rampant lion emblem, full stocked with 
regulation brass mounts, steel ramrod. Works on FC 
and HC with a crusty bore, some pitting and wedge 
holes relined. 
£250-350

175. A CRISP .750 CALIBRE PERCUSSION 
LIVERY MUSKET BY KAVANAGH OF DUBLIN, 
39.25inch sighted browned damascus barrel, case 
colour hardened signed back action lock, full stocked 
with regulation style brass mounts, the butt plated tang 
with Irish registration mark S6007, steel ramrod. Good 
crisp action on FC and HC, clean crisp gun, split to 
right side of fore-end. 
£600-700
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178. A .577 CALIBRE THREE-BAND PATTERN 
1853 SERVICE RIFLE, 39.25inch sighted barrel fitted 
with ramp and ladder rear sights, Indian Arsenal stamps 
to the breech, border engraved lock stamped 1859 
over TOWER and with a crown over VR at the tail, full 
stocked with regulation brass mounts. Ramrod lacking, 
works on FC and HC with a grey bore, ramrod lacking, 
crack at sideplate area. 
£350-450

179. A .577 OBSOLETE CALIBRE SNIDER 
THREE-BAND ENFIELD RIFLE, 36.5inch sighted 
barrel fitted with ramp and ladder rear sights, the lock 
stamped 1860 over ENFIELD and with a crown over 
VR at the tail, full stocked with regulation brass and 
steel mounts. Works well on FC and HC with a clean 
frosted bore. Ramrod lacking, chip to fore-end. 
£800-1,000

176. A .701 CALIBRE PATTERN 1851 
VOLUNTEER RIFLE-MUSKET OR MINIE RIFLE, 
39inch sighted barrel fitted with rear ladder sight, 
border engraved lock faintly engraved CHARLEXXX 
XXXX XXXXXX CALCUTTA, full stocked with 
regulation brass mounts, steel ramrod. Probably 
Charles Nephew & Co. London and Calcutta. Works 
well on FC and HC, clean four-groove bore. 
£800-1,200

177.  A CRISP GREENE PATENT BREECH 
LOADING PERCUSSION SERVICE CARBINE, 
18inch sighted multi-stage blued barrel fitted with 
rear ladder sights, case colour hardened lock with 
Maynard’s tape primer, stamped with a crown over VR 
and patent details, the wooden butt with patch box 
and stamped RDMR for Royal Devon Mounted Rifles, 
carbine No 14 F. Troop. Works on FC and HC with a 
clean bore and good traces of original finish. 
£1,500-2,000
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180. A GOOD .577 OBSOLETE CALIBRE 
SNIDER TWO-BAND BREECH LOADING 
MILITARY RIFLE, 30.75inch barrel fitted with ramp 
and ladder rear sight to 1000 yards with extensive 
military proofs etc., clean bore, bayonet lug at muzzle, 
regulation lock stamped with crowned VR and 1861, 
regulation brass mounts, butt cap tang deeply stamped 
VLLR 266, regulation iron cleaning rod and sling swivels, 
stock struck with extensive government inspectors and 
sale marks including Birmingham storekeeper’s stamp 
dated 1868. Requires cleaning, some light pitting to 
barrel and lock. 
Note: The 1st Linlithgowshire Rifle Volunteers was a 
Scottish unit raised in Linlithgow in 1860. 
£350-550

181. A .577 OBSOLETE CALIBRE SNIDER 
SERVICE CARBINE, 26inch sighted barrel fitted with 
ramp and ladder rear sights, the lock stamped 1871 
over ENFIELD and with a crown over VR at the tail, 
full stocked with regulation brass mounts, steel cleaning 
rod. Works on FC and HC with a crusty bore, general 
surface rust. 
£180-220

182. A .577 CALIBRE PERCUSSION THREE-
BAND ENFIELD PRESENTATION RIFLE, 39inch 
sighted barrel fitted with ramp and ladder rear sights, 
border engraved lock stamped TOWER over 1853 
and with a crown at the tail, full stock, set with a 
white metal plaque in the sideplate area and bearing 
the inscription PRESENTED BY G H WHALLEY 
ESQ MP TO BENJAMIN LLOYD LEWIS OF NANT 
YR HENDY FOR HIS MANLY AND CORRECT 
CONDUCT IN THE AFFAIR OF THE 7TH SEPT 
1863, regulation brass mounts, steel ramrod. Sold 
with a quantity of research. Works well on FC and 
HC. George Whalley was a member of the Irish Rifle 
Volunteers. 
£800-1,000

183. A .650 CALIBRE FLINTLOCK BAKER 
RIFLE, 30.25inch sighted damascus barrel fitted with 
rear leaf sights, border engraved lock stamped with 
a crown over GR and TOWER across the tail, full 
stocked with regulation brass mounts, the butt with 
patch box, steel ramrod, fitted with a saddle bar and 
rings to the left side. 
£8,000-9,000
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184. A RARE LLOYDS OF LONDON 
FLINTLOCK BRASS BARRELLED BLUNDERBUSS 
BY JOVER, 14.5inch three-stage barrel with ring turned 
muzzle, engraved LONDON on the top flat, border 
engraved lock signed JOVER, full stock with inventory 
and LLOYDS stamps on both sides of the butt, foliate 
engraved brass mounts, the Continental style sideplate 
engraved with the rack number No.2, horn topped 
wooden ramrod. Works on FC and HC. 
£2,000-3,000

185. A RARE 18TH CENTURY IRISH 
FLINTLOCK BRASS BARRELLED BLUNDERBUSS 
BY HUGHES OF CORKE, 17inch three-stage barrel 
with flared muzzle, engraved CORKE and with a 
panel of foliage at the breech, bevelled lock signed T 
HUGHES, full stock, foliate carved about the tang, 
foliate engraved brass mounts, to include openwork 
sideplate, wooden ramrod. Works well on FC and HC, 
with repairs to a few splits to the stock. 
£2,400-2,800
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186. A FINE LATE 17TH CENTURY BRASS 
BARRELLED FLINTLOCK BLUNDERBUSS BY 
JOHN HOSEY, 16.25inch flared barrel signed I. 
HOSEY on the octagonal breech, London proof 
marks, maker’s mark crowned I.H, foliate tip engraved 
breech with raised saddle pierced for sighting, brass 
escutcheon engraved with bust of man with hat, later 
stock, brass mounts and lock of good quality, lock 
indistinctly signed (Tatham?), nicely engraved butt cap 
tang and border engraved sideplate, trigger guard with 
foliate finial, baluster ramrod pipe, original wooden 
ramrod. Frizzen spring and ramrod tip missing, action 
fails to cock. 
£1,250-1,750

187. A FLINTLOCK BRASS BARRELLED 
BAYONET BLUNDERBUSS BY WALKLATE, 
14.5inch three-stage barrel with ring turned muzzle, 
engraved LONDON, top sprung bayonet, border 
engraved stepped and bolted signed lock, full stocked 
with chequered wrist, foliate and stand of arms 
engraved brass mounts, brass topped wooden ramrod. 
Works on FC and FC. 
£1,100-1,400

188. A FLINTLOCK BRASS BARRELLED 
BLUNDERBUSS BY RICHARDS OF LONDON, 
13.75inch brass barrel with flared muzzle, engraved 
STRAND LONDON at the breech, border engraved 
stepped and bolted lock signed JNO RICHARDS, full 
stocked with border and foliate engraved brass mounts, 
brass topped wooden ramrod. Crisp on FC and HC, 
chip to right side of fore-end. 
£900-1,100
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ramrod. Works well on FC and HC with lightly pitted 
bores, slight wood loss to left side of the fore-end, 
mounts rubbed and pitted. 
£480-520

191. A 14-BORE DOUBLE BARRELLED 
PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN BY THOMAS 
NORFOLK OF BURY ST EDMUNDS, 30inch 
sighted damascus barrel engraved with the maker’s 
details, border and scroll engraved signed locks, half 
stocked with border and scroll engraved steel mounts, 
chequered fore-end and wrist. Works crisply on 
FC and HC. Sold with a quantity of research about 
Thomas Norfolk, Gunsmith. 
£200-300

189. AN 18-BORE DOUBLE BARRELLED 
FLINTLOCK SPORTING GUN BY WILLIAM 
SMITH, 29inch sighted browned damascus barrels 
engraved with the maker’s details, gold lined stepped 
breeches with gold lined touch holes, border and 
scroll engraved stepped locks signed WILLIAM SMITH 
PRINCES STREET LONDON, further engraved 
PATENT 1317, this repeated on the signed frizzens, rain 
proof pans, half stock with chequered wrist, the steel 
mounts decorated with stands of arms, brass topped 
wooden ramrod. Works well on FC and HC with 
frosted bores. 
£2,000-3,000

190. AN 18-BORE DOUBLE BARRELLED 
FLINTLOCK SPORTING GUN BY RYAN & 
WATSON, 30.5inch sighted damascus barrels 
inlaid with gold poincons at the breeches RYAN & 
WATSON, gold lined touch holes, border and game 
engraved locks with rain proof pans and inlaid with 
a further gold poincon to either lock, half stocked 
with chequered fore-end and wrist, border and scroll 
engraved rubbed mounts, brass topped wooden 
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192. A SCARCE .500 DOUBLE BARRELLED 
PERCUSSION RIFLE BY CHARLES LANCASTER, 
32inch sighted damascus barrels fitted with rear 
leaf sights and engraved LANCASTER’S PATENT 
SMOOTH BORED RIFLE, border engraved back action 
locks and hammers, half stocked with chequered 
wrist, the butt with patch box engraved FROM ROBT 
BARNETT TO JNO MCNAB AUGUST 1853, brass 
topped wooden ramrod. Works crisply on FC and HC. 
£1,000-1,500 

193. A 12-BORE DOUBLE BARREL 
PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN BY BREWSTER 
OF STRATTON ST MARY NORFOLK, 29.5inch 
sighted damascus barres, border and scroll engraved 
locks decorated with hounds and game birds, half 
stocked with chequered wrist, border and scroll 
engraved steel mounts. Works crisply on FC and HC. 
Sold with a quantity of research about James Brewster, 
Gunsmith and Inspector of Weights & Measures. 
£200-300

194. A 15-BORE DOUBLE BARRELLED 
PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN BY WOOD & 
SONS, 30inch sighted damascus barrels engraved with 
the manufacturer’s details on the sighting rib, border 
and scroll engraved locks with dog’s head hammers, 
half stocked with chequered fore-end and wrist, 
border and scroll engraved steel mounts, ramrod 
lacking. Works on FC and HC, rib lifting, bores pitted, 
some original colour. 
£100-150

195. A .400 CALIBRE SCOTTISH PERCUSSION 
SPORTING RIFLE BY PATON & WALSH, 26.5inch 
sighted browned damascus barrel fitted with rear leaf 
sights and engraved PATON & WALSH 44 GEORGE 
ST PERTH, border end scroll engraved signed lock, half 
stocked with chequered fore-end and wrist, border 
and scroll engraved steel mounts, horn topped wooden 
ramrod, vacant oval white metal escutcheon. Works on 
FC and HC. 
£750-850
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198. A 13-BORE DOUBLE BARRELLED 
PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN BY WESTLEY 
RICHARDS, 30inch sighted damascus browned barrels 
engraved with the maker’s details, border and scroll 
engraved signed locks, half stocked with chequered 
fore-end and wrist, white metal escutcheon engraved 
with the owner’s initials WRC, border and scroll 
engraved re-blued mounts, serial no. 8541, brass 
topped wooden ramrod. Works crisply on FC and HC. 
£400-600

199. A 14-BORE PERCUSSION SPORTING 
GUN BY MANTON OF LONDON, 33inch multi-
stage rebrowned damascus barrel inlaid in gold 
MANTON LONDON, border engraved stepped 
signed lock converted from flintlock, half stocked with 
chequered wrist, border and game engraved steel 
mounts, serial no. 3171, later brass topped wooden 
ramrod. 
£800-1,000

196. A 14-BORE DOUBLE BARRELLED 
PINFIRE SPORTING GUN BY JEFFERY, 29.25inch 
sighted damascus barrels, border engraved rounded 
under lever action, border engraved back action locks 
signed WM JEFFREY PLYMOUTH, serial no. 1002, the 
butt with chequered wrist. 
£250-350

197. A .360 CALIBRE SNIDER SPORTING 
RIFLE BY HOLLIS & SONS, 25.75inch sighted 
octagonal barrel fitted with rear leaf sights and 
engraved with the maker’s details, border engraved 
signed lock, half stocked with chequered fore-end and 
wrist, border engraved steel mounts. Works crisply on 
FC and HC 
£650-750
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200. A .420 CALIBRE AMERICAN 
PERCUSSION PLAINS OR BENCH RIFLE BY 
ANDREWS OF CLEVELAND, 34inch sighted 
octagonal barrel stamped with the maker’s details, 
border and scroll engraved lock, drum and nipple 
mechanism, half stocked with border and scroll 
engraved steel mounts, the hinged patchbox cover 
finely decorated with an Eagle, brass topped wooden 
ramrod. Works crisply on FC and HC. Edward 
Andrews maker of quality rifles and shotguns at 19 
Ontario Street Cleveland, Ohio, died in 1899. 
£850-950

201. A SWISS 10.4MM VETTERLI BOLT 
ACTION SERVICE RIFLE, 32.25inch sighted blued 
barrel fitted with pivoting rear sight, serial no. 19235, 
blued action stamped WAFFENFABRIK BERN, double 
set riggers, full stocked with blued and polished steel 
mounts, leather sling. Virtually unused condition. 
£700-900
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203. AN IMPORTANT EARLY 19TH CENTURY 
14-BORE FLINTLOCK FOLWING PIECE BY 
CONWAY OF MANCHESTER INCORPORATING 
AN ELIZABETHAN BARREL, 57.25inch sighted 
multi-stage barrel with faceted midpoint and further 
faceted behind the flared muzzle, dated 1591 at 
the breech, border engraved stepped lock signed 
CONWAY, half stocked with chequered wrist, border 
engraved brass and steel mounts, shield-shaped white 
metal escutcheon engraved with the owner’s initials 
J.H. brass topped wooden ramrod. See Great British 
Gunmaker’s 1540-1740 by Neal and Back, page 69 for 
a description and photo of another English matchlock 
barrel engraved Tilbury 1588 on the flat and also page 
168 for a photograph and description of a fowling 
piece by John Blanckle (1680) for another gun with an 
Elizabethan barrel. 
£1,300-1,500

202. A SCARCE 11-BORE 17TH CENTURY 
FLINTLOCK FOWLING PIECE BY GEROGE 
TRULOCK, 61.5inch multi-stage barrel engraved G. 
TRULOCK LONDINI and decorated with a scrolling 
foliate flourish at the breech, border engraved lock 
signed GG TRULOCK and decorated with scrolling 
foliage and mythical beasts, dog-lock safety, half stocked 
with horn fore-end, border and scroll engraved brass 
mounts, Continental style sideplate, the trigger guard 
decorated with a pheasant, brass topped wooden 
ramrod. See Great British Gunmakers 1540-1740, Neal & 
Back pg 158 for a blunderbuss by Crisp with a similar 
lock c1675. Believed to be one of the earliest guns by 
Truelock who worked 1640-1687 and was described in 
Pepys’ diary as “the famous gunsmith”. 
£1,300-1,500
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204. A CLEAN CASED 14-BORE DOUBLE 
BARRELLED PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN 
BY THOMAS HILL OF DUNSE, 29.5inch sighted 
browned damascus barrels engraved THOS HILL 
DUNSE, border and scroll engraved gold lined breech 
with platinum vents, border and scroll engraved colour 
hardened signed locks, half stocked with chequered 
fore-end and wrist, border and scroll engraved steel 
mounts with traces of original finish, contained in its 
green baize lined mahogany case with commensurate 
accessories, one lidded compartment with bone lifter. 
£1,800-2,200
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206. A CASED 16-BORE DOUBLE BARRELLED 
PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN BY PURDEY, 
29.75inch sighted browned damascus barrels engraved 
J. PURDEY 331 1/2 OXFORD STREET LONDON, 
border and scroll engraved signed locks with traces 
of colour, half stocked with chequered fore-end and 
wrist, border and scroll engraved steel mounts, serial 
no. 3937 for 1844, brass topped wooden ramrod, 
contained in its relined mahogany case with copy label 
and commensurate accessories. 
£3,500-4,500

205. A CASED 18-BORE DOUBLE BARRELLED 
PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN BY J. WILKINSON 
& SON, 29inch sighted browned damascus barrels 
engraved WILKINSON & SON GUNMAKERS TO 
HIS MAJESTY PALL MALL LONDON, border and 
scroll engraved signed back action locks, half stocked 
with chequered wrist, border and scroll engraved steel 
mounts, brass topped wooden ramrod, contained in 
an associated relined oak case with copy label and 
commensurate accessories to include shot and powder 
flasks. Serial no. 4384 was sold to W. B. Penfold 
Esquire. 
£2,000-3,000
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trigger guard decorated with a stand of arms, the 
butt plate tang decorated to match and engraved 
LONDON, the patch box with barley corn engraved 
border, horn topped wooden ramrod, wrist pinned, 
contained in its green baize lined mahogany case 
complete with sling, flasks, mould etc 
£3,000-4,000

207. A RARE CASED .650 CALIBRE BAKER 
SPORTING RIFLE BY BECKWITH, 30inch multi-
stage browned damascus barrel fitted with rear leaf 
sights and signed BECKWITH LONDON, platinum 
lined breech and touch hole, border and foliate 
engraved stepped lock signed BECKWITH, rainproof 
pan, ring neck cock engraved to match, set trigger 
half stocked with border engraved brass mounts, the 
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208. A FINE CASED DOUBLE BARRELLED 
20-BORE PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN BY 
LOUIS MALHERBE OF LIEGE, 29.75inch browned 
Damascus barrels inlaid with gold and platinum at the 
muzzles and breeches, similarly inlaid Damas Extrafins 
on the sighting rib, very finely engraved back action 
locks decorated with scrolling vines and game shooting 
scenes, the mythical beast hammers decorated to 
match, border and vine engraved white metal mounts, 

the very finely carved wooden stock decorated with a 
bearded man to the underside, and a serpent and fowl 
to one side and inset with a white metal patch box to 
the other, this decorated with a wolf, contained in its 
red velvet lined close fitted mahogany case complete w 
commensurate accessories. 
£2,500-3,500
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209. OF ROYAL INTEREST: A 22-BORE 
COMBINATION FLINTLOCK SPORTING GUN 
AND RIFLE BY CRAUSE OF HERZBERG, 31inch 
sighted barrels with gold lined muzzles and breeches, 
inlaid with foliate gold flourishes and CRAUSE IN 
HERZBERG at the breeches, border and scroll 
engraved stepped locks decorated with stands of 

arms at the tails, gold lined touch holes and pans, half 
stocked with border and scroll engraved steel mounts, 
the trigger guard decorated with a stag, the back of 
the chequered wrist set with a white metal escutcheon 
engraved with a crowned lion seated on a crown, horn 
capped wooden ramrod. 
£10,000-15,000
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210. OF ROYAL INTEREST: WILLIAM THE 
FOURTH’S DOUBLE BARRELLED 20-BORE 
COMBINATION RIFLE AND SPORTING GUN 
BY TANNER OF HANNOVER, 32inch sighted 
Damascus barrels in laid in gold, border and scroll 
engraved breeches and barrel tang, gold star vents, 
border and scroll engraved stepped and bolted locks 
set with gold maker’s tablets and decorated with dogs, 
half stocked with border and scroll engraved steel 
mounts decorated with stag and deer, the back of the 
chequered wrist set with a gold escutcheon engraved 
with the cypher of William the Fourth, brass capped 
wooden ramrod. Brass inventory tag 449. 
£4,000-6,000
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211. OF ROYAL INTEREST: GEORGE THE 
FOURTH’S DOUBLE BARRELLED 22-BORE 
PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN BY STORMER, 
32.5inch sighted Damascus barrels inset with gold 
maker’s tablets, gold lined breeches, border and scroll 
engraved barrel tangs, border and scroll engraved 
stepped locks, converted from flintlock, set with gold 
maker’s tablets and decorated with hares and rabbits, 
half stocked with border and scroll engraved steel 
mounts decorated with hunting scenes, the back of the 
chequered wrist set with a silver escutcheon engraved 
with the cypher of George the Fourth, characteristic 
bullion trimmed padded velvet cheek wrest, brass 
capped wooden ramrod. 
£4,000-6,000
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213. A 16-BORE FLINTLOCK SPORTING GUN 
BY S. HOFFMAN, 35inch sighted two-stage barrel 
signed S. HOFFMAN on the top flat and engraved 
with geometric designs at the breach, border engraved 
stepped lock with faceted pan, signed S. HOFFMAN 
BAYREUTH, full stocked with horn fore-end cap, the 
stock well carved about the brass mounts. 
£2,000-3,000

212. A 25-BORE DOUBLE BARRELLED 
PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN BY TANNER OF 
HANNOVER, 30.5inch sighted browned damascus 
barrels signed and inlaid in gold at the breeches C.D. 
TANNER Konig Hof Rustmeister IN HANNOVER, 
gold lined breeches decorated with birds, border and 
scroll engraved bolted locks decorated with hunting 
dogs, birds and a rabbit within a landscape and inlaid 
with a gold maker’s cartouche TANNER HANNOVER, 
half stocked with engraved steel mounts, the scroll 
trigger guard decorated with a dog chasing a rabbit, 
the butt plate tang decorated with a bird and scrolls, 
chequered wrist, vacant oval white metal escutcheon, 
brass capped wood ramrod. C. D Tanner (1791-1858) 
Hofrustmeister (1829-1845) 
£2,000-3,000
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214. AN 18-BORE DOUBLE BARRELLED 
PERCUSSION SPORTING RIFLE BY TANNER & 
SON OF HANNOVER FROM THE ROYAL HOUSE 
OF HANNOVER, 28.25inch sighted damascus barrels 
inlaid in gold on the sighting rib C.D. TANNER& 
SOHN IN HANNOVER and with gold lined breeches, 
border and scroll engraved locks finely decorated with 
stags in wooded landscapes, half stocked with border 
and scroll engraved steel mounts to include a patch 
box, all finely engraved with hunting scenes, brass 
capped wooden ramrod. Repair to wrist. 
£1,500-2,000

215. A 28-BORE SPORTING RIFLE BY H. 
SCHERPING OF HANNOVER, 26.5inch sighted 
octagonal browned barrel, border and scroll engraved 
breech block and tang, the latter chiselled with a 
crowned crest, border and scroll engraved stepped and 
bolted lock signed H. SCHERPING IN HANNOVER, 
decorated with a deer, half stocked with border and 
scroll engraved steel mounts, partial horn trigger 
guard with double set triggers, chequered wrist, finely 
engraved patch box decorated with scrolls, geometric 
designs and a stag in a mountainous landscape, steel 
topped wooden ramrod. 
£1,500-2,500
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218. A 10-BORE PERCUSSION SPORTING 
GUN, 26inch shortened browned damascus barrel 
signed T. WILD, border and scroll engraved case 
colour hardened lock, half stocked with chequered 
fore-end and wrist, border and scroll engraved steel 
mounts. Works crisply on FC and HC. 
£250-350

219. A 14-BORE DOUBLE BARRELLED 
PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN BY ROBERTS, 
30inch sighted browned damascus barrels signed W. 
Roberts & Co, border and scroll engraved signed back 
action locks, half stocked with chequered fore-end and 
wrist, border and scroll engraved steel mounts. Works 
crisply on FC and HC. Ramrod lacking. 
£300-400

216. A VERY RARE 32-BORE FLINTLOCK 
LARK GUN BY HENRY NOCK, 27.25inch sighted 
damascus barrel engraved with a starburst and 
LONDON at the breech, border engraved stepped 
lock signed H NOCK, half stocked with horn fore-end 
cap and chequered wrist, border and scroll engraved 
steel mounts, brass capped ebonised wooden ramrod. 
£800-1,200

217. A CONTINENTAL 16-BORE DOUBLE 
BARRELED PINFIRE SPORTING GUN BY 
LACOUTRE AROL OF LYON, 29.75inch sighted 
Damascus barrels, border and scroll engraved signed 
back action locks, border and scroll engraved steel 
fore-end with rotary underlever action, border 
engraved steel mounts. 
£250-350
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with chequered fore-end and wrist, border and scroll 
engraved case colour hardened mounts, serial no. 
767, border and scroll engraved case colour hardened 
patch box decorated with a stage, wooden ramrod, 
contained in its fitted pig skin lined brass bound oak 
case, complete with tompion, mould, flask, oil bottle, 
cap tin, combination nipple wrench, fore-sight and key. 
Works crisply on FC and HC with a clean bore. 
£5,000-7,000

220. A GOOD CASED .451 CALIBRE 
PERCUSSION MATCH OR TARGET RIFLE BY 
THOMAS TURNER OF BIRMINGHAM, 33.25inch 
sighted blued barrel, fitted with ramp and ladder 
rears sights, adjustable fore-sight with key, engraved 
TURNER’S PATENT, border and scroll engraved 
case colour hardened breech, border and scroll 
engraved case colour hardened lock signed THOMAS 
TURNER 8 FISHER ST. BIRMINGHAM, half stocked 
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221. A 12-BORE FLINTLOCK SPORTING GUN 
BY HENRY NOCK, 34inch sighted damascus browned 
barrel engraved with a starburst, gold lined case colour 
hardened breech, platinum lined touch hole, stepped 
lock set with a gold maker’s poincon H. NOCK, half 
birds-eye maple stock, chequered wrist, border and 
scroll engraved steel mounts, brass topped wooden 
ramrod. Works crisply on FC and HC. 
£2,000-3,000

222. A CASED 20-BORE DOUBLE BARRELLED 
PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN BY HUTCHINS, 
28inch sighted damascus barrels, border and scroll 
engraved breech decorated with a game bird, 
border and scroll engraved back action locks signed 
HUTCHINS, half stocked with chequered fore-end 
and wrist, border and scroll engraved steel mounts, 
contained in its brown velvet lined oak case, complete 
with large oil bottle, large capper and measure. 
£700-900
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223. A CASED 15-BORE DOUBLE BARRELED 
PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN BY WESTLEY 
RICHARDS, 26inch sighted damascus barrels, border 
and shell engraved platinum lined breech, border 
and scroll engraved locks signed Westley Richards 
and decorated with a pheasant and a hounds head, 
half stocked with chequered wrist, border and scroll 
engraved steel mounts, serial no. 2552, grip safety, 
brass topped wooden ramrod, contained in its 
associated red velvet lined case, copy label, one lidded 
compartment with horn lifter, complete with white 
metal topped, pig skin covered Hawksley flask and a J.S 
Improved Capper. 
£700-900

224. A 14-BORE PERCUSSION SPORTING 
GUN BY REILLY & Co. 32inch sighted browned 
damascus barrel engraved E.M. REILLY & Co. NEW 
OXFORD STREET, border and scroll engraved stepped 
breech and tang, border and finely scroll engraved 
signed lock, platinum vent, half stocked with chequered 
fore-end and wrist, border and scroll engraved steel 
mounts, the trigger guard decorated with a hound, 
serial no. 13694, brass topped wooden ramrod. Works 
crisply on FC and HC 
£600-800
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225. A CASED-12-BORE DOUBLE BARRELLED 
PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN BY GASQUOINE 
& DYSON OF MANCHESTER, 30inch sighted 
browned damascus barrels inlaid in gold Gasquoine & 
Dyson, Manchester, the gold lined breech decorated 
with a hounds head, platinum vents, border and 
scroll engraved stepped signed locks finely decorated 
with hunting scenes, the hammers finely decorated 
with scrolling foliage and serpents, border and scroll 
engraved steel mounts decorated to match, serial 
no. 1229, contained in its green baize lined oak 
case, complete with trade label and commensurate 
accessories. Works well on FC and HC. 
£600-800

226. A FINE QUALITY 14-BORE DOUBLE 
BARRELLED ITALIAN SPORTING GUN, 28.75inch 
sighted damascus barrels inlaid in gold Canons de 
Leclere, border and vine chiselled stepped locks inlaid 
in gold COLOMBO IN MILANO, half stocked, foliate 
carved about the chequered wrist, the steel mounts 
decorated to match, brass topped wooden ramrod. 
£600-800

227. A .400 CALIBRE NEEDLE FIRE ROOK 
RIFLE BY BEATTIE, 26.25inch sighted damascus 
barrel engraved with the maker’s details on the top 
flat, border and scroll engraved rounded action, blued 
sliding safety engaging the back of the hammer, the butt 
scallop carved behind the action and with chequered 
wrist, border and scroll engraved steel mounts, serial 
no. 2001. 
£400-500
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228. A GOOD CRISP CASED PAIR OF 
32-BORE FLINTLOCK DUELLING PISTOLS BY 
ROBERT WOGDON, 10.5inch sighted octagonal 
barrels engraved Wogdon LONDON, border engraved 
stepped and bolted locks with traces of original colour, 
full stocked with foliate engraved trigger guards with 
acorn finials and traces of original blueing to these and 
the butt caps, one horn topped wooden ramrod, the 
other with original threaded brass powder measure, 
contained in their green baize lined mahogany case 

with two lidded compartments, complete with cleaning 
rod, correct leather flask, mould, pan brush, further 
measure, case key and a folder of research. A previous 
owner purchased these pistols on the understanding 
that they had been used in the duel between Lord 
Macartney and Anthony Sadleir at which Lord 
Macartney was wounded and Sadleir left satisfied. A 
crisp pair of guns. 
£15,000-20,000
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229. A CASED PAIR OF 10-BORE FLINTLOCK 
LONG BARRELLED DUELLING OR OFFICER’S 
PISTOLS BY PARKER OF LONDON, 13inch sighted 
damascus barrels engraved LONDON at the breeches, 
border engraved stepped locks signed W. PARKER, 
full stocked with border and foliate engraved brass 
mounts, the trigger guards with acorn finials, rococo 
escutcheons, horn topped wooden ramrods, contained 
in a green baize lined mahogany case with period trade 
label and commensurate accessories. Work on FC and 
HC, one pistol with repair to fore-end. 
£2,500-3,500
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wrench, loading rod, bullet mould and three-way flask, 
two lidded compartments, one recovered, one with 
horn lifter the other ivory, the outside of the lid with 
brass owner’s name plate GWH and an old note 
inside the case attributes this to Geoffrey Weston Hall 
of the 52nd Regiment of Foot (Oxfordshire). Work 
crisply on FC and HC with crusty bores, mothing and 
loose partitions to case. Ivory Submission Reference 
V4YZCQEA. 
£2,000-3,000

230. A CASED PAIR OF .650 CALIBRE 
PERCUSSION OFFICER’S PISTOLS BY COLLINS, 
7inch sighted octagonal barrels engraved COLLINS 
LONDON on the top flats, platinum lined case colour 
hardened breeches, border and scroll engraved signed 
back action locks with traces of case colour hardening, 
full stocked with border and scroll engraved trigger 
guards with traces of original blued finish, chequered 
wooden grips with stepped steel butts, swivel ramrods, 
contained in their green baize lined mahogany case, 
the lid with maker’s trade label, complete with nipple 
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brass topped wooden ramrods, contained in their red 
felt lined mahogany case, the lid with maker’s trade 
label for William Powell, complete with commensurate 
accessories, two lidded compartments with horn lifters. 
Work crisply on FC and HC. 
£1,800-2,200

231. A CASED PAIR OF .650 CALIBRE 
PERCUSSION OFFICER’S PISTOLS BY FORSYTH, 
7.75inch sighted damascus barrels engraved LONDON 
on the top flats, border and scroll engraved signed 
locks and hammers, half stocked with border and scroll 
engraved steel mounts, chequered wooden butts, 
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232. A PAIR OF 22-BORE FLINTLOCK 
DUELLING PISTOLS BY WILKISON, 9.75inch 
sighted octagonal barrels with platinum touch holes, 
border and foliate engraved stepped signed locks, half 
stocks with steel mounts, the trigger guards engraved 
with stands of arms and pineapple finials, chequered 
grips, oval white metal escutcheons engraved with the 
head of a griffin. Work on FC and HC. 
£2,000-3,000

232. A PAIR OF 22-BORE FLINTLOCK 
DUELLING PISTOLS BY WILKISON
sighted octagonal barrels with platinum touch holes, 
border and foliate engraved stepped signed locks, half 
stocks with steel mounts, the trigger guards engraved 
with stands of arms and pineapple finials, chequered 
grips, oval white metal escutcheons engraved with the 
head of a griffin. Work on FC and HC. 
£2,000-3,000
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236. A FLINTLOCK HOLSTER OR DUELLING 
PISTOL BY RABY, 9.25inch sighted barrel engraved 
LONDON, border engraved stepped signed lock, 
full stocked with border and foliate engraved brass 
mounts. Works on FC, wooden ramrod, cock probably 
replaced. 
£400-600

237. A 16-BORE IRISH FLINTLOCK DUELLING 
OR HOLSTER PISTOL BY WISDOM OF 
DROGHEDA, 9inch sighted octagonal barrel stamped 
with the Irish registration marks DC-5126, border and 
foliate engraved signed lock, full stocked with steel 
mounts, the trigger guard decorated with a stand of 
arms and with an acorn finial, horn topped wooden 
ramrod. Works well on FC and HC. 
£400-500

238. A PAIR OF .650 CALIBRE FLINTLOCK 
HOLSTER OR OFFICER’S PISTOLS BY TOMLISON, 
9inch sighted octagonal barrels, border engraved 
stepped signed locks, full stocked with border and 
foliate engraved brass mounts, chequered slab sided 
grips, one oval white metal escutcheon engraved with 
a crest over the owner’s initials EB. One butt cracked 
and restored, and one fore-end repaired, work on FC 
and HC. 
£1,000-1,500

233. A 16-BORE FLINTLOCK DUELLING 
PISTOL BY PATTISON OF DUBLIN, 9.5inch sighted 
octagonal barrel engraved T. PATTISON DUBLIN, 
border engraved signed lock, half stocked with border 
and scroll engraved steel mounts, spur trigger, wooden 
ramrod. Works on FC and HC. 
£750-850

234. A 20-BORE IRISH FLINTLOCK DUELLING 
PISTOL BY ALLEY OF KILKENNY, 11inch sighted 
octagonal barrel engraved with the maker’s details, 
border and foliate engraved stepped lock signed in gold, 
full stocked, repair to fore-end, white metal mounts, 
the sideplate area with white metal escutcheon 
engraved with owner’s initials HM, horn topped 
wooden ramrod. Works on FC and HC, cracks to butt 
and under lock. 
£500-700

235. AN 11-BORE FLINTLOCK DUELLING OR 
OFFICER’S PISTOL BY MORTIMER, 9inch sighted 
octagonal damascus barrel, border engraved stepped 
and bolted signed lock, repair to cock, full stocked with 
border engraved steel mounts, horn topped wooden 
ramrod. Works crisply on FC and HC. 
£900-1,100
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241. AN 18-BORE FLINTLOCK HOLSTER 
PISTOL BY ABRAHAM ELLSTON OF 
DONCASTER, 9.25inch barrel engraved 
DONCASTER at the breech, border engraved 
bevelled signed lock, full stocked with brass mounts to 
include rococo sideplate and escutcheon. Ellston was 
a provincial gunmaker in South Yorkshire 1783-1793. 
Works on FC and HC. 
£750-850

242. A 28-BORE FLINTLOCK COACHING 
PISTOL BY TWIGG, 6.5inch barrel, bevelled signed 
lock, full stocked with brass mounts, long eared butt 
cap, horn topped wooden ramrod. See Great British 
Gunmakers 1740-1790 by Neal & Back, plate 100 for an 
identical pistol. Works on FC and HC. 
£750-850

239. A 20-BORE SILVER MOUNTED 
FLINTLOCK HOLSTER PISTOL BY BRANDER 
& KNUBLEY, 8.5inch three-stage barrel signed 
BRANDER, border engraved stepped and bolted lock 
signed Knubley, full stocked with hallmarked silver 
mounts to include grotesque mask butt cap, trigger 
guard, rococo side plate escutcheon and ramrod pipes, 
white metal topped wooden ramrod. Works well on 
FC and HC with a clean bore. Repair to fore-end. 
£800-1,200

240. A PAIR OF 20-BORE FLINTLOCK 
HOLSTER OR OFFICER’S PISTOLS BY DAVIDSON 
OF LONDON, 8.75inch barrels engraved LONDON 
at the breeches, border engraved bevelled signed locks, 
full stocks with slab-sided wooden butts, border and 
foliate engraved brass mounts, one brass topped and 
one horn topped wooden ramrods. Work well on FC 
and HC. 
£800-1,200
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243. A FINE 18TH CENTURY 25-BORE 
BOHEMIAN FLINTLOCK HOLSTER PISTOL 
BY PAUL BREIDENFELTER, 10.5inch two-stage 
tapering blued barrel set with a maker’s cartouche 
at the breech, stamped PAUL BREIDENFELTER, 
finely engraved lock decorated with two gentlemen 
on horseback firing pistols at each other within a 
wooded landscape, full stocked with scrolling silver wire 
decoration and carved with foliage about the mounts, 
gilt brass mounts decorated with classical figures and 
foliage, the cast side plate decorated en suite with two 
figures on horseback, horn fore-end cap and horn 
capped wooden ramrod. A not dissimilar pistol exists 
in the Royal Collection which belonged to Lieutenant-
General Baron Eben and was presented to him by 
Countess Schonkirchen and thence presented to the 
Royal Collection by Baron Eben in 1806. 
£2,500-3,500
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244. A PAIR OF 25-BORE DUTCH 
PERCUSSION RIFLED TARGET OR HOLSTER 
PISTOLS, 8.75inch sighted damascus barrels inlaid with 
gold washed poincons at the breeches, border and 
web engraved locks signed Delincee Amsterdam, set 
triggers, full stocked with chequered grips, the blacked 
steel mounts finely engraved with stands of arms, 
boar’s heads, hounds and classical imagery, horn topped 
horn ramrods. 
£3,000-4,000
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248. A .750 CALIBRE FLINTLOCK OFFICER’S 
PISTOL BY INNES, 7.75inch sighted damascus 
barrel, border engraved stepped and bolted signed 
reconverted lock, full stocked with border engraved 
steel mounts, the trigger guard with a stand of arms 
and pineapple finial, chequered fishtail butt, swivel 
ramrod. Works on FC and HC. 
£500-700

249. A 20-BORE FLINTLOCK OFFICER’S 
OR HOLSTER PISTOL BY DUST, 9.25inch sighted 
octagonal barrel engraved LONDON, border engraved 
stepped and bolted signed lock, full stocked with 
border engraved steel mounts, wooden ramrod. Good 
on FC and HC, ramrod top lacking. 
£500-600

250. A .650 CALIBRE FLINTLOCK OFFICER’S 
PISTOL BY PATTISON OF DUBLIN, 9inch sighted 
octagonal barrel engraved with the maker’s details and 
the Irish registration mark DU-970, border engraved 
stepped and signed lock, full stocked with border and 
foliate engraved mounts, spur trigger, white metal 
escutcheon and butt cap, brass topped wooden 
ramrod. Works on FC and HC, repair to fore-end. 
£500-600

245. AN 18-BORE SILVER MOUNTED 
FLINTLOCK QUEEN ANNE PISTOL BY WILSON, 
5.5inch three-stage turn-off barrel engraved with a 
stand of arms at the breech and signed Wilson, border 
engraved action, trigger guard safety, flared wooden 
butt with white metal grotesque mask butt cap, 
escutcheon and stand of arms side plate. Works well 
on FC and HC with a crusty bore. 
£600-900

246. A 22-BORE FLINTLOCK HOLSTER OR 
DUELLING PISTOL BY W. SMITH OF LONDON,
9inch sighted octagonal damascus barrel, border 
engraved stepped and bolted signed lock, full stocked 
with border engraved steel mounts, the trigger guard 
decorated with a stand of arms and pineapple finial, 
horn topped wooden ramrod. Works crisply on FC 
and HC. 
£600-800

247. A 25-BORE FLINTLOCK BRASS 
BARRELLED BLUNDERBUSS PISTOL BY GRIFFIN, 
5inch three-stage cannon barrel, bevelled brass lock 
signed GRIFFIN, full stocked with brass mounts in the 
Continental fashion, the butt cap in the form of an 
eagle’s head, brass topped wooden ramrod. 
£500-700
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254. A .650 CALIBRE FLINTLOCK OFFICER’S 
PISTOL, 9.25inch barrel, border engraved stepped 
lock signed WILSON, cock replaced, full stocked 
with border engraved brass mounts. Works on FC, 
restoration to stock. 
£300-400

255. A 15-BORE IRISH FLINTLOCK 
TRAVELLING PISTOL BY BYRNE OF DUBLIN, 
5.25inch sighted octagonal damascus barrel faintly 
signed, border engraved signed lock, cock screw 
replaced, full stocked with border engraved steel 
mounts, chequered wooden butt. Works on FC. 
£300-400

256. AN 18-BORE FLINTLOCK BRASS 
BARRELLED COACHING PISTOL, 7inch barrel 
engraved CRANBROOK, flat lock signed JACKSON, 
full stocked, repairs, brass mounts to include 
Continental style sideplate, later brass topped wooden 
ramrod. 
£280-320

251. AN UNUSUAL BRASS BARRELLED 
COACHING PISTOL BY TWIGG, 8inch barrel 
engraved ROYAL EXCHANGE LONDON on the 
top flat, signed bevelled lock, full stocked with brass 
mounts, grotesque mask butt cap, horn topped 
wooden ramrod. Restoration to stock. 
£400-500

252. A 16-BORE IRISH FLINTLOCK HOLSTER 
PISTOL BY BOOTH OF DUBLIN, 9inch barrel 
engraved DUBLIN, border engraved stepped signed 
lock, full stocked with brass mounts, horn topped 
wooden ramrod. Works on FC and HC. 
£380-420

253. A 22-BORE FLINTLOCK QUEEN ANNE 
PISTOL BY BARBER OF LONDON, 5.5inch turn-off 
barrel, border and scroll engraved signed action, sliding 
trigger guard safety, replaced wooden butt with rococo 
escutcheon and grotesque mask butt cap. Works on 
FC and HC. 
£350-450
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260. A 54-BORE IRISH FLINTLOCK BOXLOCK 
POCKET PISTOL BY COLE OF BELFAST, 1.75inch 
turn-off barrel, border and foliate engraved rounded 
action, sliding safety, folding trigger, chequered bag-
shaped wooden butt, the white metal diamond shaped 
escutcheon engraved T. Kirby, white metal butt cap. 
Works on FC and HC. 
£300-400

261. AN 80-BORE FLINTLOCK BOXLOCK 
POCKET PISTOL, 1.75inch three-stage turn-off 
cannon barrel, border and scroll engraved action signed 
PARKES, LONDON, slab sided wooden butt. 
£200-300

262. A SCARCE 80-BORE FLINTLOCK 
BOXLOCK PAKTONG PISTOL, 2.75inch turn-off 
cannon barrel, border engraved action, flared wooden 
butt with Birmingham hallmarked silver grotesque mask 
butt cap with maker’s initials CF probably for Charles 
Freeth. 
£400-600

257. A PAIR OF 54-BORE FLINTLOCK 
BOXLOCK POCKET PISTOLS BY SCOTT OF 
LONG MELFORD, 1.5inch turn-off barrels, border 
and foliate engraved actions, sliding safeties, slab sided 
wooden butts, contained in a blue velvet lined case 
with associated accessories. One works on FC and HC. 
£400-600

258. A 54-BORE FLINTLOCK TAP ACTION 
POCKET PISTOL BY SCOTT OF MELFORD, 
2.25inch turn-off barrels, border engraved action 
decorated with stands of arms, the tap mounted on 
the left side, sliding safety, slab sided wooden butt, 
contained in a later green baize lined case complete 
with its scarce combination barrel key, turnscrew and 
oil bottle. 
£400-600

259. A 54-BORE FLINTLOCK BOXLOCK 
RIFLED TAP ACTION PISTOL BY ANDERSON, 
2.5inch turn-off brass barrels, border engraved 
action decorated with stands of arms and signed D. 
ANDERSON, tap mounted on the left side, sliding 
safety, chequered bag-shaped wooden butt stamped 
W. AWDAS, vacant white metal escutcheon. 
£350-450
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266. A 25-BORE PERCUSSION TARGET 
PISTOL BY BRECHT OF WEIMAR, 10.5inch sighted 
octagonal browned damascus barrels engraved with 
the manufacturer’s details on the top flat and inlaid 
with gold tram lines at the breech and muzzle, border 
and scroll engraved lock and hammer, set trigger, half 
stocked with fluted flared butt, scroll engraved trigger 
guard. Works well on FC and HC with a crusty bore. 
£500-800

267. A 25-BORE IRISH PERCUSSION 
TRAVELLING PISTOL BY NEILL OF BELFAST, 
4.5inch sighted octagonal barrel, with Irish registration 
mark D-N6140, border and scroll engraved signed back 
action lock full stocked with border and scroll engraved 
steel mounts, swivel ramrod. Works on FC and HC. 
£380-420

268. A 16-BORE IRISH PERCUSSION 
TRAVELLING PISTOL BY TRULOCK & SON OF 
DUBLIN, 4.5inch sighted barrel, signed back action 
lock, full stocked with brass mounts, swivel ramrod. 
Works well on FC and HC. 
£350-450

263. A .650 CALIBRE PERCUSSION OFFICER’S 
PISTOL CARBINE WITH SHOULDER STOCK, 
12.75inch sighted damascus barrel, border and scroll 
engraved lock signed EBRALL, three-quarters stocked 
with border and scroll engraved steel mounts, 
swivel ramrod, the chequered wooden butt cut for 
a shoulder stock, this of skeleton form and with 
chequered butt. Works on FC and HC. 
£800-1,200

264. A 22-BORE PERCUSSION TRAVELLING 
PISTOL, 5.25inch sighted octagonal browned damascus 
barrel, border and scroll engraved lock, full stocked 
with steel mounts, the trigger guard decorated with a 
stand of arms, brass topped wooden ramrod. Works 
crisply on FC and HC. 
£300-400 

265. A PAIR OF .650 CALIBRE PERCUSSION 
HOLSTER OR OFFICER’S PISTOLS BY DARWEN 
& SON, 8inch sighted octagonal barrels engraved with 
foliate flourishes at the breeches, border and scroll 
engraved signed back action bolted locks, full stocked 
with border and scroll engraved steel mounts, later 
wooden ramrods. Work crisply on FC and HC. 
£800-1,200
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272. A .577 CALIBRE PERCUSSION PATTERN 
1856 LANCER’S PISTOL, 10inch sighted rifled 
reblued barrel, fitted with rear leaf sights, border 
engraved lock marked 1857 over TOWER and with 
a crown over VR at the tail, full stock stamped WYC 
4TR, regulation brass mounts, the butt with lanyard 
ring, swivel ramrod. 
£500-600

273. A .577 CALIBRE PATTERN 1856 
LANCER’S PISTOL, 9.75inch sighted smooth bored 
barrel, border engraved lock stamped 1861 over 
TOWER and with a crown over VR at the tail, full 
stocked with regulation brass mounts, the butt with 
lanyard ring, swivel ramrod. 
£350-450

274. A .750 CALIBRE PERCUSSION HEAVY 
DRAGOON SERVICE PISTOL, 9.25inch barrel, 
border engraved lock stamped with a crown and 
TOWER across the tail, full stocked with regulation 
brass mounts, steel ramrod. 
£350-450

269. A .650 CALIBRE PERCUSSION POST 
OFFICE PISTOL BY NOCK, 9.5inch brass barrel, 
border engraved lock, converted from flintlock and 
signed H. NOCK, three quarters stocked with brass 
mounts, the butt cap incised GENL POST OFFICE, 
French style brass fore-end and rammer. Belt hook 
lacking. 
£600-800

270. A .577 CALIBRE IRISH REVENUE 
PERCUSSION SERVICE BELT PISTOL, 6.25inch 
sighted rifled rebrowned damascus barrel engraved 
REVENVE POLICE DUBLIN, reblued back action lock 
stamped with a crown, full stocked with fish-tail butt, 
chequered grip, swivel ramrod. 
£600-800

271. A .577 CALIBRE PERCUSSION PATTERN 
1856 LANCER’S PISTOL, 10inch sighted rifled reblued 
barrel, fitted with rear leaf sights, border engraved lock 
marked 1857 over TOWER and with a crown over VR 
at the tail, full stocked, with regulation brass mounts, 
the butt with lanyard ring, swivel ramrod. 
£600-800
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279. A .750 CALIBRE 1796 PATTERN 
FLINTLOCK HEAVY DRAGOON PISTOL WITH 
NOCK’S ENCLOSED OR SCREWLESS LOCK, 
9inch brass barrel with maker’s stamp and brass 
plug, stepped lock stamped with a crown over GR 
and signed H. NOCK across the tail, full stocked 
with regulation brass mounts, brass topped wooden 
ramrod. This interesting example is not only brass 
barrelled and plugged but also has provision for a 
ramrod. 
£1,200-1,400

280. A .650 CALIBRE SO CALLED 
NOTTINGHAM POLICE FLINTLOCK SERVICE 
PISTOL, 9inch rebrowned barrel stamped 
NOTTINGHAM POLICE, border engraved stepped 
lock marked with the crest of Nottingham, full stocked 
with regulation brass mounts with engraved foliate 
decoration, later brass topped wooden ramrod. 
£600-800

281. A ENGLISH FLINTLOCK BLUNDERBUSS 
OR DECK PISTOL IN THE FRENCH MANNER, 
5.5inch barrel with large elliptical muzzle, engraved 
London on the top flat, border engraved bolted lock 
signed Blair, London, full stocked with chequered wrist, 
repairs to fore-end, steel mounts, the trigger guard 
with acorn finial. 
£650-750

275. A .650 CALIBRE PERCUSSION SERVICE 
PISTOL, 9inch sighted barrel, border engraved lock 
stamped with a crown over VR over TOWER, full 
stocked with brass lancer mounts, later ramrod. 
£350-450

276. A .650 CALIBRE PERCUSSION SERVICE 
OR LIVERY PISTOL, 6 inch sighted barrel, plain back 
action lock, full stocked with scroll engraved trigger 
guard, steel ramrod. 
£350-450

277. A .650 CALIBRE PERCUSSION LIVERY 
OR SERVICE PISTOL, 10inch sighted barrel, border 
engraved back action lock, full stocked with regulation 
brass mounts, steel ramrod. 
£350-450

278. A .750 CALIBRE PERCUSSION HEAVY 
DRAGOON SERVICE PISTOL, 9inch barrel, border 
engraved lock, full stocked with regulation brass 
mounts, steel ramrod. Repairs to fore-end. 
£350-450
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285. A .650 CALIBRE FRENCH FLINTLOCK 
OFFICER’S MODEL 1816 SERVICE PISTOL, 8inch 
sighted barrel engraved M1816 on the tang, stepped 
and bevelled lock M. Rle de Maubeuge, half stocked, 
various stamps to the left side, chequered butt, 
regulation brass mounts. Works well on FC and HC 
with a clean bore. 
£800-1,000

286. A .650 CALIBRE FLINTLOCK ROYAL 
FORESTERS PISTOL, 10inch barrel, border engraved 
stepped lock stamped with a crown over GR and 
TOWER across the tail, full stock, carved about the 
barrel tang, regulation brass mounts, later brass topped 
wooden ramrod. Works well on FC and HC with a 
lightly rusted bore. 
£800-900

282. A .600 CALIBRE FLINTLOCK DRAGOON 
PISTOL BY JORDAN, 2inch barrel, border engraved 
bevelled lock engraved JORDAN 1746 across the tail, 
full stocked with regulation brass mounts, brass topped 
wooden ramrod. Purchased in Scotland, the lack of a 
crowned cypher on the lock, which appears to have 
been erased, may suggest it had been captured from 
the English. Works on HC with a pitted bore, old 
worm, cracks and restoration. 
£2,500-3,500

283. A .650 CALIBRE FRENCH AN XII 
FLINTLOCK CAVALRY PISTOL, 8inch barrel dated 
stamped and incised 1813, stepped and bevelled lock 
engraved Maubeuge Manuf Imp, brass pan, half stocked, 
with various inspection and Ordnance stamps to the 
side plate area, regulation brass mounts, steel ramrod. 
£850-950

284. A .650 CALIBRE EAST INDIA COMPANY 
FLINTLOCK LIGHT DRAGOON PISTOL, 9inch 
barrel engraved with the EIC emblem and BRANDER 
1802, the lock stamped BRANDER and with the EIC 
emblem and 1802 across the tail, full stocked, repair 
to fore-end, regulation brass mounts, brass topped 
wooden ramrod. See Small Arms of the East India 
Company by David Harding pages 284-287. Works well 
on FC and HC with a light crust to the bore. 
£850-950
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289. A CLEAN 120-BORE FIVE-SHOT 
PERCUSSION REVOLVER BY JOSEPH BOURNE, 
4.25inch sighted octagonal blued barrel with border 
and scroll engraving, blued frame decorated to match, 
border and scroll engraved blued trigger guard and 
butt plate, chequered wooden grip. 
£400-500

287. A .650 CALIBRE FRENCH FLINTLOCK 
AN XIII SERVICE PISTOL, 8inch barrel stamped 1813, 
the tang engraved Ml An 13, stepped and bevelled lock 
engraved with the manufacturer’s details, half stocked 
with various armoury stamps, regulation brass mounts, 
steel ramrod. Works well on FC and HC. 
£600-800

288. A .700 CALIBRE DUTCH FLINTLOCK SEA 
SERVICE PISTOL, 9inch barrel engraved HAARLEM 
ANTWERPEN, bevelled lock, full stocked with 
regulation brass mounts, the butt with lanyard ring. 
£500-600
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291. A .36 CALIBRE SIX-SHOT PERCUSSION 
COLT 1861 NAVY REVOLVER AND SLIM JIM 
HOLSTER, 7.5inch sighted barrel stamped with the 
manufacturer’s details, cylinder with traces of naval 
engagement scene, the left side of the frame stamped 
COLT’S PATENT, brass trigger guard and back strap 
with traves of original silvered finish, serial no. 12457, 
wooden grips, contained in its original tooled leather 
slim jim holster decorated with flowers and foliage, the 
belt loop secured with copper rivets. 
£1,400-1,800

290. A .44 RIMFIRE OBSOLETE CALIBRE SIX-
SHOT COLT SINGLE ACTION ARMY, 4.5inch 
sighted barrel stamped with the manufacturer’s details, 
fluted cylinder, serial no. 811, wooden grips, contained 
in an associated oak case with accessories. Complete 
with Colt letter confirming the serial no. calibre and 
that it was originally a 7.5inch barrel. 
£1,500-2,000

291. A .36 CALIBRE SIX-SHOT PERCUSSION 
COLT 1861 NAVY REVOLVER AND SLIM JIM 
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294. A LATER CASED FIVE SHOT 
PERCUSSION COLT ROOT POCKET REVOLVER, 
3.5inch sighted octagonal barrel, races of original 
cylinder scene, serial no. 24000, sheath trigger, wooden 
grip, contained in a purple baize lined case with 
commensurate accessories. 
£600-800

292. A CRIMEAN WAR 
PERIOD WD MARKED 
.36 CALIBRE SIX-SHOT 
PERCUSSION COLT NAVY 
REVOLVER, 7.5inch sighted 
octagonal barrel stamped with 
the manufacturer’s details, serial 
no. 38120 to the cylinder, the left side of the barrel 
stamped with an arrow over WD and London proofs, 
the left side of the frame stamped COLTS PATENT, 
the wooden grip stamped with an arrow over WD 
over 355. 
£1,000-1,500

293. A .36 CALIBRE SIX-SHOT PERCUSSION 
COLT NAVY REVOLVER, 7.25inch sighted octagonal 
barrel, the left side of the frame stamped COLTS 
PATENT, serial no. 130323, varnished wooden grips, 
No serial no. to the wedge or barrel. 
£700-900

295. A SCARCE .44 (COLT) RICHARDS 
CONVERSION MODEL 1860 ARMY REVOLVER, 
8inch sighted barrel, ejector fitted to the right side, 
stepped cylinder, left side of the frame stamped 
COLTS PATENT, serial no. 198641for 1872/73, 
wooden grips, complete with a Western Rig. 
£1,400-1,800

No serial no. to the wedge or barrel. 
£700-900

295. A SCARCE .44 (COLT) RICHARDS 
CONVERSION MODEL 1860 ARMY REVOLVER, 
8inch sighted barrel, ejector fitted to the right side, 
stepped cylinder, left side of the frame stamped 
COLTS PATENT, serial no. 198641for 1872/73, 
wooden grips, complete with a Western Rig. 
£1,400-1,800
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299. A .30 CALIBRE FIVE-SHOT PERCUSSION 
BACON POCKET REVOLVER, 6inch sighted barrel, 
fluted cylinder, serial no. 248, two-piece wooden grips. 
Good as refinished, scarce with this length barrel. 
£400-500

300. A .31 CALIBRE FIVE-SHOT PERCUSSION 
HOPKINS & ALLEN POCKET REVOLVER, 5inch 
sighted barrel stamped with the manufacturer’s details, 
the cylinder with border engraved vignettes, plain 
frame, two-piece wooden grips. Works on FC and HC. 
£425-450

301. A .41 CALIBRE RIMFIRE FOUR-SHOT 
COLT HOUSE MODEL OR CLOVER LEAF 
REVOLVER, 3inch sighted plated barrel stamped 
with the manufacturer’s details, plated fluted cylinder, 
plated frame, blued hammer, sheath trigger, two-piece 
wooden grips, serial no.905. Action functions crisply 
and correctly, clean bore with light pitting. 
£550-650

296. A .31 CALIBRE SIX-SHOT PERCUSSION 
LONDON COLT POCKET REVOLVER, 
4inch sighted octagonal barrel stamped with the 
manufacturer’s details, the cylinder with stagecoach 
scene, serial no. 297023, the left side of the frame 
stamped COLTS PATENT and .31CAL, varnished 
wooden grips. Traces of original blued finish, tight crisp 
action. 
£550-650

297. A .31 CALIBRE SIX-SHOT PERCUSSION 
COLT POCKET REVOLVER, 4inch sighted octagonal 
barrel stamped ADDRESS COL SAML COLT NEW-
YORK U.S. AMERICA, the cylinder with traces of 
stagecoach scene, serial no. 229070, the left side of the 
frame stamped COLTS PATENT, brass trigger guard 
and back strap, wooden grips. 
£400-600

298. A .36 CALIBRE MANHATTAN NAVY 
REVOLVER, 6.5inch sighted octagonal blued barrel 
stamped with the manufacturer’s details and London 
proofs, the cylinder with cartouche scenes and traces 
of blued finish, plain frame, silvered trigger guard and 
back strap, serial no.s 57362 and 57993, varnished 
wooden grips. Crisp gun with good finish, pawl or feed 
lever at fault. 
£800-1,000
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305. A .32 RIMFIRE OBSOLETE CALIBRE 
MOORE’S PATENT SEVEN-SHOT REVOLVER, 
5inch octagonal barrel, fore-sight lacking, border 
engraved cylinder, border and scroll engraved silvered 
bronze frame, serial no. 3982, varnished wooden grips. 
One frame screw lacking and action at fault. 
£400-500

306. A CASED .41 RIMFIRE OBSOLETE 
CALIBRE MARLIN VICTOR DERINGER, 2.75inch 
sighted two-stage barrel stamped VICTOR on the top 
flat and with the manufacturer’s details on the right 
side, brass frame, two-piece wooden grips, chipped, 
contained in a blue baize and purple velvet lined 
mahogany case. 
£500-600

302. A CRISP .44 CALIBRE SIX-SHOT 
PERCUSSION ROGERS & SPENCER ARMY 
REVOLVER, 7.5inch sighted octagonal barrel, stamped 
with the manufacturer’s details either side of the 
sighting channel, serial no. 1163, Inspector’s stamp H, 
two-piece wooden grips stamped 12. Retains traces of 
original blued finish. 
£800-1,200

303. A CRISP .36 CALIBRE FIVE-SHOT 
PERCUSSION COOPER NAVY REVOLVER, 
6inch sighted octagonal barrel stamped with the 
manufacturer’s details, stepped cylinder, serial no. 1300, 
brass trigger guard and back strap, varnished wooden 
grip. Traces of original blue and case colour hardening. 
£600-800

304. A .36 CALIBRE SIX-SHOT PERCUSSION 
COLT NAVY REVOLVER, 7.5inch sighted octagonal 
barrel stamped with the manufacturer’s details, the 
cylinder stamped with the serial no. 523, the frame 
and trigger guard 175123, the latter cut with notches, 
wooden grips. 
£75-850
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310. A .40-60 OBSOLETE CALIBRE 
WINCHESTER 1876 RIFLE, 28inch sighted two-stage 
barrel stamped with the manufacturer’s details and the 
calibre, blued action, the barrel tang with model details, 
serial no. 57617, wooden fore-end and butt with steel 
mounts. Retains good amounts of original blued finish. 
£5,500-6,500

311. A RARE .376 CALIBRE AMERICAN FOUR 
BARRELLED TURNOVER RIFLE, 21.5inch sighted 
barrels fitted to a 4inch scroll engraved cylindrical 
breech, the whole released by a catch on the tang, 
border and scroll engraved back action locks, border 
and scroll engraved steel mounts, half stocked with 
chequered wrist, brass topped steel ramrod. Chip to 
fore-end. Displays many aspects typical of the work of 
Billinghurst. 
£2,500-3,500

312. A .45 CALIBRE PERCUSSION UNDER 
HAMMER AMERICAN RIFLE, 25.75inch sighted 
octagonal heavy barrel, the characteristic butt with 
white metal mounts to include patch box, plain 
wooden ramrod. 
£600-800

307. A 10-BORE OBSOLETE CALIBRE 
WINCHESTER MODEL 1901 SHOTGUN, 31.25inch 
sighted barrel stamped with the model, calibre and 
manufacturer’s details, serial no. 72734, wooden fore-
end and butt, chequered steel buttplate. Good traces 
of original blued finish, minor wood repairs to fore-
end. 
£1,800-2,200

308. A RARE .40 OBSOLETE CALIBRE 
WHITNEY LEVER ACTION RIFLE, 28inch sighted 
barrel stamped with the manufacturer’s details, the 
tang stamped with patent details, half stocked with 
steel mounts, stamped M4 to the lower tang. 
£2,500-3,500

309. A.44 RIMFIRE OBSOLETE CALIBRE 
WINCHESTER MODEL 1866 MUSKET, 26.25inch 
sighted barrel stamped with the manufacturer’s details, 
brass action, serial no. 32744, three-quarters stocked 
with brass and steel mounts, the butt plate with sliding 
trap containing four-piece cleaning rod. 
£5,000-6,000
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316. A FIVE-SHOT PERCUSSION BELGIAN 
COPY OF A COLT POCKET REVOLVER, 5.25inch 
sighted octagonal barrel, plain cylinder, scroll engraved 
frame, two-piece horn grips. 
£100-150

317. A .41 RIMFIRE OBSOLETE CALIBRE 
REMINGTON TYPE II DERINGER, 3inch sighted 
plated barrel stamped with the manufacturer’s details, 
plated frame with sheath trigger and ejector, two-piece 
chequered hard rubber grips, serial no. 652 or 852. 
Crisp on FC and HC, grey staining and some pits to 
bore, plate lacking at muzzle sand other small patches. 
£350-450

318. A CASED 54-BORE FIVE-SHOT WEBLEY 
SOLID FRAME PERCUSSION REVOLVER, 6inch 
sighted barrel with traces of original blued finish, plain 
cylinder, border engraved frame, chequered wooden 
grips, contained in its blue baize lined mahogany case 
complete with commensurate accessories, one lidded 
compartment with bone lifter. Works well on FC and 
HC with a mildly pitted bore. Pawl does not rotate the 
cylinder. 
£550-750

313. A .41 RIMFIRE REMINGTON DERINGER, 
3inch sighted plated barrels stamped with the 
manufacturer’s details, plated frame, sheath trigger, 
chequered hard rubber grips, serial no. 829. Crisp 
action, some pitting to the bore, plating rubbed on 
frame. 
£450-550

314. A .41 RIMFIRE OBSOLETE CALIBRE 
THIRD MODEL COLT DERINGER, 2.5inch sighted 
barrel stamped COLT, plated brass frame, English 
proofs, two-piece varnished wooden grips. 
£250-350

315. A .36 CALIBRE FIVE-SHOT PERCUSSION 
POCKET NAVY REVOLVER OF COLT TYPE, 
5inch sighted octagonal barrel stamped ADDRESS 
COL COLT LONDON, the cylinder with crude naval 
engagement scene and stamped ADDRESS LONDON, 
serial no. 1657, brass trigger guard and associated back 
strap, damaged and repaired, two-piece wooden grips. 
Possibly a Turkish copy with spurious London proofs. 
£150-250
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322. A .31 CALIBRE FIVE-SHOT PERCUSSION 
WHITNEY FIRST MODEL POCKET REVOLVER, 
5inch sighted octagonal blued barrel stamped with 
the manufacturer’s details, blued cylinder, brass trigger 
guard, two-piece wooden grips, serial no. 170624. 
Refinished. 
£380-420

323. A 130-BORE SIX-SHOT PERCUSSION 
PEPPERBOX REVOLVER BY GASQUOINE & 
DYSON OF MANCHESTER, 3inch fluted barrels, 
border and foliate engraved white metal action and 
frame, two-piece wooden grips, white metal lion’s 
mask butt cap, contained in a later red baize lined case 
with flask and mould. 
£400-500

324. A 120-BORE SIX-SHOT PERCUSSION 
PEPPERBOX REVOLVER, 3inch fluted barrels, border 
and scroll engraved rounded white metal action and 
frame, two-piece chequered wooden grips. 
£380-420

319. A .32 RIMFIRE OBSOLETE CALIBRE FIVE-
SHOT TRANTER REVOLVER BY BLANCH & SON, 
3.75inch sighted octagonal barrel engraved with the 
manufacturer’s details, border engraved frame stamped 
TRANTERS PATENT 9179, chequered wooden grip. 
Works on FC and HC with traces of original blued 
finish to cylinder and barrel. 
£500-700

320. A .32 RIMFIRE OBSOLETE CALIBRE 
SEVEN-SHOT RIMFIRE REVOLVER OF SMITH & 
WESSON TYPE, 4inch sighted blued barrel engraved 
PATENT NO. 40872 above the breech, blued cylinder 
with Birmingham proof marks, plated brass frame, 
sheath trigger, two-piece wooden grips. This is most 
likely Webley’s copy of Smith & Wesson’s revolver as 
described by Major Dowell in The Webley Story as being 
manufactured during 1865-66. 
£350-450

321. A 120-BORE FIVE-SHOT PERCUSSION 
WEBLEY TYPE OPEN FRAMED REVOLVER, 
4.75inch sighted octagonal barrel, blued cylinder and 
frame, chequered two-piece wooden grips. Action 
works well. 
£350-450
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associated with the American manufacturer Allen & 
Thurber. The single cock action discharges a volley fire.
 £800-1200

325. A .44 CALIBRE SIX-SHOT PERCUSSION 
MARTIALLY MARKED COLT ARMY REVOLVER, 
8inch sighted barrel stamped with the manufacturer’s 
details, cylinder with Naval Engagement scene, serial 
no. 108699, the left side of the frame stamped COLTS 
PATENT over US, varnished wooden grips, contained 
in a contemporary leather holster. Good crisp action 
with a lightly pitted bore. 
 £1000-1500

326. A PAIR OF 120-BORE DOUBLE 
BARRELLED PERCUSSION POCKET PISTOLS, 
4inch sighted barrels number from 1-4, border and 
scroll engraved rounded actions with long spurred 
dolphin hammers, two-piece varnished wooden grips, 
steel ramrods. These pistols have many characteristics 
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330. A .44 CALIBRE SIX-SHOT PERCUSSION 
STARR MODEL 1863 ARMY REVOLVER, 8inch 
sighted barrel, the cylinder stamped with the serial 
no. 24420, the left and right sides of the frame 
stamped with the manufacturer’s details, the grip 
with Inspector’s stamps to either side. Action works 
and with a lightly pitted bore. Flayderman notes this 
was one of the major models of revolving handguns 
purchased by the US Government during the Civil 
War. General light pitting, action at fault and with a 
lightly pitted bore.
 £600-800

331.  A .44 CALIBRE SIX-SHOT PERCUSSION 
STARR MODEL 1858 ARMY REVOLVER, 6inch 
sighted barrel, the cylinder stamped with the serial 
no. 14376, the left and right sides of the frame 
stamped with the manufacturer’s details, the grip with 
Inspector’s stamps to either side. Action works and 
with a lightly pitted bore.
 £600-800

332. A .36 CALIBRE FIVE-SHOT PERCUSSION 
METROPOLITAN ARMS POLICE REVOLVER, 
6.5inch sighted barrel, fluted cylinder, serial no. 1816, 
brass trigger guard and back strap, wooden grips. 
Action works, pitted bore. 
 £300-400

327. AN AMERICAN .54 CALIBRE 
PERCUSSION MODEL 1842 SERVICE PISTOL BY 
ASTON, 8.5inch sighted barrel, stepped lock stamped 
U.S over H. ASTON and MIDDTN. CONN. 1849 
across the tail, half stocked with regulation brass 
mounts, swivel ramrod. Works well on FC and HC 
with a crusty bore.
 £400-600

328. A SMALL CALIBRE FIVE-SHOT 
PERCUSSION ALLEN & WHEELOCK PEPPERBOX 
REVOLVER, 3inch fluted barrels, the bar hammer 
with Patent dates, border and scroll engraved rounded 
action, two-piece wooden grips. Action works with 
crusty bores. 
 £200-300

329. A .31 CALIBRE SIX-SHOT SPRINGFIELD 
MODEL 1851 WARNER BELT REVOLVER, 5inch 
sighted barrel, plain cylinder, the rounded action 
engraved with a stand of arms to either side and JAN 
1851, two-piece wooden grips. Action works crisply, 
serial no. 10 K stamped to the rear of the cylinder and 
the underside of the sighting rib. Crusty bore.
 £400-600
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336. A .32 RIMFIRE OBSOLETE CALIBRE SIX-
SHOT ALLEN & WHEELOCK SIDE HAMMER
REVOLVER, 4inch sighted octagonal barrel, the 
cylinder with landscape scene, sheath trigger, serial 
no. 360, two-pece wooden grips. Action registers but 
mainspring at fault, lightly pitted bore. 
 £350-450

337. A .42 OBSOLETE CALIBRE CUPFIRE SIX-
SHOT PLANT’S ARMY REVOLVER, 5.5inch sighted 
octagonal blued barrel, blued cylinder, brass frame, 
serial no. 6167, sheath trigger, two-piece wooden grips. 
Action intermittent, crusty bore. 
 £350-450

338. A .32 RIMFIRE OBSOLETE CALIBRE 
SEVEN-SHOT MOORE’S PATENT BELT 
REVOLVER, 4.75inch sighted octagonal barrel stamped 
with the manufacturer’s details, border and scroll 
engraved brass frame with traces of silvered finish, 
serial no. 5496, wooden grips. According to Flayderman 
these were known to have been purchased by Union 
officers during the American Civil War. Good action 
with a lightly pitted bore.
 £300-400

333. A .36 CALIBRE FIVE-SHOT PERCUSSION 
MANHATTAN NAVY REVOLVER, 5inch sighted 
octagonal barrel stamped with the manufacturer’s 
details, the cylinder with traces of cartouche scenes, 
brass trigger guard, serial no. 23387, wooden grips. 
Action works, pitted bore. 
 £350-450

334. A .36 CALIBRE FIVE-SHOT PERCUSSION 
COOPER POCKET NAVY REVOLVER, 4inch sighted 
octagonal barrel stamped with the manufacturer’s 
details, stepped cylinder, serial no. 3610, brass trigger 
guard and back strap, wooden grips. Action works, 
pitted bore. 
 £300-400

335. A .31 CALIBRE FIVE-SHOT PERCUSSION 
UNION ARMS COMPANY POCKET REVOLVER, 
4.5inch sighted octagonal barrel, partially stamped 
with the manufacturer’s details, fluted cylinder, serial 
no. 3514, brass trigger guard, two-piece wooden grips. 
Traces of original finish. Action at fault, crusty bore.
 £300-400
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341. A .32 RIMFIRE OBSOLETE CALIBRE FIVE-
SHOT MARLIN STANDARD REVOLVER, 3inch 
sighted barrel stamped with the manufacturer’s details, 
fluted cylinder, brass frame, sheath trigger, two-piece 
wooden grips. Action works with a crusty bore. 
 £200-300

339. A .44 HENRY RIMFIRE OBSOLETE 
CALIBRE SIX-SHOT SMITH & WESSON MODEL 3 
SECOND MODEL REVOLVER, 8inch sighted barrel 
stamped with the manufacturer’s details, fluted cylinder, 
serial no. 22109, two-piece wooden grips, contained 
in its original leather holster. Action works well with a 
lightly pitted bore. Recent purchase receipts.
 £800-1200

340. A .30 OBSOLETE CALIBRE FIVE-SHOT 
CUPFIRE POCKET REVOLVER, 3.5inch sighted 
octagonal barrel stamped with the manufacturer’s 
details, plain cylinder, brass frame, serial no. 7951, 
sheath trigger, two-piece wooden grips. Action at fault, 
ejector arm ferrule lacking, pitted bore.
 £250-350
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343. A .41 RIMFIRE OBSOLETE CALIBRE COLT 
DERRINGER PISTOL, 2.5inch barrel stamped COLT, 
brass frame with traces of original plated finish, sheath 
trigger, two-piece wooden grips. Action works on FC 
and HC with a crusty bore. 
 £240-280

342. A .44 CALIBRE SIX-SHOT PERCUSSION 
REMINGTON NEW MODEL ARMY REVOLVER, 8 
inch sighted octagonal blued barrel stamped with the 
manufacturer’s details, blued cylinder and frame, serial 
no. 92336, brass trigger-guard, the wooden grips with 
crisp martial stamp. A crisp gun with a crisp action, 
clean bright bore and 65% original blued finish.
 £800-1200
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347. A 7MM CALIBRE SIX-SHOT RIFLED 
PINFIRE PEPPERBOX REVOLVER BY CHAMELOT 
DELVIGNE, 2inch fluted barrels, rounded frame, 
folding trigger, wooden grip, the butt with integral 
ejector rod. Action works well.
 £350-450

348. A 56-BORE SIX-SHOT RIFLED 
PERCUSSION TRANSITIONAL REVOLVER, 
5.75inch sighted octagonal barrel, border and scroll 
engraved rounded action, sideplate replaced, sprung 
swivel rammer, two-piece chequered wooden grips. 
Action works well with a pitted bore.
 £350-450

349. A 60-BORE SIX-SHOT RIFLED 
PERCUSSION TRANSITIONAL REVOLVER, 5.75 
inch sighted octagonal barrel engraved IMPROVED 
REVOLVER, scallop engraved cylinder, border and 
scroll engraved rounded action, chequered two-piece 
wooden grips. Action works well, side plate loose, light 
pitting to the bore.
 £300-400

344. AN UNUSUAL 120-BORE SIX-SHOT 
PERCUSSION PEPPERBOX REVOLVER, 3inch fluted 
barrels, border and scroll engraved rounded action 
marked PATENT 241, long spur dolphin hammer, two-
piece wooden grips. Action requires attention.
 £350-450

345. A SMALL BORE SIX-SHOT PERCUSSION 
PEPPERBOX REVOLVER, 3inch fluted barrels, border 
and scroll engraved rounded action, chequered two-
piece wooden grips. Action works well.
 £350-450

346. A SMALL BORE SIX-SHOT PERCUSSION 
PEPPERBOX REVOLVER BY COOPER, 3.5inch fluted 
barrels, border and scroll engraved rounded white 
metal action signed J.R. COOPER, ring trigger, two-
piece wooden grips. Action works well.
 £350-450
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352. AN UNUSUAL 7MM SIX-SHOT PINFIRE 
REVOLVER, 5.75inch sighted barrel, border and scroll 
engraved cylinder and frame, ring trigger, two-piece 
wooden grips. Action functions but cylinder does not 
rotate.
 £250-350

350. A GOOD CASED .297 CALIBRE RIMFIRE 
OBSOLETE CALIBRE FIVE-SHOT POCKET 
TRANTER REVOLVER BY WILLIAM GRIFFITHS 
OF MANCHESTER, 2.5inch sighted octagonal blued 
barrel engraved with the manufacturer’s details, border 
engraved gilt brass frame, serial no. 31697, contained 
in its blue baize lined case, the lid with masker’s trade 
label, the two lidded compartments with horn lifters, 
complete with cleaning rod and key. Good crisp action 
with good amounts of original finish, small patches of 
light pitting to the bore.
 £800-1200

351. AN 11MM SIX-SHOT PINFIRE FRENCH 
SERVICE REVOLVER BY LEFAUCHEUX, 6.25inch 
sighted barrel stamped with the manufacturer’s details, 
the left side of the frame stamped LF 92316, two-piece 
wooden grips, the butt with lanyard ring. Action works 
well with tiny patches of pitting to the bore.
 £300-400

A GOOD CASED .297 CALIBRE RIMFIRE 

TRANTER REVOLVER BY WILLIAM GRIFFITHS 
, 2.5inch sighted octagonal blued 

barrel engraved with the manufacturer’s details, border 
engraved gilt brass frame, serial no. 31697, contained 
in its blue baize lined case, the lid with masker’s trade 
label, the two lidded compartments with horn lifters, 
complete with cleaning rod and key. Good crisp action 
with good amounts of original finish, small patches of 
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354. A CASED 80-BORE SIX-SHOT 
PERCUSSION TRANSITIONAL REVOLVER, 
5.5inch sighted two-stage barrel, scallop engraved 
cylinder, border and scroll engraved rounded action, 
bar-hammer, chequered two-piece wooden grips, 
contained in its blue felt re-lined case with maker’s 
trade label for Burnand of Newcastle, the lidded 
compartment with bone lifter, complete with 
commensurate accessories.  Crisp action with traces of 
original finish and pitted micro-groove bore. 
 £800-1200

353. A CASED 54-BORE FIVE-SHOT 
PERCUSSION FOURTH MODEL TRANTER 
REVOLVER, 6inch sighted octagonal barrel engraved 
WM. LOWE CHESTER, border engraved cylinder, 
border and scroll engraved frame, chequered wooden 
grip, contained in its blue felt relined mahogany case, 
the lidded compartment with horn lifter. complete with 
commensurate accessories. Action works and refinished 
with a lightly pitted bore.
 £800-1200
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357. A 40-BORE PERCUSSION OFFICER’S 
PISTOL BY CLOUGH & SONS OF BATH, 7.5inch 
sighted octagonal barrel, border and scroll engraved 
signed lock, full stock, cracked at the wrist, steel 
mounts, swivel ramrod. Works on FC and HC with a 
dirty bore. 
 £140-180

358. A .650 CALIBRE PERCUSSION OFFICER’S 
PISTOL, 9inch sighted octagonal barrel, stepped and 
bolted lock converted from flintlock, full stocked with 
steel mounts, later ramrod. Works on FC and HC with 
very pitted metal parts and repair to fore-end. 
 £100-150

355. A PAIR OF 25-BORE FLINTLOCK 
BAYONET COACHING PISTOLS, 5.5inch brass 
barrels, border and scroll engraved brass actions signed 
BLAKE, sprung bayonets mounted on the right side 
and released by a sliding catch, slab-sided wooden 
butts, steel ramrods. Work crisply on FC and HC.
 £1000-1500

356. A PAIR OF 54-BORE PERCUSSION 
BOXLOCK POCKET PISTOLS BY KETLAND, 
2.5inch turn-off brass barrels, brass frames and actions 
signed Ketland London, slab-sided wooden butts, oval 
white metal escutcheons engraved AF beneath a laurel 
wreath. (2) One works crisply on FC and HC. 
 £200-300 
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362. A 54-BORE FLINTLOCK BOXLOCK 
POCKET PISTOL BY BARBER, 2.25inch three-stage 
cannon barrel, border and scroll engraved signed 
action, sliding trigger guard safety, silver wire inlaid 
slab-sided wooden butt. Works on FC and HC with a 
pitted bore.
 £250-350

363. A 50-BORE FLINTLOCK BOXLOCK 
POCKET PISTOL BY BARBAR, 3.5inch three-stage 
turn-off cannon barrel, border and scroll engraved 
signed lock, sliding trigger guard safety, slab-sided 
wooden butt. Works on FC and HC with a lightly 
pitted bore.
 £250-350

364. A SMALL BORE PERCUSSION BOXLOCK 
POCKET TURNOVER BELT PISTOL, 4.5inch barrels, 
border and scroll engraved rounded action, belt hook 
mounted on the right side, chequered bag-shaped 
wooden butt. Works on FC and HC.
 £200-300

359. A .650CALIBRE EAST INDIA COMPANY 
FLINTLOCK NEW LAND PATTERN SERVICE 
PISTOL, 9inch barrel, border engraved lock stamped 
with a rampant lion and dated 1813 at the tail, full 
stocked with regulation brass mounts, the trigger 
guard stamped N N V over 21, swivel ramrod. Works 
well on FC and HC with a dirty bore, various neat 
repairs. NNV - reissued to the Northumberland and 
Newcastle Volunteers.
 £450-550

360. A .650 CALIBRE FLINTLOCK LIGHT 
DRAGOON SERVICE PISTOL, 9inch barrel, border 
engraved lock stamped with a crown over GR and 
KETLAND & CO. across the tail, full stocked with 
regulation brass mounts, brass topped wooden 
ramrod. Works on FC and HC with patches of pitting 
to the bore.
 £500-700

361. A .600CALIBRE FLINTLOCK LONG SEA 
SERVICE PISTOL, 12inch, barrel, lock stamped but 
very rubbed, full stocked, fore-end replaced, regulation 
brass mounts, steel belt hook, later brass topped 
wooden ramrod. Action works on FC and HC with a 
crusty bore. Various Ordnance and crowned S stamps.
 £600-800
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368. A 25-BORE FLINTLOCK HOLSTER 
PISTOL MARKED NOCK, 9.25inch sighted barrel, 
border and foliate engraved signed lock, full stocked 
with brass mounts, the escutcheon stamped TA, horn 
topped wooden ramrod. Works on FC and HC with a 
dirty bore. 
 £350-450

369. A .650 CALIBRE FLINTLOCK HOLSTER 
PISTOL BY HOLLIS, 8inch sighted damascus barrel, 
border and foliate engraved signed lock, full stocked 
with steel mounts, later brass topped wooden ramrod. 
Works on FC and HC with a dirty bore. 
 £250-350

370. A .650 CALIBRE FLINTLOCK TRADE 
HOLSTER PISTOL, 9inch barrel, plain lock, full stocked 
with brass mounts. Works on FC only with a crusty 
bore.
 £180-220

365. AN 80-BORE PERCUSSION DOUBLE 
BARRELLED POCKET PISTOL, 3inch turn-off 
barrels, border and scroll engraved action, folding 
triggers, chequered bag-shaped wooden butt. Works 
well on FC and HC with a pitted bore. 
 £180-220

366. A 58-BORE PERCUSSION TRAVELLING 
PISTOL BY COOPER, 4inch sighted barrel, border 
and scroll engraved signed back action lock, full stocked 
with white metal mounts, the butt with later trap, 
swivel ramrod. Works well on FC and HC. 
 £180-220

367. AN 18-BORE FLINTLOCK HOLSTER 
PISTOL BY BARBER, 7.75inch barrel, border and scroll 
engraved bevelled lock, full stocked with brass mounts 
to include stand of arms sideplate and grotesque mask 
butt cap, inlaid with silver wire about the barrel tang, 
later ramrod. Works on FC and HC, split to fore-end. 
 £600-800
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bottle decorated to match, full stocked with brass 
mounts, associated brass ramrod. Works well on FC 
and HC. Originally built as a flintlock this is a later 
conversion on the Forsyth principle.
 £8000-10000

371. A SCARCE BRASS BARRELLED BAYONET 
BLUNDERBUSS WITH LATER FORSYTH SCENT 
BOTTLE PRIMER, 12inch three-stage brass barrel with 
flared muzzle, engraved FORSYTH & CO, PATENT 
GUNMAKERS, LONDON on the top flat, top sprung 
bayonet released by a catch on the barrel tang, border 
and foliate engraved signed lock, the hammer and scent 
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373. A FLINTLOCK COACHING 
BLUNDERBUSS BY LANKESTER, 17.5inch two-stage 
brass barrel with ring turned flared muzzle, border 
engraved stepped lock decorated with a laurel wreath 
and a flash beneath the pan, signed LANKESTER, full 
stocked with brass mounts, brass topped wooden 
ramrod. Works on FC and HC.
 £800-1200 

374. A FLINTLOCK COACHING 
BLUNDERBUSS BY BARNETT, 15.75 inch brass 
barrel with flared muzzle, engraved MINORIES 
LONDON at the breech, bevelled lock signed R. 
BARNETT, full stocked with brass mounts, later brass 
topped wooden ramrod. Works well on FC and HC.
 £800-1200

372. A CLEAN PERCUSSION COACHING 
BLUNDERBUSS BY RIGBY, 16inch two-stage blacked 
damascus barrel with flared muzzle, stamped W & J 
RIGBY DUBLIN on the top flat, plain back action lock 
stamped W & J RIGBY, full varnished stock with brass 
mounts, the butt stamped with the Irish Registration 
mark F8441, the tang with the serial no. 9299, brass 
topped wooden ramrod. Retains much original finish 
and in good crisp condition, works crisply on 1st, 2nd

and 3rd cock.
 £1400-1800 
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left side, steel ramrod. Works on FC and HC with a 
crusty bore.
 £400-600

378. A .577 CALIBRE PATTERN 1853 
PERCUSSION SERVICE MUSKET, 39inch sighted 
barrel fitted with ramp and ladder rear sights, border 
engraved lock stamped 1856 over TOWER and with a 
crown over VR at the tail, full stocked with regulation 
brass mounts, steel ramrod, leather sling. Works well 
on FC and HC, smooth bored. 
 £350-450

379. A .577 CALIBRE PATTERN 1853 
PERCUSSION SERVICE RIFLE, 39inch sighted 
barrel fitted with ramp and ladder rear sights, border 
engraved lock stamped 1857 over TOWER and with a 
crown over VR at the tail, full stocked with regulation 
brass and steel mounts, steel ramrod. Works on FC 
and HC, rusty bore and generally pitted. 
 £300-400

375. A .750 CALIBRE NORTH EUROPEAN 
AND ENGLISH DOG LOCK MUSKET, 42inch 
sighted barrel with various British proof marks at the 
breech, plain bevelled lock with dog lock safety catch, 
full stocked with regulation brass mounts, brass topped 
wooden ramrod. Works well on FC and HC. 
 £800-1000

376. A .650 CALIBRE FLINTLOCK 1797 
PATTERN SERGEANT’S FUSIL OR CARBINE, 
34.75inch barrel, border engraved lock stamped with 
a crown over GR and TOWER across the tail, full 
stocked with regulation brass mounts. Works on FC 
and FC with a crusty bore, various splits to right side 
of fore-end.
 £600-800

377. A .650 CALIBRE FLINTLOCK
VOLUNTEER CAVALRY SERVICE CARBINE,
26.25inch sighted barrel, stepped lock stamped LACY 
& CO. LONDON, full stocked with regulation brass 
and steel mounts, saddle bar and ring mounted on the 
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380. A .577 CALIBRE VOLUNTEER 
BRUNSWICK TYPE PERCUSSION RIFLE, 30inch 
sighted barrel fitted with rear leaf sights, border 
engraved lock marked LONDON, full stocked with 
regulation brass mounts, steel ramrod. Works on FC 
and HC with a lightly pitted three-groove bore, various 
repairs to stock and patchbox catch lacking. 
 £500-600

381. A .700 CALIBRE CRIMEAN WAR 
RUSSIAN PERCUSSION SERVICE MUSKET, 
42.5inch sighted barrel, stepped percussion lock, full 
stocked with regulation brass mounts dated 1847 
throughout and TULA arsenal marks, steel ramrod, 
complete with bayonet. Works well on FC and HC 
with a clean bore with patches of pitting towards the 
muzzle. 
 £800-1200

382.  A .700 CALIBRE CRIMEAN WAR FRENCH 
PERCUSSION MINIE SERVICE RIFLE, 40.5inch 
sighted barrel dated 1854, back action lock stamped 
Mre. Imple. de Mutzig, full stocked with regulation steel 
mounts. Works on FC only with a clean frosted bore. 
 £800-1200

383. A 7MM RIMFIRE OBSOLETE CALIBRE 
BELGIAN FLOBERT CADET RIFLE, 28inch sighted 
barrel, full stock, cracked at the wrist, regulation steel 
mounts, complete with leather sling and steel cleaning 
rod. Works on FC and HC with a clean frosted bore, 
rear sight lacking. 
 £250-350

384. A .43 OBSOLETE CALIBRE REMINGTON 
ROLLING BLOCK CARBINE, 19inch sighted barrel, 
the action tang stamped with the manufacturer’s 
details, half stocked with regulation steel mounts, the 
butt with two clear stamps. Action works well with a 
clean but well used bore.
 £400-600
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388. A 16-BORE SPANISH BARRELLED TAKE-
DOWN SPORTING GUN BY SMITH?, 31inch two-
stage barrel inlaid with gold poincon for Madrid and 
ESQUIBELL 1769, border and foliate engraved stepped 
and bolted lock converted from flintlock, two-piece 
stock with chequered wrist and foliate carved about 
the tang, the sideplate area finely inlaid with silver wire 
and plate with a hunting scene, chiselled steel mounts, 
horn topped wooden ramrod. Works well on FC and 
HC with a lightly pitted bore. 
 £350-450

389. A 10-BORE DOUBLE BARRELLED 
HAMMER GUN, 31.75inch sighted damascus barrels, 
border and scroll engraved back action locks, border 
and scroll engraved rounded side-lever action, half 
stocked with chequered fore-end and wrist. Action 
works well with patchy pitting to the bore. 
 £350-450

385. A .54 BURNSIDE CAPPING BREECH 
LOADING CARBINE, 21inch sighted barrel fitted 
with rear leaf sights, the breech stamped with the 
manufacturer’s details and the serial no. 15803, the 
back action lock with manufacturer’s details, half 
stocked with regulation steel mounts. Action works 
well with pitting to the bore.
 £600-800

386. A .650 CALIBRE FLINTLOCK SKELETON 
STOCKED COACHING CARBINE BY GRIFFIN, 
24.25inch sighted barrel, border engraved lock signed 
GRIFFIN, half stocked with brass mounts, horn topped 
wooden ramrod. Works well on FC and HC.
 £600-800

387. A 14-BORE PERCUSSION SPORTING 
GUN BY JOSEPH MANTON, 31.75inch sighted 
damascus barrel, border engraved lock converted from 
flintlock, half stocked with chequered wrist, re-blued 
steel mounts. Works well on FC and HC with a pitted 
bore.
 £150-250
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390. A 16-BORE DOUBLE BARRELLED 
PINFIRE SPORTING GUN, 29.75inch sighted 
browned damascus barrels, border and vine engraved 
back action locks, border and vine engraved rounded 
underlever action, the steel mounts decorated to 
match. Works well on FC and HC with crusty bores, 
cracked in tang area. 
 £250-350

391. A .380 CALIBRE NEEDLEFIRE ROOK 
RIFLE BY DIXON OF EDINBURGH, 24inch sighted 
octagonal barrel fitted with rear leaf sights, border 
engraved action with threaded breech release, the 
wooden butt with chequered wrist, border engraved 
steel mounts, serial no. 1526. Works on FC and HC 
with a pitted bore, breech release lever with repair. 
 £300-400

392. A 120-BORE BALL RESERVOIR AIR 
RIFLE BY ARKELL OF BEVERLEY, 26.5inch sighted 
damascus two-stage barrel with platinum lined breech, 
stepped lock with ring-neck cock stamped ARKELL 
BEVERLEY, half stocked with chequered wrist, plain 
steel mounts, ball reservoir, later brass tipped wooden 
ramrod.
 £800-1200

393. A 32-BORE UNDER HAMMER WALKING 
STICK AIR CANE, 28inch sighted barrel , stamped 
DAY’S PATENT at the breech, retains much original 
bamboo effect lacquer, further applied with the Royal 
arms, folding trigger, wooden grip.
 £350-450

394. A LATER CASED 80-BORE AIR CANE, 
18.5inch black lacquered barrel, button trigger, 
complete with rifled insert, loading rod, pump, keys etc, 
horn handle.
 £400-500
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396.  A CASED SWIFT TRAINING RIFLE, 46inch 
over all length, the wooden service stock with blacked 
regulation mounts, applied with a brass plaque with 
model name and series details, contained in its wooden 
transit case. 
£200-300

395. A SCARCE 11MM PINFIRE SIX-SHOT 
LEFAUCHEUX CONFEDERATE REVOLVER, 
6.25inch sighted plated barrel stamped with the 
manufacturer’s details, plated cylinder and frame, the 
back strap COF. 1ST REGT CT - V - T.M.M. C.S.A. 
1861. Crisp action. 
£1,000-1,500
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397. A RARE AND CRISP ANTIQUE BSA 
MILITARY PATTERN LONG AIR RIFLE IN 
.22 CALIBRE, 21inch sighted blued barrel fitted 
with ramp and ladder rear sights and stamped 
THE BSA AIR RIFLE (MILITARY PATTERN) THE 
BIRMINGHAM SMALL ARMS COMPANY LIMITED 
SOLE MANUFACTURERS, stamped with the serial 
no. 415 to the left side of the breech and 622T to 
the underside of the barrel under the lever, the latter 
stamped with patent details, half military stock with 
regulation blued mounts with dummy bolt. 
£2,500-3,500
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400. AN ANTIQUE .25 CALIBRE BONEHILL 
IMPROVED MODEL BRITANNIA AIR RIFLE, 
19.5inch barrel stamped with the model and 
manufacturer details, serial no. 1423, the wooden butt 
with chequered wrist.
 £400-600

401. AN ANTIQUE HAENEL SPORT MODEL 
33 JUNIOR AIR RIFLE, 14inch sighted barrel stamped 
with the manufacturer and model details, full stocked 
with leather sling and magazine.
 £150-250

402. A SCARCE ANTIQUE DAISY NO. 40 BB 
GUN OR AIR RIFLE, 25.75 inch barrel, stamped with 
the manufacturer’s details at the breech, full stocked 
with under-lever action, complete with socket bayonet.
 £300-400

398. AN ANTIQUE .177 CALIBRE WEBLEY 
MKII SERVICE AIR RIFLE, 25inch sighted blued barrel, 
the action stamped with manufacturer’s patents and 
details, serial no. 718. Retains good amounts of original 
finish.
 £400-600

399. AN ANTIQUE .22 CALIBRE BSA 
STANDARD AIR RIFLE, 19.5inch sighted barrel, the 
action etched with manufacturer’s and patent details, 
serial no. S417, chequered wooden butt. Retains 
virtually all of its original finish and complete with 
leather muzzle protector.
 £400-600
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403. AN ANTIQUE GERMAN? BOLT ACTION 
AIR RIFLE, 17.25 inch sighted barrel, half stocked with 
steel mounts. Appears to be an early form based 
loosely on the Haenel action.
 £150-200

404. A .177 CALIBRE ANTIQUE HAENEL 
MODEL VIII AIR RIFLE, 18.5inch sighted barrel 
stamped with the maker and model details, wooden 
butt with steel plate.
 £60-80

405. A .177 CALIBRE ANTIQUE BERGMANN 
GEM AIR RIFLE, 16.5inch sighted barrel with T-section 
catch, wooden butt with steel plate., serial no. B30702.
 £80-120

406. A .177 CALIBRE ANTIQUE BSA LINCOLN 
JEFFRIES UNDER-LEVER AIR RIFLE, 19.5inch sighted 
barrel stamped with the manufacturer and patent 

details, serial no. 8899, wooden butt with steel plate, 
stamped with BSA and JEWSON of HALIFAX marks.
 £160-180

407. A .177 CALIBRE ANTIQUE MIDLAND 
GUN COMPANY AIR RIFLE, 18.75inch sighted barrel 
stamped with the manufacturer’s details, serial no. 
1400, the wooden butt with chequered wrist and steel 
butt plate.
 £80-120

408. A GOOD .177 CALIBRE ANTIQUE BSA 
STANDARD AIR RIFLE, 17.25inch sighted barrel, 
etched with the manufacturer and patent details, serial 
no. A755, the wooden butt with chequered wrist and 
marked BSA, reeded wooden butt plate. Retains good 
amounts of original blued finish.
 £120-140
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412. A .177 CALIBRE ANTIQUE TELL II AIR 
PISTOL, blued sighted barrel stamped DRGM TELL II 
DRP, wo-piece chequered wooden grips.
 £100-150

413. A .177 CALIBRE ANTIQUE HAENEL AIR 
PISTOL, 4.25inch sighted barrel, the cylinder stamped 
with the manufacturer’s details, two-piece wooden 
grips with HAENEL inserts.
 £80-120

414. AN ANTIQUE BEDFORD & WALKER 
EUREKA AIR PISTOL, 8.5inch plated barrel stamped 
with the patent details to the left side, plated body and 
grip. Plating lifting.
 £60-80

409. A RARE .177 CALIBRE ANTIQUE 
WESTLEY RICHARDS HIGHEST POSSIBLE AIR 
PISTOL, 9.25inch sighted barrel, the cylinder and frame 
stamped with manufacturer’s details and PATENT 
24837 over 1907, chequered two-piece grips, serial no. 
692.
 £500-700

410. A RARE .22 CALIBRE ANTIQUE THE 
LINCOLN AIR PISTOL, 9inch sighted barrel stamped 
THE LINCOLN AIR PISTOL on the top flat and BEST 
ENGLISH MAKE to the right side of the barrel, further 
stamped  A2 on the top flat, serial no. 991.
 £400-600

411. A .177 CALIBRE ANTIQUE HUBERTUS 
AIR PISTOL, 3.25inch barrel, blued cylinder and frame 
stamped DRGM HUBERTUS, serial no. 6157. wooden 
grip. Retains good amounts of original blued finish.
 £150-250
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417. A BOXED .177 CALIBRE ANTIQUE 
WEBLEY MKI AIR PISTOL, 7inch sighted barrel, the 
cylinder stamped with the manufacturer’s and patent 
details, serial no. 32969, two-piece wooden grips with 
winged pellet insert. Box worn and pellet holed.
 £180-220

418. A BOXED .177 CALIBRE ANTIQUE 
WEBLEY MKI AIR PISTOL, 7inch sighted barrel, the 
cylinder stamped with the manufacturer’s and patent 
details, serial no. 42287, two-piece wooden grips with 
winged pellet insert. Lid with just two sides and those 
detached.
 £150-250

415. A .177 CALIBRE ANTIQUE WEBLEY 
JUNIOR AIR PISTOL, 6.5inch sighted barrel, the 
cylinder stamped with the manufacturer’s details, serial 
no. J26585, ribbed tin grips.
 £60-80

416. AN ANTIQUE BOXED MICHAEL 
FLURSCHEIM EISENWERKE GAGGENAU DART 
GUN OR AIR PISTOL, 6inch sighted plated barrel, 
plated frame and chequered grips, contained in its 
wooden box, complete with accessories and darts.
 £100-150
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419. A PARKER FIELD & SONS POLICE 
HANGER OR SWORD, 62.5cm clipped back blade 
etched with a maker’s panel at the forte, regulation 
steel hilt with D-shaped knuckle guard, wire bound 
fishskin grip, contained in its steel mounted leather 
scabbard, chape replaced. 
 £180-220

420.  A VICTORIAN POLICE HANGER, 
59.5cm curved fullered blade, regulation steel hilt with 
D-shaped knuckle guard, ribbed fishskin grip, contained 
in its steel mounted leather scabbard stamped with a 
rose over WRC. 
 £180-220

421. A VICTORIAN POLICE HANGER, 59.5cm 
curved fullered blade, regulation brass hilt with 
D-shaped knuckle guard, ribbed fishskin grip, contained 
in its brass mounted leather scabbard. 
 £180-220

422. A VICTORIAN NAVAL DIRK, 45.5cm blade 
etched with scrolling foliage, crowned fouled anchor, 
crowned VR cypher and maker’s panel for GIEVE, 
regulation brass hilt with lion’s head pommel, contained 
in its brass mounted leather scabbard, the upper 
mount with owner’s initials CFC. 
 £180-220

423. A VICTORIAN BANDSMAN’S SWORD, 
45.5cm flattened diamond section blade, tip 
rounded, regulation brass hilt, together with a French 
artilleryman’s brass hilted sidearm. No scabbards. (2)
 £80-120

424. A VICTORIAN BANDSMAN’S SWORD, 
47.5cm blade, regulation brass hilt, crossguard pierced, 
contained in its brass mounted leather scabbard, the 
upper mount incised 43 over 4 over 1867. 
 £140-180
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425. A LATE 18TH CENTURY GERMAN 
COMBINATION HUNTING HANGER AND 
PISTOL, 57cm blade, characteristic brass hilt with shell 
guard, reeded shaped wooden grip, the forte affixed 
with a cannon barrelled pistolet, the action engraved 
RICHTER. Action works on FC and HC, tip of blade 
rounded. 
 £800-1200

426. A TROUSSE OR HUNTING KNIFE, 
35.5cm blade stamped SNAKE BRAND, that being the 
trademark for KITCHIN, two-piece riveted horn grips 
inlaid in white metal with stags, hounds and huntsmen, 
together with a further hunting? or American 
Plainsman’s knife with natural stag’s horn grip, a Liberty 
Bowie knife, lacking scabbard and a Confederate style 
fighting knife. (5) 
£250-350

427. A THIRD REICH FOLDING BOWIE 
KNIFE, 18.5cm blade by HERDER & SOHN, 
SOLINGEN, characteristic white metal mounted hilt, 
two-piece riveted horn grips, contained in its white 
metal mounted leather scabbard, this incised HEINZ 
JURGENS SS, sold with a print out of his service 
record. 
 £300-400 

428. A LATE 19TH OR EARLY 20TH CENTURY 
FOLDING BOWIE KNIFE, 19cm blade stamped 
HUNTING KNIFE No.6 SHEFFIELD, characteristic 
white metal mounted hilt with two-piece riveted horn 

grips, together with another similar, worn, contained in 
a later suede covered sheath and a third contained in 
its original sheath, lacking guard and blade loose. (3)
 £40-60

429. A LATE 19TH OR EARLY 20TH CENTURY 
HORSE OR COACHMAN’S KNIFE, with twelve 
assorted blades or implements, stamped BUTLER & 
CO. Needle and tweezer inserts lacking. 
 £80-120
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430. A LATE 19TH OR EARLY 
20TH CENTURY CAVALRY 
OR HORSEMAN’S KNIFE BY 
MORTON OF SHEFFIELD, seven 
knives or implements and two 
harness bolts, together with two 
further pocket knives. The first, 
tension springs loose. (3)
 £60-80

431. THREE LATE 19TH OR 
EARLY 20TH CENTURY POCKET 
OR UTILITY KNIVES, the first by 
FORDE MEDLEY, the second by 
SAYNOR COOKE & RIDAL, the 
third by RAGGS. (3)
 £60-80

432. TWO SWEDISH 
BARREL KNIVES, together with a 
further Scandinavian barrel handled 
sheath knife. (3)
 £40-60

433. A GEORGE 
WOSTENHOLM THREE-
BLADED POCKET KNIFE, with 
two-piece riveted hardwood grips, 
together with a further pruning 
knife with integral secateurs. Small 
chip to one secateur blade. (2)
 £40-60

434. A LATE 19TH OR EARLY 
20TH CENTURY COMBINATION 
CARTRIDGE EXTRACTOR 
AND KNIFE, 8cm blade, the guard 
formed as a 12-bore and 16-bore 
extractor, two-piece riveted horn 
grips, together with a Spanish 
folding navaja pocket knife. (2)
 £60-80

435. A LATE 19TH OR EARLY 
20TH CENTURY POCKET KNIFE, 
comprising four implements, the 
scales engraved Sir Harry Bullard, 
Norwich, contained in its chamois 
purse, together with a PEGLEY-
DAVIES angler’s knife. (2)
 £60-80

436. FIFTEEN VARIOUS 
POCKET OR SMOKERS’ 
KNIVES, various configurations. (15)
 £50-100
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437. TWO CLEAN 
PERCUSSION REVOLVER 
POWDER FLASKS, the first by 
Hawksley and retaining all of its 
original lacquer, the second by James 
Dixon & Sons, both with adjustable 
lacquered brass tops and suspension 
rings. The latter with broken spring 
and one small dent. (2) 
£200-300

438. A CLEAN COPPER 
PISTOL OR REVOLVER FLASK, 
the lacquered copper body with 
suspension ring to the bottom, 
lacquered brass top with adjustable 
nozzle, stamped patent, blued 
spring. 
£200-250

439. AN ENGLISH BAG 
SHAPED COLT POWDER FLASK 
BY BARTRAM, of the type found 
with early cased Colt pocket 
revolvers, retaining some original 
browned lacquer finish, spring 
retaining the majority of bright 
blueing, 13cm long. 
£250-300

440. A PISTOL SIZED 
POWDER FLASK, the pear-shaped 
copper body with brass top and 
ring turned nozzle. 
£60-80

441. A LATE 18TH OR EARLY 
19TH CENTURY GUNNER’S 
PRIMING FLASK, the polished 
dark horn body with brass mounts. 
Spring lacking. 
£80-120

442. A VERY GOOD 
PHARAOH’S HORSES POWDER 
FLASK, the lacquered embossed 
copper body decorated with three 
horses’ heads in an acanthus and 
rope bordered oval, the reverse 
with acanthus decoration, the brass 
top with lacquered finish, adjustable 
nozzle up to 3 drams, Hawksley 
stamp. 
£150-200
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443. A LARGE EMBOSSED 
POWDER FLASK, the copper 
body decorated with acanthus 
scrolls to either side, brass top 
with adjustable nozzle, stamped 
HAWKSLEY SHEFFIELD. 
£100-150

444. A LEATHER COVERED 
GUN OR RIFLE FLASK, the black 
leather covered body with brass 
top stamped SNIDER, graduated 
nozzle up to 4drams. 
£80-100

445. A JAMES DIXON 
LEATHER GUN OR RIFLE 
FLASK, of South African interest, 
the leather covered body applied 
with a white metal Sable Antelope 
and the motto ASESABI LUTHO, 
that of the Rhodesian Armoured 
Corps, brass top with adjustable 
nozzle. 
£150-200

446. A CLEAN LEATHER 
SHOT FLASK BY BARTRAM, 
the pressed brown leather body 
with suspension loop to the base, 
lacquered brass top stamped with 
the manufacturer’s name. 
£60-80

447. A GOOD COPY OF 
A COLT PATTERSON FAST 
CHARGING POWDER FLASK, 
the cylindrical body with machined 
top and bottom, the former with 
five sprung nozzles. 
£100-150

448. A VERY RARE JAMES 
DIXON FLASK MOULD, the two-
piece wooden framed plaster body 
for the reeded gun-sized flasks. 
£150-200
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449. THREE SCARCE DIXON 
POWDER FLASK MEDALLIONS 
OR PLAQUES, each of embossed 
white metal and each depicting a 
hunting scene. 
£150-200

450. AN EXTREMELY RARE 
AND PREVIOUSLY UNKNOWN 
COLT PISTOL MOULD, having 
provision for a .36 calibre and .45 
calibre round ball, the three section 
mould somewhat similar to those 
found for Colt Walker revolvers, 
the sprue cutter having raised 
turned wooden handle, “Colts 
Patent” lacking apostrophe, turned 
side handles. It is suggested that it 
was made for the London model 
Colt pistols circa 1851 and around 
the time of the Great Exhibition, 
possibly for a cased set of .36 and 
.45 calibre. 
£450-500

451. VARIOUS BULLET 
MOULDS, to include one for 
a turn-off barrel pistol and one 
for a large 13-bore gun, various 
conditions. (7) 
£100-150

452. A GEORGE III 
TURNSCREW, one half of a 
double ended type, screwdriver 
broken, together with an unusual 
good quality nipple wrench. (2) 
£75-85 

453. VARIOUS ENGLISH 
POWDER AND SHOT 
MEASURES, one with maker’s 
name for G. & J.W. Hawksley. (4) 
£50-80

454. A PINFIRE PRIMING 
TOOL, the brass body, with 
threaded lower tap and sprung top. 
£50-80

455. A SHOT AND POWDER 
MEASURE, the brass body with 
sliding brass insert marked for DRrs 
Powdr’ and Oz Shot. 
£100-150

456. A NIPPLE PRIMER, the 
sprung nickel body with single 
suspension ring to the base. 
£200-300
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457. A COMBINATION 
CARTRIDGE EXTRACTOR AND 
WHISTLE, the nickel body in the 
form of a whistle with a pivoting 
12-bore cartridge extractor. 
£150-200

458. A SCARCE FIELD’S 
PATENT CARTRIDGE TESTER, 
the brass body stamped with the 
manufacturer’s details and patent 
date of 1885. 
£150-200

459. A GOOD QUALITY 
19TH CENTURY SPRING CLAMP, 
maker’s stamp T & CC and various 
former owner’s initials, retaining 
some original blued finish. 
£50-80

460. A PERCUSSION 
CAP DISPENSER, the circular 
nickel body stamped G & JW 
HAWKSLEY, sprung top, single 
suspension loop to the base. 
£200-300

461. A FLINT WALLET, 
the leather body with two 
compartments for flint, the top flap 
secured on a brass hook. 
£100-150

462. A FLINT WALLET WITH 
KNAPPING TOOL, the leather 
body with compartments for six 
flints. 
£80-100

463. A LARGE TIN OF 
PERCUSSION CAPS, the japanned 
body applied with maker’s trade 
labels to the body and lid for 
CHARLES JAMES SMITH. 
£100-150

464. AN UNOPENED TIN 
OF PERCUSSION CAPS, the tin 
body with marbled paper wrap, 
maker’s trade labels to the body 
and lid for F.JOYCE & CO. 
£80-100
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465. TWO OIL BOTTLES, 
each with square glass body, faceted 
shoulders, pewter lids, one stamped 
W. RICARDS LIVERPOOL, the 
other HOLLAND & HOLLAND. 
£100-150

466. SEVEN NIPPLE POTS, 
each ring turned and with turned 
tops, four of bone and three of 
wood. (7) 
£200-250

467. TWO FLINTLOCK 
PAN BRUSHES, for either guns or 
pistols, the largest of turned bone 
and horn, the smallest of bone. (2) 
£50-80

468. TWENTY ONE 
VARIOUS GUN ESCUTCHEONS 
OR FITTINGS, comprising twenty 
escutcheons for gun wrists, case 
tops, ramrod pipes etc, and one 
gold coloured escutcheon. (21) 
£50-80

469. A HAWKSLEY DOUBLE 
PARTRIDGE CARRIER, the 
varnished wooden body with two 
hinged brass caps stamped with the 
manufacturer’s details, leather and 
wood carrying handle. 
£60-80

470. A SYKES PATTERN 
SHOT CARRIER, the slender 
leather body with leather shoulder 
strap, adjustable brass top stamped 
with the manufacturer’s details. 
£80-100

471. FOUR 
FLINTLOCK PISTOL 
BARRELS, comprising 
a 9inch Turkish style 
damascus rifled 
barrel with raised 
gilt decoration at 
muzzle and breech, a 
Turkish 9inch barrel 
chiselled in the lower 
part with military 
standards and foliage, 
some inlaid decoration 
missing, a George III 
12inch dragoon or sea 
service barrel with 
government proof 
stamps, pitted, and a 
Rigby style damascus 
octagonal barrel for a 
pistol. (4) 
£150-200
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475. 
A LEATHER GUN 

CASE, the gun-
shaped body with 
hinged lid secured 
with a buckle, leather 
shoulder strap. 
£60-80

476. A FINE QUALITY 
LARGE SIZED TRADE LABEL 
FOR JOHN KRIDER, 26cm wide 
x 32cm high visible label, profusely 
engraved with scrolling acanthus 
foliage encircling cameo sized scenes 
of hunting and fishing, 
£100-150

477. A VICTORIAN FOB 
WATCH WINDER, in the shape 
of a Lefaucheux pinfire revolver, 9ct 
gold. 
£80-100

478. ELEY BROTHERS INERT 
ROUNDS, five 12mm and one 
9mm. (6) 
£60-80

479. ELEY BROTHERS INERT 
CARTRIDGE CASES, 9mm. (20) 
£60-80

480. A SELECTION OF 
INERT/BLANK PINFIRE 
CARTRIDGES, 7-15mm. (13) 
£40-50

472. AN EARLY 19TH

POWDER MAGAZINE BY 
JAMES WILKINSON, the brass 
bound mahogany case with two 
compartments, the inside with 
maker’s trade label for Wilkinson, 
17 Ludgate Hill London, complete 
with key. James Wilkinson resided at 
this address from 1806-1817. 
£500-600

473. AN OAK RIFLE CASE, 
the oak body of 118cm length, 
burgundy felt lining with gilt 
embossed leather trade label for 
I.M. Cruddington Ltd, Gun & Rifle 
Makers, 7 Green Street, Bath. 
£200-300

474. A SELCTION OF SEVEN 
VARIOUS BOXES OR CASES, to 
include examples with veneered, 
leather and varnished finishes. (7) 
£80-120
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481. A .22 BSA UNDERLEVER 
AIR RIFLE SERIAL NO. S13165, A 
.22 BSA UNDERLEVER AIR RIFLE 
SERIAL NO. S13165, 19.25inch 
sighted barrel fitted with adjustable 
rear sights, the wooden butt with 
chequered wrist and end plate. 
£180-220 

482. A CASED 
PRESENTATION GUN 
CLEANING KIT, the brass 
mounted wooden case with green 
baize lined interior, brass mounted 
three-piece caning rod, assorted 
brushes and jag. 
£40-60 

483. AN EAGLE EMBOSSED 
PISTOL FLASK, the copper body 
decorated with an eagle on either 
side, sprung brass top, together 
with a 19th century Continental 
horn powder flask. (2) 
£120-140

484. A COMBINATION 
TURNSCREW SET, for a pair of 
cased pistols. 
£200-300

485. A LATE 18TH CENTURY 
SILVER PISTOL BUTT CAP, in 
the form of a grotesque mask, 
hallmarked Birmingham 1783. 
£20-40

486. AN ANTIQUE .177 
CALIBRE WEBLEY MARK I AIR 
PISTOL, 7inch sighted barrel, the 
frame stamped with the model and 
patent details, two-piece wooden 
grips, the left set with the brass 
winged pellet emblem, serial no. 
45108. 
£80-120

487. AN ARMY AND NAVY 
SPLIT CANE FLY FISHING ROD, 
the four-piece bound varnished 
cane body with cork handle, the 
lower brass collar stamped with the 
manufacturer’s details. 
£20-30

488. A PHARAOH’S HORSES 
POWDER FLASK, the embossed 
copper body decorated with three 
horses’ heads in an acanthus and 
rope bordered oval, the reverse 
decorated to match, the brass top 
with adjustable nozzle up to 3 
drams, COACH HARNESS stamp. 
£150-250
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495. AN UNTENDOERFFFER 
CARTRIDGE TIN, for fifty 7mm 
cartridges, pre 1899. See page 
142, Pinfire Pistols, Revolvers and 
Ammunition Handbook by Steve 
Jordan. 
£80-100

496. AN ELEY BROTHERS 
TIN, for fifty 9mm rounds, 
complete with outer paper packet, 
circa 1890. See page 125, Pinfire 
Pistols, Revolvers and Ammunition 
Handbook by Steve Jordan. 
£100-120

497. A LEFAUCHEUX 
PINFIRE CARTRIDGE BOX, for 
fifty 7mm pinfire cartridges, circa 
1920. See page 123, Pinfire Pistols, 
Revolvers and Ammunition Handbook
by Steve Jordan. 
£80-100

489. A SELECTION OF GUN 
SPARES, to include a Durs Egg flint 
pistol lock converted to percussion, 
a percussion lock plate by Bates and 
Goode Bros, a French Napoleonic 
musket lock plate, five castings for 
Kentucky and German rifle trigger 
guards, an original India Pattern 
Brown Bess trigger guard, castings 
for four German hunting sword 
hilts, etc. 
£75-85

490. FORTY GUN CASE 
KEYS, varying sizes and mediums, 
one labelled CARTRIDGE BOX. 
(40) 
£50-80

491. A GOOD COLLECTION 
OF 56 SHOOTING RELATED 
POSTCARDS, depicting various 
game bird on the wing, hung game, 
personalities, safari, together with a 
selection of estate game cards. 
£150-180

492. A VERY RARE LIVE 
PIGEON SHOOTING MATCH 
POSTER, the orange coloured 
ground of 20 x 15 inches, 
promoting a live pigeon shooting 
match between Grayson, Cooper 
and Yates, dated 28th of February 
1921 with a first prize of £75, 
framed and glazed. 
£500-800

493. A CHARLES FUSNOT 
OF LIEGE CARTON, for twenty 
five 12mm cartridges, circa 1860. 
See page 124, Pinfire Pistols, Revolvers 
and Ammunition Handbook by Steve 
Jordan. 
£100-120

494. A RHEINISCH, 
WESTFALISCHE SPRENGSTOFF, 
NUREMBURG, TIN, for fifty 
7mm blank cartridges. See page 
143, Pinfire Pistols, Revolvers and 
Ammunition Handbook by Steve 
Jordan. 
£80-100
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498. AN ELEY BROTHERS 
CARTON, for fifty 9mm rounds, 
complete with outer paper packet 
and ten inert cartridges. See page 
127, Pinfire Pistols, Revolvers and 
Ammunition Handbook by Steve 
Jordan. 
£80-100

499. A LEFAUCHEUX 
CARTON, POSSIBLY MILITARY 
ISSUE, for 15mm cartridges, 
c.1900. See page 148, Pinfire Pistols, 
Revolvers and Ammunition Handbook
by Steve Jordan. 
£60-80

500. A SELLIER & BELLOT, 
PRAGUE, TIN, for fifty 7mm 
cartridges, circa 1880. See page 
148, Pinfire Pistols, Revolvers and 
Ammunition Handbook by Steve 
Jordan. 
£60-80

501. A RHEINISCH, 
WESTFALISCHE SPRENGSTOFF, 
NUREMBURG, TIN, for 5- 7mm 
shot cartridges, circa 1900. 
£60-80

502. A BRAUN & BLOEM, 
DUSSELDORF, TIN, for fifty 7mm 
shot cartridges, circa 1900. See 
page 140, Pinfire Pistols, Revolvers 
and Ammunition Handbook by Steve 
Jordan. 
£60-80

503. AN ELEY BROTHERS 
CARTON, for fifty 7mm pinfire 
cartridges, circa 1920. See page 
126, Pinfire Pistols, Revolvers and 
Ammunition Handbook by Steve 
Jordan. 
£60-80

504. A CARTON BY AN 
UNKNOWN MAKER, for 7mm 
rounds, circa 1900. See page 
148, Pinfire Pistols, Revolvers and 
Ammunition Handbook by Steve 
Jordan. 
£50-60

505. A WWII GERMAN 
CARTON, for pistol cartridges, 
dated 1942. 
£30-40

506. A SOCIETE FRANCAISE 
(EX GEVELOT) LEFAUCHEUX 
CARTRIDGE TIN, for twenty five 
9mm pinfire cartridges, circa 1930. 
See page 138, Pinfire Pistols, Revolvers 
and Ammunition Handbook by Steve 
Jordan. 
£50-80

507. A SELLIER & BELLOT, 
GERMANY TIN, for fifty 7mm 
pinfire cartridges, circa 1890. See 
page 133, Pinfire Pistols, Revolvers 
and Ammunition Handbook by Steve 
Jordan. 
£30-50

508. A SELLIER & BELLOT, 
PRAGUE TIN, for fifty 7mm 
cartridges, circa 1880. See page 
133 Pinfire Pistols, Revolvers and 
Ammunition Handbook by Steve 
Jordan. 
£30-50.
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510. A SCARCE 12MM FOUR-SHOT 
PINFIRE PEPPERBOX REVOLVER BY CASIMIR 
LEFAUCHEUX, 3inch two-stage tapering barrels, 
border and scroll engraved frame marked LF 1078 and 
Lefaucheux Paris, under hammer, ring trigger, two-
piece wooden grips, the butt with lanyard ring, the 
breech face marked LEFAUCHEUX BREVETE INV 424. 
See page 10 Pinfire Pistols, Revolvers and Ammunition 
Handbook by Steve Jordan. Circa 1850. 
£750-1,000

509. A RARE 15MM SIX-SHOT SYSTEME 
ITALIEN PINFIRE REVOLVER, 6.25inch sighted 
barrel, scroll engraved cylinder and frame, stamped 
with the serial no. 2003, spur trigger guard, cylinder 
and hinged back plate ejecting to the right side, 
chequered varnished wooden grips, the butt with 
lanyard ring. Designed by Alexandre Guerriero, Count 
de St Angelo the ejecting cylinder system was patented 
in Great Britain in 1863 and France in 1866, however 
the basis of this mechanism was later copied by Smith 
& Wesson. See page 102 Pinfire Pistols, Revolvers and 
Ammunition Handbook by Steve Jordan. 
£750-850
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513. A 12MM SIX SHOT MODEL 1854 PINFIRE 
REVOLVER BY LEFAUCHEUX, 6inch sighted barrel 
stamped with the manufacturer’s details, plain cylinder, 
the frame stamped with the serial no. LF 112252, 
loading gate on the right side, two-piece wooden 
grips, the butt with lanyard ring, contained in its 
leather holster. See page 14 Pinfire Pistols, Revolvers and 
Ammunition Handbook by Steve Jordan. 
£250-300

514. A 9MM SIX-SHOT LEFAUCHEUX PINFIRE 
REVOLVER, 6inch sighted barrel, border engraved 
cylinder, border engraved frame, dated 1867, loading 
gate on the right side, chequered two-piece wooden 
grips, the butt with lanyard ring. See page 15 Pinfire 
Pistols, Revolvers and Ammunition Handbook by Steve 
Jordan. 
£200-250

515. A 12MM SIX-SHOT PIRLOT FRERES 
PINFIRE REVOLVER, 6.25inch sighted barrel, the 
cylinder with pre-1870 inspection stamp, loading gate 
on the right side, two-piece wooden grips, the butt 
with lanyard ring. See page 56 Pinfire Pistols, Revolvers 
and Ammunition Handbook by Steve Jordan. 
£200-250

511. A SCARCE IRISH TEN-SHOT 12MM 
PINFIRE REVOLVER BY CALDERWOOD & 
SON, 6inch sighted two-stage barrel engraved 
CALDERWOOD & SON NORTH EARL ST. DUBLIN, 
fluted cylinder, border engraved frame stamped with 
the serial no. 148649, ejector rod, loading gate on 
the right side, chequered wooden grips, the butt with 
lanyard ring. Crisp action, pitting to the bore. 
£600-800

512. A SCARCE PURSE CASED 7MM SIX-SHOT 
PINFIRE PEPPERBOX REVOLVER, 2inch fluted 
cylinder with traces of original colour and Birmingham 
proof marks, folding trigger, chequered two-piece 
wooden grips, loading gate on right side, the butt with 
ejector rod, contained in its chamois purse. Crisp 
working action. 
£300-400
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519. A SPANISH 12MM DOUBLE BARRELLED 
PINFIRE BAYONET BOOT GUN, 4.25inch sighted 
octagonal barrels fitted with a top folding bayonet 
and scarce sliding safety, chequered boxlock action, 
fluted wooden butt, the cap fitted with a lanyard ring. 
See page 108 Pinfire Pistols, Revolvers and Ammunition 
Handbook by Steve Jordan. 
£200-250

520. A 12MM SIX SHOT PINFIRE REVOLVER, 
6.25inch sighted barrel, foliate etched cylinder and 
frame, loading gate on the right side, foliate carved 
two-piece wooden grips, the butt with lanyard ring. 
See page 77 Pinfire Pistols, Revolvers and Ammunition 
Handbook by Steve Jordan. 
£200-250

521. A 12MM SIX-SHOT PINFIRE REVOLVER 
BY ORTIZ D’ZARATE OF SPAIN, 6inch sighted 
barrel stamped with the manufacturer’s details at 
the breech, the cylinder with traces of blued finish, 
loading gate on the right side, folding trigger, two-piece 
wooden grips, the butt with lanyard post. See page 111 
Pinfire Pistols, Revolvers and Ammunition Handbook by 
Steve Jordan. 
£150-200

516. A RARE 7MM FIVE-SHOT PINFIRE 
SHEATH TRIGGER REVOLVER BY FAGNUS OF 
LIEGE, 2.5inch sighted barrel, plain cylinder and frame, 
loading gate on the right side, sheath trigger, two-
piece wooden grips, the butt with integral ejector rod. 
See page 43 Pinfire Pistols, Revolvers and Ammunition 
Handbook by Steve Jordan. 
£200-250

517. A 7MM SIX-SHOT PINFIRE PEPPERBOX 
REVOLVER, scroll engraved cylinder and frame, serial 
no. 200, loading gate on the right side, folding trigger, 
chequered two-piece wooden grips. 
£200-250

518. A SCARCE 9MM SIX-SHOT PINFIRE 
ITALIAN POLICE REVOLVER FROM THE 
VATICAN ARMOURY, 3.5inch sighted barrel, the 
cylinder with inspection stamp for Mazzochi Brothers, 
1868, serial no. 861, loading gate on the left side, 
sheath trigger, chequered wooden grip, the butt with 
lanyard ring. 
£200-250
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525. A 7MM SIX-SHOT BELGIAN PINFIRE 
REVOLVER, 3.5inch sighted barrel, plain cylinder and 
frame, loading gate on the right side, folding trigger, 
chequered two-piece wooden grips. 
£120-150

526. A 7MM SIX-SHOT BELGIAN PINFIRE 
REVOLVER, 3.5inch sighted octagonal plated barrel, 
plated cylinder and frame, loading gate on the right 
side, folding trigger, two-piece wooden grips. Plating 
lifting. 
£100-150

527. A 7MM SIX-SHOT PINFIRE NEW 
ENGLISH REVOLVER BY CLEMENT OF LIEGE, 
2.5inch sighted barrel, the cylinder stamped with the 
manufacturer’s and model’s details, loading gate on the 
right side, folding trigger, two-piece varnished wooden 
grips, the butt with integral ejector rod. See page 36 
Pinfire Pistols, Revolvers and Ammunition Handbook by 
Steve Jordan. 
£100-150

522. A 9MM SIX-SHOT GUARDIAN AMERICA 
PINFIRE REVOLVER BY CLEMENTS OF LIEGE, 
4.75inch sighted octagonal plated barrel with tramline 
decoration, border engraved plated cylinder stamped 
with the manufacturer’s details, border engraved 
plated frame, loading gate on the right side, two-piece 
wooden grips, the butt with lanyard ring. See page 37 
Pinfire Pistols, Revolvers and Ammunition Handbook by 
Steve Jordan. 
£150-200

523. A 7MM SIX SHOT PINFIRE REVOLVER 
PROBABLY BY VIVARO PLOMADEUR OF LIEGE, 
3.25inch sighted octagonal plated barrel, border and 
foliate etched plated cylinder, scroll etched plated 
frame, loading gate on the right side, folding trigger, 
serial no. VI374, green marbled two-piece resin grips. 
See page 65 Pinfire Pistols, Revolvers and Ammunition 
Handbook by Steve Jordan. 
£150-200

524. A 12MM SIX-SHOT BELGIAN PINFIRE 
REVOLVER, 6inch sighted octagonal barrel, plain 
cylinder and frame, loading gate on the right side, 
two-piece wooden grips, the butt with lanyard post. 
See page 70 Pinfire Pistols, Revolvers and Ammunition 
Handbook by Steve Jordan. 
£150-200
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531. A 7MM SIX-SHOT BELGIAN PINFIRE 
REVOLVER, 3inch sighted octagonal barrel, scroll 
engraved cylinder, loading gate lacking, folding trigger, 
two-piece wooden grips. 
£80-120

532. A 7MM SIX-SHOT BELGIAN PINFIRE 
REVOLVER, 3.25inch sighted octagonal barrel, loading 
gate on the right side, folding trigger, two-piece 
wooden grips. 
£80-120

533. A 7MM SIX-SHOT CLEMENT STYLE 
PINFIRE REVOLVER, 2.5inch sighted octagonal barrel, 
dated 1913, plain cylinder and frame, loading gate on 
the right side, folding trigger, two-piece wooden grips. 
£80-100

528. A LARGE BORE PINFIRE ALARM OR 
POACHER’S TRAP GUN, 4.75inch two-stage cannon 
barrel with ring turned muzzle, the cast iron frame 
with wire guide and two mounting points. 
£80-100

529. A 7MM SIX-SHOT BELGIAN PINFIRE 
REVOLVER, 3.25inch sighted barrel, plain cylinder and 
frame, loading gate on the right side, folding trigger, 
two-piece wooden grips. 
£80-120

530. THREE 7MM PINFIRE REVOLVERS, loading 
gates and ejector rods lacking, for restoration. (3) 
£80-100
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537. A 7MM BIRMINGHAM PROOFED 
BELGIAN DEGUELDRE PATENT SIX-SHOT 
PINFIRE REVOLVER, 3.5inch sighted barrel, 
Birmingham proofed cylinder, loading aperture on 
the right side, the right side with sliding frame lever, 
folding trigger, chequered two-piece wooden grips. See 
page 39 of The Pinfire Revolver Pistol and Ammunition 
Handbook by S. Jordan. 
£100-150

538. A 7MM CALIBRE SIX-SHOT 
LEFAUCHEUX PATENT MODEL 1862 PINFIRE 
REVOLVER, 3.5inch sighted barrel with proof marks 
for the Quai Fragnee Works in Liege, blued cylinder, 
serial no. 115493 to the left side of the frame, loading 
gate on the right side, folding trigger, two-piece 
wooden grips. See page 21 of The Pinfire Revolver Pistol 
and Ammunition Handbook by S. Jordan. 
£100-150

539. A 7MM CALIBRE SIX-SHOT BELGIAN 
PINFIRE REVOLVER, 3.5inch sighted barrel, the 
cylinder with Belgian proofs, loading gate on the right 
side, the right side of the frame stamped with the 
serial no. 150 and a crown over AD, folding trigger, 
two-piece chequered wooden grips, ejector rod. See 
page 64 of The Pinfire Revolver Pistol and Ammunition 
Handbook by S. Jordan. 
£70-90

534. THE MAJOR PARTS OF THREE PINFIRE 
REVOLVERS, together with the major parts of a .32 
rimfire obsolete calibre revolver, all dismantled. 
£80-100

535. A 12MM PINFIRE SERVICE TYPE 
REVOLVER, 6inch barrel, plain cylinder and frame, 
two-piece wooden grips. Loading gate and lanyard ring 
lacking, pitted. 
£50-80

536. A 9MM SIX-SHOT PINFIRE REVOLVER 
FOR RESTORATION, 5inch sighted octagonal barrel, 
plain cylinder and frame. Loading gate and ejector rod 
lacking, action AF. 
£50-80
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543. A BIRMINGHAM PROOFED 7MM 
CALIBRE SIX-SHOT PINFIRE REVOLVER, 3,5inch 
sighted barrel with Birmingham proof marks to the 
underside and also on the cylinder, loading gate on the 
right side, folding trigger, chequered two-piece wooden 
grips. See page 72 of The Pinfire Revolver Pistol and 
Ammunition Handbook by S. Jordan. 
£70-90

544. A 7MM CALIBRE SIX-SHOT BELGIAN 
PINFIRE REVOLVER, 2.75inch sighted octagonal 
barrel, loading gate on the right side, the left side of the 
frame with maker’s stamp of Francois Ledant, folding 
trigger, chequered two-piece wooden grips. Ejector 
rod lacking. See page 48 of The Pinfire Revolver Pistol and 
Ammunition Handbook by S. Jordan. 
£60-90

545. A SPANISH 12MM EIGHT-SHOT PINFIRE 
REVOLVER, 4.75inch sighted two-stage barrel, with 
traces of nickel finish, plated cylinder and frame, loading 
gate on right side, ebonsied wooden grips. Plating lifting, 
trigger guard and lanyard ring lacking 
£50-80

540. A 7MM CALIBRE SIX-SHOT BELGIAN 
PINFIRE REVOLVER, 3.5inch sighted octagonal barrel, 
the cylinder with Belgian proof marks, loading gate on 
the right side, the left side of the frame stamped with 
the serial no. 3535 and maker’s mark of a crown over 
TBR, folding trigger, two-piece wooden grips, ejector 
rod. 
£70-90

541. A 7MM CALIBRE SIX-SHOT CLOSED 
FRAME BELGIAN PINFIRE REVOLVER, 2.5inch 
sighted barrel, fluted cylinder, loading gate on the right 
side, folding trigger, two-piece ebonised wooden grips, 
integral ejector rod. See page 68 of The Pinfire Revolver 
Pistol and Ammunition Handbook by S. Jordan. 
£70-90

542. A 7MM CALIBRE SIX-SHOT GERMAN 
PINFIRE REVOLVER, 3.5inch sighted octagonal barrel, 
plain cylinder and frame, loading gate on the right side, 
folding trigger, two-piece wooden grips. See page 101 
of The Pinfire Revolver Pistol and Ammunition Handbook
by S. Jordan. 
£70-90
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549. A 9MM CALIBRE SIX-SHOT BELGIAN 
PINFIRE REVOLVER, 3.75inch sighted barrel, vine 
engraved cylinder, loading gate on the right side, vine 
and scroll engraved frame, chequered two-piece 
wooden grips, the butt with lanyard ring, ejector rod. 
£50-80

550. A BELGIAN 9MM DOUBLE ACTION SIX-
SHOT LOVINFOSSE-HARDY PINFIRE REVOLVER, 
5inch sighted octagonal barrel, plain cylinder and frame, 
loading gate on right side, wooden grips, lanyard ring 
lacking. L&H operated 1878-1890, this gun is circa 
1880. Foresight lacking. 
£50-80

546. A CASED ANTIQUE AIR CANE, 18inch 
sighted lacquered body with rifled brass insert, the 
reservoir of shaped form, contained in its mahogany 
case complete, with pump, mould and key. Some loose 
partitions. 
£700-800

547. A 25-BORE PERCUSSION WALKING 
STICK GUN, 21inch sighted barrel with traces of 
original brown lacquered finish, bar hammer action, the 
handle in the form of a gun stock, threaded brass foot 
with integral dagger. 
£300-400

548. A 20-BORE PERCUSSION WALKING 
STICK GUN, 29.75inch barrel with good traces of 
original painted finish, bar hammer action with folding 
trigger, bun-shaped turned horn handle. 
£300-400 
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551. A GOOD SILVER PLATED MOUNTED 
SCOTTISH OFFICER’S DIRK OF THE 2ND

BATTALION THE ROYAL HIGHLANDERS, 31cm 
double fullered clean bright blade with faceted back 
edge, etched with scrolling foliage, crowned VR cypher 
and regimental title and badge, maker’s panel for Firmin 
& Sons,  the white metal mounted hilt decorated with 
thistles, carved basket weave wooden grip set with 
yellow metal studs, the pommel set with a faceted 
orange stone, contained in its plated silver mounted 
leather scabbard, the mounts decorated with scrolling 
foliage and chiselled thistles, the upper mount with the 
figure of St Andrew and a saltire, complete with its 
companion knife and fork decorated to match. One or 
two tiny patches of grey staining otherwise very good 
to excellent. 
 £1400-1800
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552. A SCOTTISH OFFICER’S DIRK OF THE 
HIGHLAND LIGHT INFANTRY, 30cm double 
fullered clean blade with faceted back edge by 
Wilkinson, profusely etched to the tip with battle 
honours, thistles and crowned regimental title, brass 
mounted hilt decorated with thistles, carved basket 
weave wooden grip set with brass studs, the pommel 
set with a faceted orange stone, the gilt brass mounted 
leather scabbard decorated to match with thistles, 
the upper mount with applied white metal and brass 
regimental badge, complete with its companion knife 
and fork decorated to match. 
 £1000-1500

552. A SCOTTISH OFFICER’S DIRK OF THE 
HIGHLAND LIGHT INFANTRY
fullered clean blade with faceted back edge by 
Wilkinson, profusely etched to the tip with battle 
honours, thistles and crowned regimental title, brass 
mounted hilt decorated with thistles, carved basket 
weave wooden grip set with brass studs, the pommel 
set with a faceted orange stone, the gilt brass mounted 
leather scabbard decorated to match with thistles, 
the upper mount with applied white metal and brass 
regimental badge, complete with its companion knife 
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553. A HALLMARKED SILVER MOUNTED 
SCOTTISH OFFICER’S DIRK OF THE ARGYLL & 
SUTHERLAND  HIGHLANDERS, 29.5cm double 
fullered blade with faceted back edge by Brook & Son, 
etched with scrolling foliage and thistle, regimental 
crests, crowned GVR cypher and maker’s panel, 
the white metal mounted hilt decorated with Celtic 
strapwork, carved Celtic knotwork wooden grip set 
with white metal studs, the pommel set with a faceted 
pale orange stone, contained in its hallmarked silver 
mounted leather scabbard, the mounts with Edinburgh 
hallmarks, dated to 1932 and with maker’s stamps, 
finely decorated with Celtic dragons and the regimental 
crests, the upper mount with owner’s initials WBD, 
complete with its graduated companion knife and fork 
decorated to match. Spring clips lacking from knife and 
fork. 
 £800-1200
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554. A VICTORIAN HALLMARKED SILVER 
MOUNTED SCOTTISH OFFICER’S DIRK OF 
THE GORDON HIGHLANDERS, 30cm double 
fullered clean blade with faceted back edge, the white 
metal mounted hilt decorated with thistles, carved 
basket weave wooden grip set with white metal 
studs, the openwork pommel decorated with thistles 
and acanthus leaf supports and set with a faceted 
pale yellow stone, contained in its hallmarked silver 
mounted leather scabbard, the upper mount with 
Edinburgh hallmarks, dated to 1898 and with maker’s 
stamp for MARSHALL & AITKEN, bearing the badge 
of the Gordon Highlanders with the battle honours 
of EGYPT and INDIA to the front, the remaining 
mounts decorated with thistles and complete with its 
companion knife and fork decorated to match. 
 £1400-1800

555. A SCOTTISH OFFICER’S DIRK OF THE 
CAMERON HIGHLANDERS, 27cm double fullered 
clean blade with faceted back edge, gilt metal mounted 
hilt decorated with thistles, carved basket weave 
wooden grip set with yellow metal studs, the back 
carved with a bonnet, the pommel set with a faceted 
yellow stone, contained in its leather scabbard, the gilt 
mounts profusely decorated with thistles, the upper 
mount with the King’s crown over a single thistle, 
complete with its companion knife and fork decorated 
to match, complete with suspension strap in bullion 
wire and velvet. 
 £1000-1500
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556. A SCOTTISH OFFICER’S DIRK, 28.5cm 
double fullered clean blade with faceted back edge, gilt 
brass mounted hilt decorated with thistles, the carved 
basket weave wooden drip set with yellow metal studs, 
further carved with a thistle to the back and a bonnet 
to the front, the pommel set with a faceted orange 
stone, contained in its thistle decorated brass mounted 
leather scabbard with tri-form chape, the upper 
mount with maker’s stamp of Kirkwood of Edinburgh, 
complete with companion knife and fork decorated to 
match. 
 £800-1200

557. A LARGE SCOTTISH PIPER’S DIRK TO 
THE BLACK WATCH ROYAL HIGHLANDERS, 
38cm fullered blade with faceted back edge and circular 
piercings, etched with battle honours, thistles, crowned 
regimental title and maker’s panel, white metal 
mounted hilt with carved basket weave wooden grip, 
the pommel set with a faceted stone, contained in its 
white metal mounted leather sheath. 
 £500-700
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558. A SCOTTISH PIPER’S DIRK, 30.5cm blade 
with faceted back edge, etched with scrolling foliage 
and thistles and a maker’s panel for Robert Mole & 
Sons, white metal mounted hilt, the lower mount 
incised 4 B/97, carved basket weave wooden grip set 
with white metal studs, white metal pommel cap cast 
with a crown, contained in its white metal mounted 
leather wrapped wooden scabbard decorated with 
thistles, the upper mount incised 3 RH 32 2/83. 
 £300-400

559. A SCOTTISH PIPER’S DIRK, 30cm plain 
blade by Wilkinson, various Ordnance stamps to the 
forte, regulation white metal mounted hilt, carved 
basket weave wooden grip set with white metal studs, 
the pommel cap chased with a crown, contained in its 
white metal mounted leather scabbard, decorated with 
thistles, the upper mount incised HLI 36.
 £300-400
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560. A 21ST ROYAL SCOTS FUSILIERS 
OFFICER’S REGIMENTAL 1822 PATTERN 
SWORD, 80.25cm pipe backed blade with spear point 
etched with scrolling foliage, flaming grenades with 21 
centered, oval garters with regimental title in surround 
and a thistle centered, all highlighted in blue and gilt, tip 
chipped, regulation copper gilt hilt profusely decorated 
with scrolling thistles, regimental badge, title and motto, 
wire bound fishskin grip, contained in an associated 
steel scabbard, complete with knot. 
 £300-400

561. A GVR SCOTTISH FIELD OFFICER’S 
BROAD SWORD OF THE GORDON 
HIGHLANDERS, 81.5cm double fullered blade 
etched with thistles, scrolling foliage, crowned GVR 
cyphers and the Royal arms at the forte, regulation 
pierced plated steel hilt decorated with thistles and the 
regimental crest, wire bound fishskin grip, red cloth 
faced chamois liner, contained in its steel scabbard. 
 £400-600
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562. A GVR SCOTTISH OFFICER’S BASKET 
HILTED BROAD SWORD, 81cm double fullered 
blade by Robert Mole & Sons, Birmingham, etched with 
scrolling foliage and crowned GVR cyphers, regulation 
plated basket hilt composed of flattened rounded bars 
united by heart-pierced junction plates, saltire incised 
domed pommel, wire bound fishskin grip, red cloth 
faced chamois liner, red silk tassel, contained in its 
plated mounted field service scabbard. 
 £350-450

563. A CLEAN GVR SCOTTISH OFFICER’S 
BROAD SWORD OF THE ARGYLL & 
SUTHERLAND HIGHLANDERS, 84cm double 
fullered blade by Sanderson Brothers, Sheffield, etched 
with thistles, scrolling foliage, crowned Royal arms, 
crowned GVR cypher and regimental crest, regulation 
plated cross bar hilt, wire bound fishskin grip, contained 
in its nickel mounted field service scabbard. 
 £350-450
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564. AN 1821 PATTERN LIGHT CAVALRY 
OFFICER’S SWORD TO THE KING’S HUSSARS, 
88.25cm curved fullered blade by Wilkinson, serial no. 
8728 for 1858, etched with scrolling foliage, crowned 
regimental title, crowned regimental motifs, battle 
honours and maker’s panel, regulation steel three-bar 
hilt, wire bound fishskin grip, contained in its steel 
scabbard, complete with knot. The etched decoration 
is of best quality. Wilkinson’s records show this as being 
purchased by a Mr Housely. 
 £400-600

565. AN 1821 PATTERN LIGHT CAVALRY 
OFFICER’S PRIZE SWORD TO THE DALKEITH 
YEOMANRY CAVALRY, 84cm clean fullered blade 
finely etched with scrolling foliage, crowned VR 
cyphers, laurel wreaths, a stand of arms and the 

inscription PRIZE TO RICHARD L. PATERSON AS 
A GOOD SWORDSMAN OF THE DALKEITH 
SQUADRON OF YEOMANRY 1859, regulation steel 
three-bar hilt, wire bound fishskin grip, contained in its 
steel scabbard.
 £400-600

566. AN 1821 PATTERN LIGHT CAVALRY 
OFFICER’S SWORD TO THE LANCASHIRE 
YEOMANRY CAVALRY, 89.5cm clean pipe-backed 
blade with spear point, etched with scrolling foliage, 
crowned WIVR cypher, crossed lances, maker’s panel 
for Moore and LANCASHIRE YEOMANRY, regulation 
three-bar steel hilt, wire bound fishskin grip, contained 
in its steel scabbard.
 £380-420
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567. AN 1821 PATTERN HEAVY CAVALRY 
TROOPER’S PRIZE SWORD TO THE 5TH 
DRAGOON GUARDS, 88.5cm clean curved blade 
by Wilkinson, serial no. 25453 for 1883 etched 
with scrolling foliage and inscription ANNESLEY 
CHALLENGE CUP 1882, TO THE BEST MARKSMAN 
OF THE 16 REGIMENTS COMPETING PRIZE 
SWORD WON BY SERGT W. TOWER 5TH 
DRAGOON GUARDS, regulation steel bowl guard, 
wire bound fishskin grip, contained in its steel scabbard.
 £400-600

568. A VICTORIAN 1821 PATTERN HEAVY 
CAVALRY OFFICER’S SCROLL HILT SWORD OF 
THE VII DRAGOON GUARDS, 82.5cm curved 
fullered blade etched with scrolling foliage, crowned 
VR cypher and crowned laurel wreath with THE 

PRINCESS ROYAL’S DRAGOON GUARDS over VII 
centered, maker’s panel for Henry Wilkinson, regulation 
pierced steel hilt, wire bound fishskin grip, chamois 
liner, contained in its steel scabbard. While not serial 
numbered the brass proof stamp suggests a period of 
1854-1858.
 £400-600

569. A VICTORIAN HEAVY CAVALRY 
OFFICER’S SCROLL HILT SWORD, 88.75cm blade 
by Wilkinson serial no. 29892 for 1890, etched with 
scrolling foliage, crowned VR cyphers, maker’s panel 
and owners crest and initials SEE, regulation pierced 
steel hilt, wire bound fishskin grip, contained in its field 
service scabbard. 
 £250-350
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570. A SPECIAL PATTERN CAVALRY 
OFFICER’S SWORD TO THE 7TH QUEEN’S 
OWN HUSSARS, 8.5cm blade by Wilkinson, serial no. 
39742 for 1903, etched with scrolling foliage, crowned 
EVIIR cypher, crowned regimental title, motifs and 
battle honours, regulation pierced steel hilt, ribbed 
fishskin grip, contained in its field service scabbard. 
 £350-450

571. AN EIIR 1912 PATTERN CAVALRY 
OFFICER’S SWORD OF THE KING’S OWN 
HUSSARS, 89.5cm blade by Wilkinson, serial no. 77131 
for 1956, etched with scrolling foliage, crowned EIIR 
cypher, regimental badge and title and the owner’s 

initials F.W.H, regulation plated steel bowl guard, 
wire bound fishskin grip, contained in its field service 
scabbard. 
 £350-450

572. A SECOND LIFE GUARDS OFFICER’S 
SWORD, 94.5cm blade by Hawkes & Co. etched 
with scrolling foliage, regimental motifs and battle 
honours, regulation pieced steel hilt applied with brass 
decoration, wire bound fishskin grip, contained in its 
brass mounted steel scabbard, complete with red cloth 
faced buff leather liner and bullion and buff leather 
knot. Blade rubbed.
 £500-700
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573. AN 1853 PATTERN CAVALRY TROOPER’S 
SWORD, 86cm curved fullered bright blade etched 
with a maker’s panel for Thurkle & Sons London, 
regulation three-bar steel hilt, chequered two-piece 
riveted grips, contained in its steel scabbard. 
 £200-300

574. AN 1890 PATTERN CAVALRY TROOPER’S 
SWORD, 87.5cm curved fullered blade with various 
Ordnance stamps at the forte, regulation steel hilt 
pierced with a Maltese cross and stamped to the Royal 
Horse Artillery, two-piece chequered leather grips, 
contained in its steel scabbard stamped to match. 
 £250-350

575. AN 1899 PATTERN CAVALRY TROOPER’S 
SWORD, 85.25cm curved fullered blade with various 
Ordnance stamps and dates to the forte, regulation 
steel hilt with half bowl guard, chequered two-piece 
riveted grips, contained in its steel scabbard. 
 £300-400

576. A 1908 PATTERN CAVALRY TROOPER’S 
SWORD, 88.5cm fullered blade by Sanderson Brothers 
& Newbold and with various Ordnance stamps at the 
forte, regulation steel bowl guard, chequered hard 
rubber grip, contained in its steel scabbard. 
 £200-300
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577. AN INTERESTING LIFEGUARDS 
OFFICER’S SWORD, 82cm blade by Wilkinson, 
serial no. 65917 for 1936, etched with scrolling foliage, 
GVIR cypher, regimental badge and battle honours of 
the Coldstream Guards and the owner’s initials J.H.B, 
regulation pierced steel hilt brass decoration and the 
motif of the Life Guards, wire bound fishskin grip, 
contained in its field service scabbard. The initials are 
those of Major John Hood Bowman, captured by the 
Japanese in February 1942 and liberated in September 
1945. 
 £500-700

578. A SCARCE 1848 PATTERN LIFE GUARDS 
TROOPER’S SWORD, 99cm slightly curved blade by 
Hamburger, Rogers & Co., 30 King St. Covt Garden, 
London, steel hilt with honeysuckle guard, grooved 
pommel, brass wire bound fishskin grip, in its steel 
scabbard engraved 2nd L.G. 204.
 £400-600

579. A CLEAN EIIR ROYAL HORSEGUARDS 
OFFICER’S SWORD, 94cm blade etched with battle 
honours and EIIR cypher, regulation pierced plated hilt 
with applied brass decoration and crowned RHG, wire 
bound fishskin grip, leather liner, contained in its field 
service scabbard. 
 £800-1200
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580. AN 1882 PATTERN HOUSEHOLD 
CAVALRY TROOPER’S SWORD, 87cm slightly 
curved fullered blade dated 7/52 and stamped B98 
at the forte, regulation pierced steel hilt, wire bound 
fishskin grip, contained in its steel scabbard. Polished 
bright.
 £350-450

581. A GOOD COPY OF A 1ST LIFE GUARDS 
OFFICER’S SWORD, 89cm fullered blade etched with 
a maker’s panel for Hawkes & Co., regulation pierced 
steel hilt with brass decoration, wire bound leatherette 
grip, contained in its brass mounted steel scabbard.
 £250-350

582. AN 1857 PATTERN ROYAL ENGINEERS 
OFFICER’S PRIZE SWORD, 83.75cm clean blade 
by Wilkinson, serial no. 28197 for 1887, etched with 
scrolling foliage, crowned VR cypher and laurel wreath 
and the inscription PRESENTED TO GENTLEMAN 
CADET PERCY T. BOURNE ON OBTAINING HIS 
COMMISSION FROM THE ROYAL ACADEMY FOR 

HIS EXEMPLARY CONDUCT WHILST AT THE 
INSTITUTION. 1887, regulation pierced gilt brass hilt, 
wire bound fishskin grip, contained in its plated steel 
scabbard. Retains all of the polish and etched matt 
grey ground to the blade. Percy Trevor Bourne was 
commissioned 2nd Lt from the RMA 22nd July 1887, 
promoted to Lieutenant in July 1990. Bourne was 
killed when the yacht he was sailing in with two army 
colleagues off the coast of Malta was struck by the 
P&O vessel Sutlej.
 £400-500

583. A SCARCE AND CLEAN 1857 PATTERN 
ROYAL ENGINEERS & RAILWAY OFFICER’S 
SWORD, 83.25cm blade by Leckey, Browne & Co. 
London, etched with scrolling foliage, crowned VR 
cypher, ENGINEER & RAILWAY TRANSPORT 
VOLUNTEERS and regimental motifs, regulation 
pierced gilt brass hilt, wire bound fishskin grip, 
contained in its brass scabbard. The blade retains all of 
its original bright polish and etched matt grey ground. 
 £400-500
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584. A SCARCE 1ST GRENADIER GUARDS 
NCO’S REGIMENTAL PATTERN SWORD, 73cm 
curved pipe backed blade with spear point, etched 
with a maker’s panel for Nutting, London, regulation 
brass stirrup hilt, the knuckle guard pierced with the 
regimental badge and motto, lion’s head pommel, wire 
bound fishskin grip, contained in its brass mounted 
leather scabbard. 
 £1000-1500

585. A GRENADIER GUARDS OFFICER’S 
LEVEE SWORD, 82.5cm blade by Smith of London, 
etched with battle honours, laurel wreath, crowned 
flaming grenade, crowned GVR cypher and owner’s 

initials R.N.J., regulation steel Gothic hilt incorporating a 
flaming grenade, wire bound fishskin grip, contained in 
its steel scabbard.
 £200-300

586. AN 1854 PATTERN WELSH GUARDS 
OFFICER’S SWORD, 82.75cm blade by Lillico, 
London, etched with scrolling foliage, crowned GVR 
cypher and crowned regimental badge, regulation steel 
gothic hilt incorporating the regimental badge, fishskin 
grip, contained in its steel scabbard. Light surface rust 
to the scabbard and grip wire lacking. 
 £180-220
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587.  AN 1854 PATTERN EIIR SCOTS GUARDS 
OFFICER’S SWORD, 82.5cm blade by Wilkinson, 
serial no. 72417 for 1953, etched with thistles, scrolling 
foliage, crowned EIIR cypher, crowned regimental 
badge and full battle honours to France & Flanders, 
regulation plated steel gothic hilt incorporating the 
regimental badge, contained in its plated steel scabbard. 
 £300-400

588. A DURHAM RIFLE VOLUNTEERS 
PRESENTATION SWORD, 81.75cm fullered blade 
finely etched with scrolling foliage, strung bugle horn, 
crowned VR cypher, PRESENTED TO LIEUTENANT 
CHANTER BY THE NON-COMMISSIONED 
OFFICERS AND PRIVATES OF THE 6TH D.R.V. OCT 
31ST 1871, the pierced steel hilt chiselled with acanthus 

scrolls and a crowned strung bugle horn, wire bound 
fishskin grip, contained in its steel scabbard. 
 £350-450

589. AN 1845 PATTERN VICTORIA RIFLES 
OFFICER’S SWORD, 83.5cm curved fullered blade 
etched with scrolling foliage, crowned VR cypher, 
strung bugle horn, VICTORIA RIFLES, owner’s 
crest, initials AMB and motto FLOREAT MAJESTAS, 
regulation steel gothic hilt incorporating a crowned 
strung bugle horn, wire bound fishkin grip, contained in 
its engraved steel mounted leather scabbard, complete 
with knot. 
 £400-500
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590. A WORCESTER RIFLES OFFICER’S 
PRESENTATION SWORD, 82cm curved blade 
etched with scrolling foliage, laurel wreaths, and the 
presentation inscription, PRESENTED TO CAPTAIN 
WATKINS BY THE NON-COMMISSIONED 
OFFICERS AND PRIVATES OF THE 15TH

WORCESTERSHIRE (OMBERSLEY) RIFLE CORPS AS 
A MARK OF THEIR ESTEEM, regulation Gothic hilt 
incorporating a pierced crowned bugle horn with 39 
centered, wire bound fishskin grip, contained in its steel 
scabbard. Generally grey stained.
 £250-350

591. AN 1845 PATTERN VOLUNTEER RIFLES 
OFFICER’S SWORD, 83cm slightly curved fullered 
blade by Almond of London etched with scrolling 
foliage, crowned VR cypher, strung bugle horn and 
VOLUNTEER RIFLES, regulation steel gothic hilt 
incorporating a crowned strung bugle horn, wire 
bound fishskin grip, contained in its steel scabbard. 
 £180-220

592. AN 1854 PATTERN LIGHT INFANTRY 
OFFICER’S LEVEE SWORD, 81.5cm blade by 
Herbert & Co. etched with scrolling foliage, crowned 
VR cypher and a strung bugle horn, regulation steel 
gothic hilt incorporating a crowned strung bugle horn, 
wire bound fishskin grip, contained in its steel scabbard. 
 £150-250

593. A WIVR 1822 PATTERN INFANTRY 
OFFICER’S SWORD, 82cm blade with clipped 
back point etched in panels with a crowned WIVR 
cypher within laurel wreaths and a maker’s panel for 
GARDEN, regulation brass gothic hilt incorporating 
a crowned WIVR cypher, wire bound fishskin grip, 
contained in its brass mounted leather scabbard. 
 £180-220

594. AN 1822 PATTERN INFANTRY OFFICER’S 
SWORD, 82.5cm curved fullered blade etched with 
scrolling foliage and crowned VR cyphers, regulation 
brass gothic hilt incorporating a crowned VR cypher, 
wire bound fishskin grip, contained in its brass mounted 
brown leather scabbard. Scabbard leather creased 
above the chape.
 £150-200
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595. AN 1897 PATTERN INFANTRY OFFICER’S 
SWORD, 83.5cm blade etched with scrolling foliage, 
crowned ERI cyphers and maker’s panel for GAUNT 
& SON, regulation pierced plated hilt incorporating 
a crowned ERI cypher, wire bound fishskin grip, 
contained in its plated steel scabbard. 
 £150-200

596. AN 1897 PATTERN INFANTRY OFFICER’S 
SWORD, 82cm fullered blade etched with scrolling 
foliage and crowned GVR cyphers, regulation pierced 
nickel hilt incorporating a crowned GVR cypher, 
wire bound fishskin grip, contained in its field service 
scabbard complete with frog. 
 £120-140

597. AN 1897 PATTERN INFANTRY OFFICER’S 
SWORD, 82cm blade etched with scrolling foliage, 
crowned GVR cypher, crowned Royal arms, regulation 
pierced plated steel hilt incorporating a crowned GVR 
cypher, wire bound fishskin grip, contained in its field 
service scabbard. Chape and tang button worn.
 £100-150

598. AN 1897 PATTERN NCO’S SWORD, 
82.5cm plain blade with Ordnance stamps and dated 
January 1915, solid nickel hilt engraved with a crowned 
GVR cypher, wire bound fishskin grip, contained in its 
field service scabbard. 
 £100-150

599. A FIRST NORTH YORKS VOLUNTEER 
ARTILLERY OFFICER’S SWORD, 83cm fullered blade 
etched with scrolling foliage, regimental motifs and 
title and owner’s initials E.F.C.R., regulation three-bar 
steel hilt, wire bound fishskin grip, contained in its steel 
scabbard complete with knot.
 £180-220
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600. A FIRST WAR PERIOD ROYAL ARTILLERY 
OFFICER’S SWORD, 88.5cm blade by Wilkinson, 
serial no. 48389 for 1914-17, etched with scrolling 
foliage, crowned Royal arms, regimental motifs and the 
inscription F & K.T. TO K.F.S.T. 1915, regulation three-
bar plated hilt, wire bound fishskin grip, contained in 
its field service scabbard. The sword of 2nd Lieutenant 
K.F.S. Turner, Royal Field Artillery.
 £180-220

601. AN EIIR ARMY SERVICE CORPS 
OFFICER’S SWORD, 86cm fullered blade etched with 
scrolling foliage, crowned EIIR cypher, regimental badge, 
maker’s panel for Wilkinson, serial no. 91130, owner’s 
initials J.A.T., regulation plated three-bar steel hilt, 
wire bound fishskin grip, contained in its field service 
scabbard complete with knot and straps. Rust patches 
to blade.
 £150-250

602. AN RAF OFFICER’S SWORD, 83.5cm 
blade crudely etched with regimental motifs and 
maker’s panel for BURBERRY, regulation pierced brass 
hilt incorporating a crowned GVR cypher and the 
regimental badge, wire bound plastic grip, contained in 

its brass mounted leather scabbard. Probably a later 
copy and poor fit in scabbard. 
 £100-150

603. A CLEAN RAF OFFICER’S SWORD 
BY WILKINSON, 80.5cm mint blade etched with 
regimental motifs, maker’s panel, serial no. 72012 
for 1953, regulation pierced gilt hilt incorporating 
regimental motif surmounted by a GVIR cypher, eagle’s 
head pommel, wire bound fishskin grip, contained in 
its gilt mounted leather scabbard, complete with knot. 
This sword appears to have undergone some form 
of Wilkinson refurbishment, possibly for the Queen’s 
coronation. 
 £500-700

604. A ROYAL NAVAL ARTILLERY 
VOLUNTEERS OFFICER’S SWORD, 84cm curved 
fullered blade etched with scrolling foliage, crowned 
Royal arms and a crowned fouled anchor, regulation 
nickel plated gothic hilt incorporating a crowned fouled 
anchor, bold lion’s head pommel, wire bound white 
fishskin grip, contained in its re-leathered nickel plated 
scabbard, complete with leather and bullion sword belt. 
 £350-450
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605. AN 1827 PATTERN NAVAL OFFICER’S 
SWORD, 77.5cm pipe backed blade with spear point, 
etched with a crowned fouled anchor, crowned Royal 
arms and maker’s panel of FISKE, regulation gilt hilt 
incorporating a crowned fouled anchor, lion’s head 
pommel, wire bound fishskin grip, contained in its 
copper gilt mounted leather scabbard. Cleaned pits to 
the blade and scabbard leather flaking and repaired. 
 £180-220

606. A ROYAL NAVAL OFFICER’S SWORD, 
80cm fullered blade by Wilkinson, serial no. 46811 for 
1914-17, etched with scrolling rope and oak leaves, 
crowned fouled anchor and the Royal arms, regulation 
brass hilt incorporating a crowned fouled anchor, lion’s 
head pommel, wire bound fishskin grip, contained in its 
brass mounted leather scabbard. 
 £200-300

607. AN 1847 PATTERN NAVAL OFFICER’S 
SWORD, 76.25cm blade by Selby, Portsmouth, etched 
with scrolling foliage, crowned fouled anchor and 
crowned Royal arms, regulation copper gilt hilt, the 
folding ide guard with owner’s initials, EGTG, lion’s 
head pommel, wire bound fishskin grip, contained in its 

engraved copper gilt mounted leather scabbard. 
 £250-350

608. A NAVAL WARRANT OFFICER’S 
SWORD, 80cm blade etched with scrolling foliage, 
crowned GVR cypher and maker’s panel for OWEN 
HARRIES, regulation brass hilt incorporating a crowned 
fouled anchor, wire bound fishskin grip, contained in 
its brass mounted leather scabbard. The upper mount 
inscribed Presented to Mr W. T. Kirkland R.N. by the 
E.R.A. Instructors and ship’s company E.R.A.s of H.M.S. 
Fisgard, May 1st 1913.
 £240-280

609. A SCARCE ROYAL NAVAL ARTILLERY 
VOLUNTEERS CUTLASS OR SIDEARM, 75.25cm 
blade by Silver & Co., etched with scrolling foliage, 
crowned VR cypher and crowned RNA, regulation 
steel bowl guard, brass lion’s head pommel, wire bound 
fishskin grip, contained in its brass mounted leather 
scabbard. 
 £300-400
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610. AN 1889 PATTERN ROYAL NAVAL 
CUTLASS, 70cm unfullered blade double edged 
towards the tip, etched with a maker’s panel for 
Robert Mole & Sons, regulation steel bowl guard, black 
painted iron grip, contained in its steel mounted leather 
scabbard. 
 £250-350

611. A WILKINSON NO. 2 LEAD CUTTER, 
77.5cm blade etched with the manufacturer’s panel 
and size, regulation black painted steel hilt with ribbed 
black painted iron grip, contained in its brass mounted 
leather scabbard. Wear to scabbard leather at throat. 
 £250-350

612. A VICTORIAN HOSPITAL ORDERLY’S 
SWORD, 67.5cm blade struck with an Ordnance mark 
at the forte, regulation brass stirrup hilt, ribbed iron 
grip, contained in its brass mounted leather scabbard. 
 £150-200

613. AN EARLY 20TH CENTURY MOUNTAIN 
ARTILLERY SWORD, 76.5cm sharply curved blade 
engraved with a maker’s panel for JOHN ROUND & 
SON, various Ordnance stamps dating it to August 
1915, regulation steel hilt with D-shaped knuckle guard, 
ribbed iron grip, contained in its brass mounted brown 
leather scabbard with various Ordnance stamps. It may 
be of interest that the Indian Mountain Artillery served 
in Gallipoli. 
 £250-350

614. AN 1831 PATTERN GENERAL OFFICER’S 
SWORD, 80cm curved clipped back blade by 
Wilkinson, serial no. 32952 for 1895, etched with 
scrolling foliage, crowned VR cyphers, crossed swords 
and batons, regulation copper hilt with two-piece 
riveted ivory grips, chipped, contained in its plated steel 
scabbard. Believed to be the sword of Major General 
Charles John Burnett.
Ivory declaration submission number BK44R9R6
 £350-450
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615. A VICTORIAN PRESENTATION SWORD 
TO THE CAMBRIDGESHIRE RIFLES BY MAPPIN 
BROS, 82.5cm clean blade by MAPPIN BROS London 
Bridge, profusely and finely etched with scrolling foliage 
and strap work, crowned VR cypher, ornate stand of 
arms CAMBRIDGESHIRE RIFLES and the presentation 
inscription, PRESENTED TO CHARLES CATLING 
ESQRE CAPTAIN OF THE 5TH CAMBRIDGESHIRE 
RIFLE VOUNTEERS BY THE OFFICERS, NON-
COMMISSIONED OFFICERS AND PRIVATES UNDER 
HIS COMMAND MARCH 10TH 1863, the white 
metal hilt finely pierced and chiselled with scrolling 
foliage, oak leaves, acorns and a crowned strung bugle 
horn, back strap and pommel decorated to match, 
wire bound fishskin grip, contained in its white metal 
mounted leather scabbard decorated to match. Repair 
to scabbard leather. See The Gary Bates Collection 
Part 1 Bonhams July 2012. Catling was appointed 
Captain on the 21st of August 1860 and served as such 
until his retirement in 1872. He was High Sheriff of 
Cambridgeshire in 1880 and resided at Needham Hall. 
 £1000-1500

616. AN EAST NORFOLK REGIMENT OF 
MILITIA OFFICER’S PRESENTATION SWORD, 
81.5cm blade by Thurkle, profusely and finely etched 
with scrolling foliage, crowned VR cypher, a laurel 
spray, owner’s crest and initials and the inscription 
PRESENTED TO W.M.R. HAGGARD OF WEST 
BRADENHAM HALL IN THE COUNTY OF 
NORFOLK ESQR BY HIS FELLOW PARISHIONERS 
AS A MARK OF ESTEEM AND AFFECTION ON THE 
OCCASION OF HIS JOINING THE EAST NORFOLK 
REGT OF MILITIA WHEN EMBODIED DECR. 27TH

1854 IN CONSEQUENCE OF THE WAR WITH 
RUSSIA FOR PERMANENT AND ACTIVE SERVICE, 
characteristic gilt brass Gothic hilt incorporating a 
crowned VR cypher and profusely chased over all with 
oak leaves and scrolling foliage, wire bound fishskin grip, 
contained in its steel scabbard. 
 £600-900
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617. AN UNUSUAL GEORGIAN CAVALRY 
OFFICER’S SWORD, broad 82cm blade etched and 
gilt with scrolling foliage, stands of arms, the Royal 
arms, a mounted cavalryman and signed Osborn and 
Gunby’s Warranted, all against a blued ground, gilt 
brass three bar hilt in the Continental style with wire 
bound leather covered grip, in its heavy steel scabbard 
with gilt fittings, decorated with stylized leaves and 
Continental style steel drag. 
 £2500-3500

618. A GEORGIAN OFFICER’S SABRE, 77cm 
blade etched and gilt with trophies of arms, Royal 
arms, GR cypher and foliage against a blued ground, 
copper gilt stirrup hilt, the pommel and backpiece 
engraved with a crowned lion and a trail of acorns 
and oak leaves, the langets embossed with lion’s heads, 
wire bound ivory grip, contained in its linear engraved 
gilt mounted leather scabbard, the locket signed John 
Gloag & Co., Edinburgh, complete with fine gold bullion 
knot. The decoration suggests that this sword was 
carried by a senior officer. 
Ivory Declaration Submission Reference 7J7DQLXE 
 £1200-1500
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619. A 1796 PATTERN LIGHT CAVALRY 
OFFICER’S SABRE, 83.5cm curved blade decorated 
with scrolling foliage, flowers of the Union, stands 
of arms, a cavalry officer, Royal arms and a crowned 
GR cypher, all highlighted in gilt on a blued ground, 
regulation steel stirrup hilt, wire bound fishskin grip, 
contained in an associated steel scabbard. Some wear 
and restoration to grip.
 £800-1000

620. A VICTORIAN 1831 PATTERN GENERAL 
OFFICER’S MAMELUKE OR SWORD, 84cm clean 
curved blade by Thurkle, London, etched with scrolling 
foliage, crowned VR cyphers, laurel wreaths and 
crossed swords and batons, regulation gilt hilt with 
two-piece riveted ivory grips, contained in its brass 
scabbard, complete with bullion knot.
 Ivory declaration submission number PQGUT3LH
 £350-450
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621.  A GEORGIAN OFFICER’S PRESENTATION 
SWORD, 70cm curved plain blade, copper gilt stirrup 
hilt, the langets with lion’s masks, linear carved ivory 
grip, contained in its copper mounted leather scabbard, 
the middle mount applied with a brass plaque engraved 
THE GIFT OF ALEXANDER REID TO HIS FRIEND 
AND SCHOOLFELLOW LIEUT W STIRLING 1823. 
Ivory declaration submission number 4FYE91KH
 £300-500

622. A 1796 PATTERN LIGHT CAVALRY 
OFFICER’S SWORD, 76.5cm blade decorated with 
scrolling foliage, a stand of arms, flowers of the Union, 
a mounted cavalry officer, crowned GR cypher and 
crowned Royal Arms, all highlighted in gilt on a faded 
blued ground, regulation steel stirrup hilt, wire bound 
fishskin grip, worn, contained in its steel scabbard. 
 £400-600

623. A 1796 PATTERN LIGHT CAVALRY 
TROOPER’S SABRE, 85cm blade etched GILL’S 
WARRANTED, regulation steel stirrup hilt, tang 
extended and threaded, ribbed leather grip, contained 
in its steel scabbard.
 £200-300

624. AN ITALIAN 1833 PATTERN HORSE 
ARTILLERY TROOPER’S SWORD, 83cm curved 
fullered blade, regulation steel hilt with D-shaped 
knuckle guard, ribbed leather grip, contained in its steel 
scabbard. 
 £150-200

625. A FRENCH MODEL 1882 CAVALRY 
TROOPER’S SWORD, 86.5cm fullered blade dated 
1883, regulation three-bar brass hilt, wire bound 
leather grip, contained in its steel scabbard.
 £180-220
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626. A GEORGIAN OFFICER’S SPADROON, 
77.5cm flattened diamond section hollow ground blade, 
characteristic steel hilt with D-shaped knuckle bow 
and looping side guard wire bound ribbed ivory grip, 
chipped contained in its steel scabbard.
Ivory declaration submission number Y2N3L9M9
 £250-350

627. A GEORGIAN HANGER TO THE KING’S 
LIGHT DRAGOONS, 63cm curved fullered blade, 
steel hilt with D-shaped knuckle guard, reeded wooden 
grip, the band engraved K L D over 15, contained in its 
brass mounted leather wrapped wooden scabbard. 
 £300-400

628. AN 1803 PATTERN LIGHT INFANTRY 
OFFICER’S SWORD, 73.5cm blade, double edged 
towards the tip, etched with a maker’s panel GILL’S 
WARRANTED to one side, regulation pierced 
copper gilt hilt incorporating a crowned GR cypher 
surmounted by a strung bugle horn, lion’s head 
pommel, wire bound fishskin grip, contained in its brass 
mounted leather scabbard with the maker’s details 
engraved on the top mount. Repair to scabbard. 
 £400-600

629. A 1796 PATTERN INFANTRY OFFICER’S 
SWORD, 83cm fullered blade decorated with scrolling 
foliage, crowned GR cypher and crowned Royal arms, 
highlighted in gilt on a blued ground, regulation gilt hilt 
with D-shaped knuckle guard, wire bound wooden 
grip, remnant of scabbard leather with upper mount. 
 £150-200

630. A GEORGIAN OFFICER’S BLUED AND 
GILT SWORD, 81cm flattened diamond section blade 
decorated with a crowned GR cypher, crowned Royal 
arms and the motto POR DIOS POR LA LEY Y POR 
EL REY, highlighted in gilt on a blued ground, copper 
gilt hilt with boat shell guard, D-shaped knuckle guard, 
reeded spherical pommel, copper tape and wire bound 
grip, contained in its copper mounted leather scabbard, 
the upper mount with maker’s plaque for SALTER. 
Chape a later replacement.
 £250-350
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631. A 2ND LIFE GUARDS OFFICER’S DRESS 
SWORD, 83.75cm fullered blade etched with a 
maker’s panel for Pulford & Son, regulation gilt hilt with 
folding side guard and D-shaped knuckle bow, silver 
wire bound grip, contained in its gilt mounted leather 
scabbard.

632. AN HONOURABLE ARTILLERY 
COMPANY OFFICER’S SWORD, 75.75cm flattened 
diamond section blade by Prater, London, etched with 
scrolling foliage, regimental motifs and HAC, regulation 
copper gilt hilt with D-shaped knuckle bow, the 
upturned shell guard pierced and applied with a white 
metal flaming grenade, contained in its copper gilt 
mounted leather scabbard. Scabbard leather repaired.
 £200-300

633. AN IRISH GUARDS OFFICER’S SWORD, 
82.5cm blade by Wilkinson, serial no. 54595 for 1914-
17, etched with scrolling foliage, crowned GVR cypher, 
regimental badge and owner’s initials ANB, regulation 
steel gothic hilt incorporating the regimental badge, 
wire bound fishskin grip, contained in its field service 
scabbard. Tang button nut lacking. 
 £250-300

634. A VICTORIAN COURT SWORD, 75.75cm 
blade etched with scrolling foliage and stands of arms, 
characteristic gilt hilt, contained in its gilt mounted 
leather scabbard, together with another similar but 
lacking scabbard. (2)
 £150-200

635. AN 1821 PATTERN LIGHT CAVALRY 
OFFICER’S SWORD, 90cm fullered blade by Robert 
Mole & Sons, etched with scrolling foliage and crowned 
VR cyphers, regulation three-bar steel hilt, wire bound 
fishskin grip, contained in its field service scabbard. 
£150-250
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636. AN 1853 PATTERN CAVALRY TROOPER’S 
SWORD 89.5m slightly curved fullered blade by 
REEVES, Ordnance stamped at the forte, sharpened 
for use, regulation three-bar steel hilt stamped 1DG F 
TSM, chequered two-piece leather grips, contained in 
its steel scabbard. The markings to the hilt suggest this 
was the sword of the 1st Dragoon Guards, F Troops, 
Sergeant Major. During the Crimean Campaign the 
1st Dragoon Guards participated in the Charge of the 
Heavy Brigade. 
£350-450

637. AN 1853 PATTERN CAVALRY TROOPER’S 
SWORD, 89.5cm fullered blade with various Ordnance 
stamps, regulation three-bar steel hilt, two-piece 
chequered leather grips, contained in its steel scabbard. 
£300-400

638. A SCARCE 1864 PATTERN CAVALRY 
TROOPER’S SWORD, 90cm fullered blade by 
ROBERT MOLE and with various Ordnance stamps at 
the forte, regulation steel hilt pierced with a Maltese 
Cross and twin knot apertures, two-piece chequered 
leather grips, contained in its steel scabbard with 
maker’s stamp. 
£700-900

639. AN 1885 PATTERN CAVALRY TROOPER’S 
SWORD, 87cm fullered blade by WEYERSBERG and 
with multiple Ordnance stamps and dates, regulation 
steel hilt pierced with a Maltese Cross and with various 
storekeeper’s marks, two-piece chequered leather grip, 
age wear, contained in its steel scabbard. 
£300-400

640. AN 1831 PATTERN GENERAL’S 
MAMELUKE SWORD, 78cm curved Indian trophy 
blade, regulation gilt brass hilt decorated with foliage, 
crossed sword and General’s baton, ivory grip, 
contained in its brass scabbard. 
Ivory declaration submission number XFWVKKMU
£750-850
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641. OF INDIAN ARMY INTEREST - THE 
SWORDS OF GENERAL SIR FREDERICK 
CAMPBELL KCB DSO DL, comprising an Indian 
Cavalry Officer’s sword, 85.5cm fullered blade, 
regulation three-bar steel hilt, silver wire bound 
horn grip, contained in its steel mounted leather 
wrapped wooden scabbard, together with a 40th (2nd

Somersetshire) Regiment of Foot sword with 82.75cm 

blade by Wilkinson, serial no. 23281 for 1879, etched 
with the owner’s crest and initials, regulation steel 
gothic hilt incorporating a crowned strung bugle horn, 
wire bound fishskin grip, contained in its steel scabbard, 
an EVIIR 1831 Pattern General Officer’s mameluke 
etched with the owner’s crest and name, two-piece 
riveted ivory grips, contained in its field service 
scabbard and an 1831 Pattern General Officer’s fighting 
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sword with plain blade and silvered grips, the back 
strap stamped MAJ. GENL. F. CAMPBELL contained 
in its field service scabbard. General Sir Frederick 
Campbell had a very full and colourful military career, 
starting as a Lieutenant in the Ayr and Wigtown Militia 
before transferring to the 40th foot and then onto 
the Queen’s Own Corps of Guides serving in the 
Hazara Expedition, Chitral Relief Expedition, Malakand 

Campaign, North West Frontier, Mamund Country, 
winning the DSO. Campbell went onto Command the 
40th Pathans in Tibet and was Commander 1st Peshwar 
Division 1915-1919 becoming General in 1919, retiring 
in 1920 he died in 1943. 
Ivory declaration submission number AXVHFAZJ
£2,000-3,000
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642. AN 1899 PATTERN CAVALRY TROOPER’S 
SWORD, 82cm slightly curved fullered blade with 
various Ordnance stamps and dates at the forte, 
regulation steel hilt with Ordnance stamps at marked 
to the 7th Dragoon Guards, chequered two-piece 
leather grips, contained in it steel scabbard. During 
the Boer War the regiment fought at the battle of 
Diamond Hill in the summer of 1900 
£300-400

643. AN 1899 PATTERN CAVALRY TROOPER’S 
SWORD, 85cm fullered blade by Wilkinson with 
various Ordnance stamps and dates at the forte, 
regulation steel hilt with various Ordnance stamps, 
two-piece chequered grips, contained in its steel 
scabbard. 
£350-450

644. AN 1899 PATTERN CAVALRY TROOPER’S 
SWORD, 85cm fullered blade with various Ordnance 
stamps at the forte, regulation steel hilt, two-piece 
damaged grips, contained in its steel scabbard. 
£200-300

645. A 1908 PATTERN CAVALRY TROOPER’S 
SWORD, 89cm fullered blade with various Ordnance 
stamps at the forte, regulation steel hilt with original 
brown paint to the inside, chequered ergonomic grip, 
contained in its steel scabbard dated 1914 and marked 
to the 14th Hussars. 
£300-400

646. A 1908 PATTERN CAVALRY TROOPER’S 
SWORD, 88.75cm fullered blade by MOLE, various 
Ordnance stamps and dates 1912, 1914 and 1917, 
regulation steel hilt with ergonomic composition grip, 
contained in its steel scabbard. 
£200-300
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647. AN 1908 PATTERN INDIAN CAVALRY 
TROOPER’S SWORD, 90cm fullered blade, regulation 
steel hilt, chequered ergonomic composition grip, 
contained in its green painted steel scabbard. 
£180-220

648. A VERY RARE CARLIST WAR PERIOD 
2ND REGIMENT OF THE QUEEN’S OWN IRISH 
LANCERS OFFICER’S SWORD, 90cm pipe backed 
blade with spear point, etched with crossed lances and 
2, crowned IR cypher, crowned Spanish Arms, and 
rubbed maker’s panel probably for Prosser, associated 
hilt, grip and back strap. During the Carlist War, Queen 
Isabella II of Spain was sent the British Auxiliary Legion 
to support her in 1835. The Legion eventually totalled 
some 10,000 men under the command of Sir George 
De Lacy Evans but by 1837 they numbered just 1,500 
having suffered defeat at Hernani, Vitoria and heavily 
so at Oriamendi. There were just two regiments of 
Cavalry serving with the Legion the 2nd Regiment of the 
Queen’s Irish Lancers and the 1st Reina Isabel Lancers. 
£300-400

649. A GOOD VICTORIAN 21ST LANCERS 
OFFICER’S SWORD, 89cm Blade etched and polished 
with crowned Royal cypher and Royal arms with 
owner’s initials E.A.M. interlaced and profuse scroll 
work, by Henry Wilkinson, Pall Mall, London serial no. 
35335 for 1897, regulation pierced steel hilt with Patent 
Solid Grip, silver wire bound chequered composition 
grip and steel backstrap, contained in its steel scabbard 
with twin suspension rings. 
Note: Edward Ashford Martin, 2nd Lieut. in the 21st

Lancers, 8th Sept. 1897. 
£400-600
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650. A 1912 PATTERN CAVALRY OFFICER’S 
SWORD BY WILKINSON, 89cm blade etched 
and mirror polished with crowned GVR, Royal arms 
and scrolling foliage, by Henry Wilkinson, Pall Mall, 
London serial no. 44004 for 1913, regulation nickel 
plated hilt, stepped pommel with laurel wreath border, 
wire bound composition grip, contained in its steel 
scabbard. Fine condition. Carabineers sword to J. H. A. 
ANNESLEY. The sword of Lt. Colonel Annesley who 
won the DSO in South Africa and attained that rank 
with the 6th Dragoon Guards in May 1913.
£500-700

651. A FINE AND RARE VICTORIAN 
OFFICER’S SPECIAL PATTERN SWORD TO 
THE 7TH QUEEN’S OWN HUSSARS, 89cm blade 
etched and polished with crowned Royal cypher and 
Royal arms, crowned regimental badge and title, and 
profuse scrolling foliage, by Henry Wilkinson, Pall Mall, 
London serial no. 37655 for 1900, regulation pierced 
and engraved steel guard with crowned QO (Queen’s 
Own) and scrolling foliage, one piece copper wire 
bound fishskin covered pistol grip with plain pommel, 
contained in its polished steel scabbard with twin 
suspension rings. The sword of J. MANN-THOMSON.

Note: see The British Cavalry Sword 1788 - 1912
Companion Volume, Richard Dellar, 2019, section 17 
‘Victorian Variations’ for a section devoted to these 
swords. 
£500-700

652.  AN INDIAN 1912 PATTERN CAVALRY 
OFFICER’S SWORD, 89.5cm blade poorly etched 
with scrolling foliage and crowned GVR cypher’s 
regulation plated bowl guard, wire bound leather grip, 
contained in its field service scabbard. 
£300-400. 

653. A PRESENTATION MIDDLESEX RIFLE 
VOLUNTEERS OFFICER’S SWORD, 83cm fullered 
blade by Thurkle, etched with scrolling foliage, crowned 
VR cypher, strung bugle horn and the inscription 
PRESENTED TO MAJOR CROWLE ON HIS 
PROMOTION BY THE OFFICERS, NON COMS & 
PRIVATES OF NO. 6 COM. 3TH MRVC AS A MARK 
OF THEIR ESTEEM JANY 10TH 1880, regulation steel 
Gothic hilt, wire bound fishskin grip, contained in its 
steel scabbard, complete with leather frog. 
£250-350
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654. A FINE EDWARD VII 1897 PATTERN 
OFFICERS SWORD TO THE 5TH ROYAL 
NORTHUMBERLAND FUSILIERS, 83cm blade 
etched and mirror polished with crowned Royal 
cypher, Royal arms, regimental badges and battle 
honours to Khartoum, by Henry Wilkinson, Pall Mall, 
London serial no. 38341 for 1900, regulation nickel 
plated hilt applied with a silver regimental badge, 
silver wire bound fishskin grip, contained in its nickel 
plated full dress scabbard. The sword of C. W. G. H. 
WHELER.
£400-600

655. AN EIIR 1897 PATTERN INFANTRY 
OFFICER’S SWORD, 82cm fullered blade by 
Wilkinson, serial no. 70866, etched with scrolling 
foliage, crowned Royal arms and EIIR cyphers, 
regulation pierced steel hilt, wire bound fishskin grip, 
contained in its plated steel scabbard. 
£150-200

656. AN 1897 PATTERN INFANTRY OFFICER’S 
SWORD, 82cm fullered blade by Wilkinson, serial no. 
51014 for 1914-17, etched with scrolling foliage and 
crowned Royal arms and GVR cyphers, regulation 
pierced steel hilt incorporating a crowned GVR cypher, 
wire bound fishskin grip, contained in its field service 
scabbard, complete with braided black leather knot and 
bag. 
£150-200

657.  OF GALLIPOLI INTEREST AN 1854 
PATTERN INFANTRY OFFICER’S SWORD OF 
THE ROYAL IRISH FUSILIERS, 83.5cm fullered 
blade by Wilkinson, serial no. 27571 for 1886, etched 
with scrolling foliage, crowned VR cyphers, owner’s 
crest and maker’s panel, regulation brass Gothic hilt 
incorporating a crowned VR cypher, wire bound 
fishskin grip, contained in its steel scabbard. This is 
the sword of M.J.W. Pike Esquire of the 1st Royal Irish 
Fusiliers. Lt. Colonel Pike commanded the 5th Battalion 
Royal Irish Fusiliers at Gallipoli. A digitised version of 
his account of the Gallipoli campaign, illustrated, can be 
found online at the Hoover Institution. 
£350-450
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658. AN ORNATE VOLUNTEER ARTILLERY 
OFFICER’S SWORD, 82.5cm blade profusely etched 
with scrolling foliage, crowned VR cypher, artillery 
motifs and the inscription PRESENTED BY MAJOR 
HILL M. LEATHES TO CAPTAIN JOHN LEE BARBER 
FOR COMMANDING THE MOST EFFICIENT 
AND BEST REGULATED BATTERY IN THE 
NORFOLK AND SUFFOLK BRIGADE OF ARTILLERY 
VOLUNTEERS, plated hilt, pierced and chased with 
oak leaves and acorns, contained in its plated scabbard 
decorated with panels of strapwork, oak leaves and 
a crest, complete with white metal mounted bullion 
faced belt, stitching worn, and an interesting white 
metal mounted malacca cane, the pommel decorated 
with a crocodile and inscribed Lt Col H. M. Leathes 
Herringfleet Hall Suffolk, the collar inscribed In 
remembrance of a voyage to India in H.M. Troopship 
Crocodile, 1879, 86.5cm long. (2) 
£800-1,200

659. A VICTORIAN SUFFOLK ARTILLERY 
VOLUNTEER OFFICER’S SWORD, 82.5cm curved 
blade by BUCKMASTER, decorated with scrolling 
foliage, regimental motifs, SUFFOLK ARTILLERY and 
crowned VR cypher, regulation three-bar steel hilt, 

loose, wire bound fishskin grip, chipped, contained in a 
scrubbed steel scabbard. 
£300-400

660. A ROYAL ARTILLERY OFFICER’S SWORD, 
88.5cm blade by Wilkinson, serial no. 47542 for 1914-
17, etched with scrolling foliage, crowned Royal arms 
and regimental motifs, regulation three-bar steel hilt, 
wire bound fishskin grip, contained in its field service 
scabbard. 
£150-200

661. A ROYAL NAVAL OFFICER’S SWORD, 
79cm blade by GIEVES, etched with oak leaves, rope 
and crowned fouled anchors, regulation gilt hilt, the 
folding side guard engraved with the owner’s name 
W.H. Bradfield R.N., lion’s head pommel, wire bound 
fishskin grip, contained in its engraved brass mounted 
leather scabbard, complete with knots, chamois bag 
and leather bag. Bradfield was a Surgeon Lieutenant on 
HMS Hermes in the 1920’s. 
£250-350
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662. A 1912 PATTERN SOUTH AFRICAN 
CAVALRY OFFICER’S SWORD, 88.5cm blade by 
Wilkinson, etched with scrolling foliage, crowned South 
Africa crests and a maker’s panel, regulation plated 
steel hilt, wire bound fishskin grip, contained in its 
plated steel scabbard 
£250-350

663. AN 1896 PATTERN CAVALRY OFFICER’S 
SWORDS TO THE 14TH KING’S HUSSARS, 88cm 
fullered blade by Wilkinson, serial no. 43173 for 1911, 
etched with scrolling foliage, crowned GVR cypher, 
owner’s crest and initials, regimental motifs and badge, 
regulation pierced steel patent solid hilt, contained in 
its field service scabbard. The sword of Captain P. G. 
Cropper who was Mentioned in Despatches for his 
service in the Mesopotamia campaign. Sold with a copy 
of the Wilkinson register entry. 
£700-900

664. AN 1822 PATTERN GRENADIER 
GUARDS OFFICER’S LEVEE SWORD, 82.5cm clean 
blade by Wilkinson, serial no. 41946 for 1908, etched 
with regimental motifs, battle honours, and a crowned 
EVIIR cypher, regulation steel gothic hilt incorporating 
the regimental badge, wire bound fishskin grip, 
contained in its field service scabbard complete with 
knot and frog. 
£300-400

665. AN 1897 PATTERN INFANTRY OFFICER’S 
SWORD TO THE ROYAL CORPS OF SIGNALS, 
82.5cm blade by Wilkinson, serial no. 68035 for 1939, 
etched with scrolling foliage, crowned regimental 
badge, crowned Royal arms and crowned GVIR cypher, 
regulation pierced plated steel hilt incorporating a GVIR 
cypher, wire bound fishskin grip, contained in its field 
service scabbard, complete with knot. 
£150-200
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666. A ROYAL NAVAL OFFICER’S SWORD, 
80cm clean blade by GIEVES, etched with scrolling 
ropes and oak leaves, crowned GVR cypher, crowned 
fouled anchor, regulation gilt hilt incorporating a 
crowned fouled anchor, folding side guard engraved 
A. J. Tillard, lion’s head pommel, wire bound fishskin 
grip, contained in its engraved brass mounted leather 
scabbard, complete with knot. 
£250-350

667. A VICTORIAN COURT SWORD, 79cm 
clean blade by POOLE & Co., etched with scrolling 
foliage, crowned VR cypher and crossed lances, 
characteristic gilt hilt, the down turned guard applied 
with a crowned VR cypher within a oak leaf wreath, 
D-shaped knuckle bow, crown pommel, silver wire 
bound grip, contained in its gilt mounted leather 
scabbard decorated with oak leaves, complete with 
bullion knot, transit bag and attached label suggesting 
it had been the property of F. Stapleton Bretherton, a 
Colonel who was killed in the Crimea. 
£200-300

668. A 19TH CENTURY FRENCH SMALL
SWORD, 75.5cm flattened diamond section blade, 
characteristic brass hilt, the downturned guard with 
scrolls and a cypher, casque pommel, the grip with 
crowned motif, D-shaped knuckle guard. 
£50-100

669. A SCARCE PATTERN 1856 ROYAL NAVAL 
DIRK, 38cm blade by Galt, Gieve & Co., etched with 
scrolling foliage, crowned fouled anchor and crowned 
VR cypher, regulation gilt hilt with lion’s head pommel, 
wire bound fishskin grip, contained in its gilt mounted 
leather scabbard with maker’s boss, chape replaced, 
remnant knot. 
£700-800

670. A 19TH CENTURY INDIAN CAVALRY 
OFFICER’S SWORD, 83cm fullered blade, regulation 
three-bar still hilt with oval inclusion, stepped pommel, 
ribbed brass wire bound hard wood grip, contained in 
its leather wrapped wooden scabbard. 
£250-350
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671. AN INDIAN ARMY OFFICER’S 
MAMELUKE, 73cm sharply curved damascus 
trophy blade with small etched panels at the forte, 
characteristic copper gilt hilt chiselled with acanthus 
scrolls and a crest to either side of the crossguard, 
two-piece ivory grips with rosette rivet covers, 
contained in its brass mounted steel scabbard. Ivory 
Declaration Submission Reference G46ET5XW 
£800-1,200

672. AN EVIIR DELHI DURBAR 
PRESENTATION SWORD, 84.5cm curved double 
fullered blade, etched with a maker’s panel for 
WALTER LOCKE & CO LTD CALCUTTA, fine brass 
hilt with bowl guard, decorated with a crowned 
profile bust of Edward VII within a laurel and oak leaf 
wreath, surmounting a crowned Royal arms and in 
turn surmounting crossed flags, the inside of the guard 
equally finely decorated with a crowned EVIIR cypher 
centered within a stand of Empire flags and shields, 
acanthus chiselled pommel, the back strap decorated 
with a Green Man mask, wire bound fishskin grip, 
contained in its green velvet wrapped brass mounted 
wooden scabbard, the mounts decorated with military 
and naval motifs, together with a fragment of the 
original scabbard covering. 
£1,000-1,500
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673. A VICTORIAN OFFICER’S SWORD OF 
THE 31ST HUNTINGDONSHIRE REGIMENT, 82cm 
plated blade by Wilkinson, serial no. 18832 for 1872, 
etched with scrolling foliage, crowned VR cypher, 
regimental title and battle honours, regulation copper 
gilt gothic hilt incorporating a crowned VR cypher, wire 
bound fishskin grip, contained in its steel scabbard. 
£350-450

674. A THIRD OR THE KING’S LIGHT 
DRAGOONS OFFICER’S MAMELUKE BY 
PROSSER, 80.5cm clipped back blade etched with 
scrolling foliage, laurel wreaths, crossed regimental 
lances, stands of arms and crowned regimental title and 
battle honours for PENINSULA and SALAMANCA, 
regulation steel hilt with two-piece riveted ivory grips, 
rust staining, contained in its steel scabbard. Early 19th

Century. 
Ivory declaration submission number 15XTJT2J
£800-1,200

675. A 1796 PATTERN LIGHT CAVALRY 
OFFICER’S SWORD, 80cm curved blade decorated 
with stands of arms, the figure of Justice, crowned 
Royal arms and a crowned GR cypher, all highlighted in 
gilt on a blued ground, regulation steel stirrup hilt, silver 
wire bound leather grip, contained in its steel scabbard. 
£700-900
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676. A GEORGIAN OFFICER’S MAMELUKE BY 
SAMUEL BRUNN, 80.75cm curved blade with clipped 
back point, retaining good original polish with some 
light grey staining, characteristic gilt hilt with geometric 
border’s, riveted two-piece ivory grips, contained in its 
gilt mounted leather scabbard, the upper mount signed 
BRUNN Charing Cross in the langet guide and all with 
geometric and foliate mounts. Leather restored. 
Ivory declaration submission number ZN4S1Y9V 
£2,000-3,000 

677. A 1796 PATTERN HOUSE HOLD 
CAVALRY TROOPER’S SWORD, 87.5cm blade with 
hatchet point, regulation pierced brass hilt, ribbed 
leather grip, chipped. Scabbard lacking. 
£600-800

678. A 1796 PATTERN INFANTRY OFFICER’S 
SWORD, 81.5cm flattened diamond section blade 
decorated with scrolling foliage and crowned Royal 
arms, regulation gilt hilt with D-shaped knuckle guard, 
gilt wire bound grip, contained in its copper gilt 
mounted leather scabbard, the throat engraved with a 
maker’s panel for Foster. 
£700-900
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679. A 1796 PATTERN INFANTRY OFFICER’S 
SWORD, 80.5cm blade etched with scrolling foliage, 
the Royal arms, GR cypher, trophies of arms, and the 
figure of Britannia, regulation copper hilt with fixed 
shellguard and wire bound grip, contained in its linear 
engraved copper mounted leather scabbard. 
£350-450 

680. A 1796 PATTERN LIGHT CAVALRY 
OFFICER’S SABRE, 79.5cm blade faintly etched with 
scrolling foliage, trophies of arms, Royal arms and GR 
cypher, figure of Britannia and Warranted, steel stirrup 
hilt with faceted backpiece, wire bound fishskin grip, 
contained in its steel scabbard, quillon missing. 
£350-450

681. A CONTINENTAL OFFICER’S TROPHY 
SABRE, 75cm re-formed 1796 pattern light cavalry 
trooper’s sabre blade by HADLEY and struck with 
an Ordnance mark, brass hilt with shaped stirrup 
guard, the pommel in the form of a mythical beast, 
wire bound horn grip, contained in its brass mounted 
leather scabbard. Grip and hilt loose, wear to upper 
part of leather scabbard, splitting, etc. 
£300-400

682. A FRENCH OFFICER’S FOLDING 
ATTACK HILT SWORD, 80cm fullered blade, slotted 
brass hilt with scalloped edges, folding sideguard, wire 
bound leather grip. Scabbard lacking. 
£180-220

683. AN EARLY 19TH CENTURY 
MIDSHIPMAN’S DIRK 19.25cm flattened diamond 
section blade decorated with foliage and a stand of 
arms, copper gilt acanthus leaf crossguard, ring turned 
ebonised grip, the brass pommel a replacement, 
contained in its foliate engraved copper gilt scabbard. 
£250-350
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684. AN EXTREMELY RARE DOUBLE LANGET 
1796 PATTERN HEAVY CAVALRY TROOPER’S 
SWORD, 88cm blade by J. J. Runkel Solingen, hatchet 
point, regulation oversized steel disc hilt with double 
langets and elongated back strap, ribbed leather 
covered grip, contained in its steel scabbard. See 
pages 62 and 63 of Richard Dellar’s book The British 
Cavalry Sword 1788-1912 for a discussion about this 
sword. Two examples are known to exist in the Royal 
Armouries IX-1282 and IX 989, the latter reputed to 
have been that of Sergeant Shaw of the 1st Life Guards. 
£2,000-3,000 

685. A 1796 PATTERN HEAVY CAVALRY 
OFFICER’S DRESS SWORD, 80.5cm flattened 
diamond section fullered blade incised J.J. RUNKEL 
SOLINGEN to either side, regulation gilt hilt with 
heart-shaped guard and D-shaped knuckle bow, urn 
pommel, silvered wire bound grip, contained in its steel 
scabbard. 
£500-700

686. A 1796 PATTERN INFANTRY OFFICER’S 
SWORD, 81cm blade decorated with flowers of the 
union, scrolling foliage, stand of arms, crowned Royal 
arms and crowned GR cypher, all highlighted in gilt on 
a blued ground, regulation copper gilt hilt with folding 
side guard, D-shaped knuckle bow, silver wire bound 
grip, contained in its copper gilt mounted leather 
scabbard. 
£500-800
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Triumph they share with him in his highly honourable 
Acquittal pronounced by a General Court Martial on 
ten charges preferred against him by Capt Will Ayres 
who with four other Officers were in Consequence 
Displaced from the Regt by the express command of 
the Sovereign”. 
John Eamer was a wholesale grocer who dealt in sugar 
imported from the West Indies. His success led to him 
becoming Sheriff of London in 1794. He was knighted 
and became Lord Mayor of London in 1801. He was 
appointed Colonel of the Royal East London Militia on 
28th April 1803. In 1805 he was charged with “Conduct 
Unbecoming an Officer and a Gentleman” by some 
junior officers who complained of bullying and abusive 
behaviour. Sir John was acquitted although he was 
cautioned to be more guarded in his future language 
towards the Officers of his Regiment. 
£3,000-5,000

687. A SILVER GILT MOUNTED GEORGIAN 
PRESENTATION SWORD, 81.5cm blade etched 
with foliage, the Royal arms, GR cypher, various 
classical figures and stands of arms, the silver gilt hilt 
with double shell guard embossed with the regimental 
arms and the arms of the recipient, the knuckle guard 
in the form of two entwined serpents, bold lion’s 
head pommel with ruby eyes, the mane forming the 
backpiece, all in one piece with the silver gilt grip, 
contained in its leather scabbard with silver gilt mounts 
embossed with stands of arms, the reverse of the 
locket engraved with the lengthy inscription, hallmarks 
for Ray and Montague. Lower part of the scabbard and 
chape lacking. 
The inscription reads “This sword was Presented on 
14 April A.D.1806 To Col. Sir John Eamer Kt & C & C 
& C by the Officers, Non Commissioned Officers and 
Privates of the Royal East London Militia in Testimony 
of their Attachment to him as their Commanding 
Officer and their Esteem for him as a Gentleman & 
a Soldier and proudly to record the Sentiments of 
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688. A 1796 PATTERN HEAVY CAVALRY 
TROOPER’S SWORD, 88.75cm blade with hatchet 
point, sharpened for use, regulation steel disc hilt, back 
strap and grip replaced, contained in its steel scabbard. 
£600-800

689. A GOOD COPY OF A 1796 PATTERN 
HEAVY CAVALRY TROOPER’S SWORD, 87.5cm 
blade with hatchet tip, struck with an Ordnance type 
mark at the forte, regulation steel disc hilt, ribbed 
leather grip, contained in its steel scabbard. 
£80-120 

690. A FRENCH ANXIII CUIRASSIER’S 
SWORD, 95.5cm double fullered blade, details erased 
from back edge, regulation four-bar brass hilt with 
various stamps, wooden grip, contained in its steel 
scabbard. Believed to be an example captured by the 
Russians. 
£400-600 

691. A WATERLOO PERIOD FRENCH ANXI 
LIGHT CAVALRY TROOPER’S SABRE, 89cm sharply 
curved blade dated 1813 on the back edge, regulation 
three-bar brass hilt, ribbed leather grip, contained in its 
steel scabbard. 
£600-800

692. A GOOD COPY OF A FRENCH MODEL 
1801 LIGHT CAVALRY TROOPER’S SABRE, 85cm 
curved blade, regulation brass hilt with D-shaped 
knuckle guard, wire bound leather grip, contained in its 
brass scabbard with leather and wood inserts. 
£200-300

693. A SCARCE SAXON ARTILLERY SIDEARM, 
48.5cm curved blade dated 1856, regulation brass 
hilt with ribbed grip, contained in its steel scabbard 
numbered to the sword. 
£250-350
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694. A WATERLOO PERIOD FRENCH 
CUIRASSIER’S SWORD, 96.5cm double fullered 
blade with spear point, dated 1813 on the back edge, 
regulation four-bar brass hilt stamped with various 
Inspector’s poincon, ribbed leather grip. Scabbard 
lacking. 
£500-600 

695. A WATERLOO PERIOD FRENCH 
CUIRASSIER’S SWORD, 96.75cm double fullered 
blade with hatchet point, dated 1815 on the back edge, 
regulation four-bar brass hilt stamped VERSAILLES and 
with various Inspector’s poincon, ribbed leather grip. 
Scabbard lacking. 
£500-600

696. AN 1899 PATTERN PRUSSIAN IMPERIAL 
GUARD INFANTRY OFFICER’S SWORD, 87.5cm 
fullered blade, regulation polished and matt gilt hilt 
incorporating the Prussian eagle and cypher, the 
pommel with inset seal of the German Imperial State 
crown, around which is the Grand Chain of the Red 
Eagle Order, denoting award to very senior members 
of the German Nobility, wire bound fishskin grip 
applied with a white metal and enamelled Guards star 

bearing the motto SUUM QUIQUE, this the badge 
of the Prussian Imperial Guard, contained in its black 
painted steel scabbard. 
£650-750

697. AN 1899 PATTERN PRUSSIAN IMPERIAL 
INFANTRY OFFICER’S SWORD, 85cm fullered 
blade, regulation gilt hilt incorporating the Prussian 
eagle and cypher in the folding guard, wire bound 
celluloid grip applied with a large FWR cypher, 
contained in its black painted steel scabbard. 
£485-520

698. AN 1899 PATTERN PRUSSIAN IMPERIAL 
INFANTRY OFFICER’S SWORD, 84cm fullered blade 
marked with W & Co Solingen trademark, regulation 
gilt brass hilt incorporating the Prussian eagle and 
cypher, wire bound fishskin grip applied with the FWR 
cypher, contained in its plated steel scabbard. 
£385-400
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699. CONTINENTAL CAVALRY TROOPER’S 
SWORD, 92cm curved fullered blade by 
WEYERSBURG stamped with a crowned AA and .560. 
regulation brass three-bar hilt, wire bound leather grip, 
scabbard lacking, together with another, unmarked and 
contained in its steel scabbard. (2) 
£300-400

700. A REPRODUCTION FRENCH ANXI 
STYLE LIGHT CAVALRY TROOPER’S SABRE, 
88.5cm curved fullered blade, brass hilt with various 
stamps, ribbed leather grip, contained in its steel 
scabbard. 
£100-200

701. A SWISS ARTILLERYMAN’S SIDEARM, 
50.5cm saw-backed blade, regulation brass hilt with 
ribbed grip, contained in its brass mounted leather 
scabbard. 
£200-300

702. A FRENCH ARTILLERYMAN’S SIDEARM, 
49cm flattened diamond section leaf-shaped blade 
dated 1831, regulation brass hilt with ribbed grip, 
contained in its brass mounted leather scabbard. 
£100-150

703. A GEORGIAN ARTILLERY SIDEARM OR 
SHORT SWORD, 62cm blade stamped with a crown 
over GR and Ordnance marks, regulation brass hilt 
with D-shaped knuckle bow, contained in its brass 
mounted re-leathered scabbard. 
£200-300

704. A RUSSIAN PIONEER’S SIDEARM, 51cm 
curved sawbacked fullered blade with various stamps 
at the forte, regulation brass hilt with ribbed grip, 
contained in its brass mounted leather wrapped 
wooden scabbard. 
£500-700
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705. A CRIMEAN WAR DESK SET, comprising a 
pewter quart tankard inscribed “My Campaign Tankard 
used in the CRIMEA Lt General Robert Garrett 46th

REGT” and with various further stamps, flanked by 
two silver plate mounted horse’s hooves, (plating 
mostly gone), one fitted as an inkwell, the other with 
hinged spur handle, both inscribed with the details 
of Solomon, Sir Robert Garrett’s charger before 
Sebastopol in 54, 55 and 56 “fell dead at a Field Day 
at Shorncliffe June 1866”, the three items displayed 
on a later oak stand. Sir Robert Garrett KCB KH, 
(1794-1869) was 60 when he was despatched to the 
Crimea and commanded a brigade of the 4th Division 
at the Siege of Sebastopol. He had previously served 
in the Peninsular War and was Commanding Officer 
of the 46th Regiment of Foot. After the Crimea he was 
Commander of British Troops in China and Hong Kong 
and later General Officer commanding a Division in 
Bengal and Madras. 
£2,000-3,000
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the 100th anniversary of the battle of Trafalgar, the 
hinged lid applied with two brass fouled anchor and 
lifebelt mounts one containing a printed bust length 
portrait of Nelson the other a printed plaque inscribed 
TRAFALGAR OCTOBER 21 1805, the front of the 
box applied with a silver plaque inscribed “Nelson’s 
Guinea, found aboard Victory amongst the personal 
effects of the hero of Trafalgar. Graciously loaned to 
this Centenary Exhibition by the family of the late 

706. OF TRAFALGAR AND HORATIO 
NELSON INTEREST: THE HORATIA NELSON-
WARD NELSON GUINEA AND CASKET, the 
1787 guinea mounted as a brooch and with pendant 
loop, contained in a Georgian silver gilt vinaigrette, of 
plain form and hallmarked for Birmingham 1805 with 
maker’s mark for John Shaw, (lacking pierced grille), 
5.2cm long, this contained in an early 20th Century 
purple silk and velvet lined ebony box commemorating 
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Provenance: Horatia Nelson Ward, down through the 
Nelson Ward family to Rev’d Hugh Nelson Ward, then 
to his friend Rev’d Robert Evans (Royal Navy College 
Chaplain) who passed it to his nephew, from whence 
bought at auction in 2005 by the current vendor. 
£8,000-10,000

Horatia Nelson Ward, to whom the coin had been 
presented in infancy as a memento of her beloved 
Father”, the inner edge of the box stamped EBONY 
BRITISH, the base of the box with applied paper 
typed label inscribed “The family now believes it 
would be a fitting and lasting tribute if the artefacts, 
some of which they previously displayed during the 
Trafalgar centenary, be incorporated into our exhibition 
dedicated to the restoration of Victory”, 10.5cm long. 
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709. A 57TH REGIMENT OF FOOT (WEST 
MIDDLESEX) OFFICER’S SHOULDER BELT PLATE, 
the gilt plate applied with white metal starburst 
overlaid with gilt crowned Maltese cross incorporating 
the battle honours ALBUHERA VITTORIA PYRENEES 
PENINSULA NIVELLE NIVE, central laurel wreath 
surrounding gilt metal and red and white enamel three 
crowns and the motto TRIA JUNCTA IN UNO, above 
white metal 57. 
£1,000-1,250

710. AN 83RD REGIMENT OF FOOT (DUBLIN 
FUSILIERS) OFFICER’S SHOULDER BELT PLATE, 
the stippled gilt plate applied with gilt crowned laurel 
wreath surrounding the battle honours TALAVERA 
FUENTES D’ONOR PENINSULA CIUDAD 
RODRIGO SALAMANCA BUSACO NIVELLE 
TOULOUSE BADAJO VITTORIA ORTHES, 83 
centred on a domed ground. 
£1,000-1,250

707. A PAIR OF GEORGE III COMBINATION 
KNIFE AND FORK IMPLEMENTS BY PALMER, 
each stamped with a crown over GR palmer, the ends 
cut as four pronged forks continuing to curved single 
bladed knives with socket attachments, 10cm long, 
contained in a faded brown velvet lined red leatherette 
case. Known as Nelson knives, (Nelson having used 
similar implements after the loss of his right arm), these 
were created for military personnel who had lost limbs 
and fitted in to an attachment on the arms to facilitate 
eating. Similarly designed utensils are still in use today. 
£250-350

708. A 17TH REGIMENT OF FOOT 
(LEICESTERSHIRE) OFFICER’S SHOULDER BELT 
PLATE, the stippled gilt ground applied with a white 
metal crowned rayed star centred with the battle 
honour HINDOOSTAN surmounted by a gilt tiger for 
distinguished service, above white metal XVII. 
£1,000-1,250
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713. A GRENADIER GUARDS OFFICER’S 
SHOULDER BELT PLATE, George IV, the stippled 
gilt plate applied with a flaming grenade, the grenade 
with pierced and interlaced GR cypher surrounded by 
the motto HONI SOIT QUI MAL Y PENSE below a 
crown. 
£1,000-1,250

714. A 50TH REGIMENT OF FOOT (QUEEN’S 
OWN) OFFICER’S SHOULDER BELT PLATE, the 
stippled gilt ground applied with a white metal rayed 
star surrounding a gilt crowned garter with white 
metal 50 centred on a domed ground, above the battle 
honour EGYPT surmounted by a sphinx 
£800-1,000

711. A 51ST REGIMENT OF FOOT (2ND 
YORKSHIRE WEST RIDING) OFFICER’S 
SHOULDER BELT PLATE, the stippled burnished gilt 
plate applied with a crowned white metal laurel wreath 
entwined with battle honours, surrounding a bugle and 
51 centred. the reverse with leather backing applied 
with label for MOORE, Late BICKNELLS & MOORE, 
Old Bond Street, London. 
£1,000-1,250

712. A 45TH REGIMENT OF FOOT 
(NOTTINGHAMSHIRE/SHERWOOD FORESTERS) 
OFFICER’S SHOULDER BELT PLATE, the burnished 
gilt plate applied with a white metal rayed star overlaid 
with a gilt crowned garter NOTTINGHAMSHIRE 
REGT and radiating battle honours ROLEIA 
VIMIERA TALAVERA BUSACO FUENTES D’ONOR 
C.RODRIGO BADAJOZ SALAMANCA VITTORIA 
PYRENEES NIVELLE ORTHES TOULOUSE AVA and 
PENINSULA, 45 centred on a domed ground, leather 
backing. 
£1,000-1,250
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717. A BLACK WATCH (ROYAL 
HIGHLANDERS) OFFICER’S SHOULDER BELT 
PLATE, the stippled gilt plate with raised edge, applied 
with a white metal rayed star with the Regimental title 
in banners, central gilt crowned oval with a border of 
thistles surrounding NEMO IN IMPUNE LACESSET 
and a white metal figure of St Andrew holding the 
saltire, above a gilt sphinx. 
£300-400

718. A REGENCY PERIOD LIGHT COMPANY 
OFFICER’S SHAKO PLATE TO THE 27TH 
(ENNISKILLEN) REGIMENT OF FOOT, the white 
metal faceted rayed star with battle honours in 
surround, crowned pierced gilt garter ENNISKILLEN 
with central strung bugle horn all on a green enamelled 
ground, the whole surmounting the gilt sphinx battle 
honour. 
£1,500-2,000

715. A 9TH REGIMENT OF FOOT (NORFOLK) 
OFFICER’S SHOULDER BELT PLATE, the burnished 
gilt ground applied with a white metal figure of 
Britannia holding an olive branch and seated with a lion 
above IX REGT. 
£500-750

716. A GORDON HIGHLANDERS OFFICER’S 
SHOULDER BELT PLATE, the gilt plate applied with a 
white metal rayed star backing a saltire and with battle 
honours for EGYPT and INDIA, central GORDON 
HIGHLANDERS, stag’s head, crown and thistles, 
the reverse with stamp for R & H.B. KIRKWOOD, 
66 & 68 THISTLE STREET, EDINBURGH, and hand 
scratched with the initials LM and name D. MACBEAN. 
£300-400
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721. AN 1871 PATTERN OFFICER’S HELMET 
PLATE TO THE 5TH (PRINCESS CHARLOTTE OF 
WALES’S) DRAGOON GUARDS, the faceted white 
metal rayed star surmounted by a gilt garter P.C.W. 
DRAGOON GUARDS, central white metal 5 on a 
stippled gilt ground. 
£500-750

722. AN 1871 PATTERN OFFICER’S HELMET 
PLATE TO THE KING’S DRAGOON GUARDS, 
the faceted white metal rayed star surmounted by a 
gilt garter HONI SOI QUI MAL Y PENSE on a blued 
enamel ground, central white metal lion surmounting a 
crown on a red enamelled ground. 
£500-750

719. A REGENCY PERIOD NON-
COMMISSIONED OFFICER’S SHAKO PLATE OF 
THE GRENADIER GUARDS, the white metal rayed 
star with central gilt Royal Arms surmounting the 
motto DIEU ET MON DROIT in banner form. 
£800-1,000

720. AN 1878 PATTERN OFFICER’S SHAKO 
PLATE TO THE ROYAL SCOTS, the crowned gilt 
rayed star surmounted by a gilt faceted rayed star, 
central pierced white metal garter NEMO ME IMPUNE 
LACESSIT with centered white metal thistle on a green 
enamelled ground and surmounting the regimental title 
in banner form. 
£500-750
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725. A SOUTH WALES BORDERERS 
OFFICER’S GLENGARRY BADGE, gilt laurel wreath 
surmounted by a crown, central blackened white metal 
dragon on a black velvet ground. 
£280-320

726. A KING’S CROWN SOUTH WALES 
BORDERERS BLUE CLOTH HELMET PLATE, the 
gilt rayed star surmounted by a laurel wreath, central 
garter and motto, blackened white metal dragon 
with laurel wreath surround on a black velvet ground 
surmounting the regimental title in white metal banner 
form. 
£200-300

723. A ROYAL ARTILLERY NON-
COMMISSIONED OFFICER’S BELL TOP SHAKO 
PLATE, the gilt rayed star plate with embossed 
centered Royal Arms surmounting UBIQUE and an 
artillery piece, the whole surmounting the motto, in 
banner form, QUO FAS ET GLORIA DUCUNT. 
£500-750

724. A 24TH REGIMENT OF FOOT VICTORIAN 
OFFICER’S QUILTED PATTERN SHAKO PLATE, 
the gilt rayed star surmounted by a crown, central 
garter with motto, pierced 24 centred with a stippled 
gilt surround. 
£350-450
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729. A SECOND WARWICKSHIRE REGIMENT 
WAIST BELT AND CLASP, acanthus supports, 
regimental title in surround, crowned 24 on a stippled 
ground, buff leather belt. Rubbed. 
£230-250

730. A SOUTH WALES BORDERERS WAIST 
BELT CLASP, gilt acanthus supports, gilt and white 
metal title in surround, central dragon with laurel 
wreath surround on a stippled gilt ground. 
£140-180

731. A SOUTH WALES BORDERERS 
VOLUNTEERS WAIST BELT CLASP, acanthus scroll 
supports, regimental title in surround, central dragon 
with laurel wreath border, all on a stippled ground. 
£130-150

727. A VICTORIAN SOUTH WALES 
BORDERERS BLUE CLOTH HELMET PLATE, the 
gilt rayed star surmounted by a laurel wreath, central 
garter and motto, blackened white metal dragon 
with laurel wreath surround on a black velvet ground 
surmounting the regimental title in white metal banner 
form. 
£200-300

728. A 24TH REGIMENT OF FOOT ALBERT 
PATTERN COPY SHAKO PLATE, gilt laurel wreath 
surmounted by a crown, central garter and motto with 
pierced 24 centred. Lugs removed. 
£20-30
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734. COPY IMPERIAL FRENCH SHAKO 
PLATES, mounted display of nine copy items including 
two ‘diamond’ pattern. (9) 
£150-200

735. COPY IMPERIAL FRENCH SHAKO 
PLATES, FUR CAP PLATE, WAIST BELT PLATES 
AND CLASPS, BADGES AND BUTTONS. framed 
display, all copies, fur cap plate to the Imperial Guard, 
four diamond pattern plates, and many others. (40) 
£400-600

732. WATERLOO MEDAL TO AN OFFICER OF 
7TH HUSSARS, named to LIEUT. WM SHIRLEY 7TH 
REGIMENT HUSSARS. Major William Shirley, born 
23rd March 1794 at Eatington Park, Warwick, died 21st

April 1850 in Dorchester, Dorset. Troop leader in the 
7th Hussars at the Battle of Waterloo at the age of 21. 
This lot comes with a small quantity of research and 
photocopied documents and letters relating to Shirley. 
£4,000-5,000

733. COPY WATERLOO MEDALS, RENAMED 
CORPORAL JONATHAN FOXXXX BATT. 3RD

REG GUARDS, two copies and a Military General 
Service Medal with five copy bars. (4) 
£100-200
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738. A WATERLOO MEDAL, unnamed, correct 
clip, later ring and ribbon. 
£400-500

739. A SOUTH WALES BORDERERS 
SERGEANT’S TUNIC, the scarlet tunic with green 
faced collar and cuffs, the former with white metal 
collar badges, brass SWB shoulder titles, general service 
buttons, together with a Captain’s mess tunic and 
trousers to the same regiment. (3) 
£240-280

740. THREE 
SWAGGER STICKS 
TO THE SOUTH 
WALES BORDERERS, 
all post 1900, each 
with white metal tops 
bearing regimental 
motifs, together with a a 
large RSM size cane with 
worn white metal top 
to the same regiment. 
(4) 
£80-120

736. A VICTORIAN OFFICER’S FORAGE CAP, 
the black cloth body with black oak leaf lace trim, the 
crown with foliate ribbon trim and cord boss, patent 
leather peak, leather chin strap, worn purple silk liner. 
£100-150

737. A VICTORIAN OFFICER’S BLUE CLOTH 
HELMET TO THE SOUTH WALES BORDERERS, 
the blue cloth covered body with gilt brass mounts, 
crowned rayed star helmet plate with central white 
metal dragon and regimental title below, spike finial 
with quatrefoil base, rosette bosses, black velvet backed 
chin chain, leather liner, silk lacking, maker’s stamp for 
HAWKES & CO. 
£500-700 
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743. AN OTHER RANK’S TATTOO BLUE 
CLOTH HELMET TO THE SOUTH WALES 
BORDERERS, the blue cloth covered body with brass 
mounts, crowned rayed star helmet plate with central 
dragon and regimental title in surround, spike finial with 
quatrefoil base, rosette bosses, leather backed chin 
chain, leather and cloth liner dated 1911. 
£200-300

744. A VICTORIAN ROYAL ARTILLERY 
SCOTTISH DIVISON OFFICER’S BLUE CLOTH 
HELMET, the blue cloth covered bdy with gilt brass 
mounts, crowned Royal arms helmet plate surmounting 
an artillery piece and SCOTTISH DIVISION, spherical 
finial with quatrefoil base, rosette bosses, black velvet 
backed chin chain, leather and plum coloured silk liner, 
maker’s stamp for HAWKES & CO. 
£250-350

741. A VICTORIAN OFFICER’S BLUE CLOTH 
HELMET TO THE SOUTH WALES BORDERERS, 
the blue cloth covered body with gilt mounts, crowned 
rayed star helmet plate with central white metal 
dragon and regimental title below, spike finial with 
quatrefoil base, rosette bosses, black velvet backed 
chin chain, leather and plum coloured silk liner, maker’s 
stamp for A & N.C.S. 
£400-600

742. AN OFFICER’S BLUE CLOTH HELMET TO 
THE SOUTH WALES BORDERERS VOLUNTEER 
BATTALLION the blue cloth covered body with white 
metal mounts, crowned rayed star helmet plate with 
central white metal dragon and regimental title below, 
spike finial with quatrefoil base, rosette bosses, black 
velvet backed chin chain, leather and red coloured silk 
liner. 
£400-600
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747. A NORTHUMBERLAND VOLUNTEER 
ARTILLERY BUSBY, the black fur body with red cloth 
bag, white metal holder with horse hair plume, leather 
chin strap, the leather and cloth interior with maker’s 
label for CROSS, MORGAN & CO., contained in its 
repainted tin with owner’s name of G. WRIGHT. 
£250-350

748. A SAXON RAUPENHELM OR HELMET, 
the black leather skull with brass trim, rayed star 
helmet plate with white metal Saxon centre, the 
raised comb with red cloth covered bush, single Saxon 
cockade, black leather liner. 
£400-600

745. A ROYAL CANADIAN ARTILLERY 
OFFICER’S BLUE CLOTH HELMET, the blue cloth 
covered body with gilt mounts, crowned Royal arms 
helmet plate surmounting CANADA and an artillery 
piece, spherical finial with quatrefoil base, rosette 
bosses, black velvet backed chin chain, leather and pink 
silk liner, maker’s stamp for PHILLIPS OF DUBLIN. 
£250-350

746. A FOUR PANEL KING’S ROYAL RIFLE 
CORPS FOREIGN SERVICE HELMET, the dirty 
white cloth body with pagri and QC white metal 
regimental badge, later leather and silk lining. 
£180-220
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751. A SAXON ERSATZ PATTERN UHLAN 
LANCE CAP, the black body with ventilated square 
top, brass and white metal rayed star helmet plate, 
leather chin strap, Prussian cockade and standing 
regional cloth cockade, leather liner. mi 
£400-600

752. A SAXON OTHER RANK’S 
PICKELHAUBE, the black leather body with mixed 
metal mounts, the white metal helmet plate being 
the Saxon arms flanked by two rampant lions, brass 
lion’s mask bosses and fluted finial, leather chin strap, 
the leather interior with later label SCHUTZMANN’S 
HELM 1870-1918. 
£400-600

749. AN OTHER RANKS BAVARIAN ERSATZ 
FELT SHAKO, the fawn coloured felt body with brass 
Bavarian helmet plate, ventilation holes, leather chin 
strap, Prussian cockade and standing regional cloth 
cockade to the front, leather liner, the neck guard ink 
stamped T.B.2 and BA1 over 1915. 
£500-700

750. A PRUSSIAN LANDWEHR RESERVIST’S 
SHAKO, the black painted body with painted shako 
plate with embossed white metal Landwehr cross, 
ventilation holes, leather chin strap, Prussian cockade, 
brown leather liner. 
£400-600
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755. A PRUSSIAN RESERVE GRENADIERS 
OFFICER’S PICKELHAUBE, the black leather body 
with gilt and brass mounts, the large Prussian Guards 
helmet plate with applied nickel cross for 2nd, 3rd, 5th, 
6th, 10th, 11th and 12th Royal Grenadier Regiments, 
Imperial and Prussian cockades, leather backed chin 
scales, leather and beige silk liner. 
£750-850

756. A 1916 DATED PRUSSIAN JAGER 
ZU PFERDE OTHER RANK’S HELMET OR 
PICKELHAUBE, the steel skull with traces of original 
blued or blacked finish, grey painted mounts, Prussian 
helmet plate, spike finial on eliptical base, repainted 
Imperial and Prussian cockades, leather chin strap, the 
interior with leather liner, green painted peak, the top 
of the skull with maker’s stamp for Helbing & Sackewitz 
and dated 1916. 
£600-800

753. A PRUSSIAN OTHER RANK’S 
PICKELHAUBE, the black leather skull with brass 
mounts, Prussian helmet plate, one two-piece cockade 
and one stamped and painted Imperial cockade, spike 
finial, leather chin strap, leather liner. 
£180-220

754. A PRUSSIAN OTHER RANKS ARTILLERY 
PICKELHAUBE, the black leather body with brass 
mounts, Prussian helmet plate, painted Imperial and 
Prussian cockades, ball finial, leather chin strap, leather 
liner, faded ink stamps, and stamped 1898. 
£250-350
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758. A COMPOSITE PRUSSIAN NCO’S JAGER 
ZU PFERDE HELMET, the refinished steel skull brass 
and white metal mounts, white metal Prussian helmet 
plate, brass spike finial on quatrefoil base, repainted 
Imperial and Prussian cockades, leather backed chin 
scales, the interior with later leather liner, green painted 
peak. 
£400-600

759. A COMPOSITE OTHER RANK’S 
PRUSSIAN GARDE DU CORPS HELMET, this early 
stepped peak example with copper coloured skull, 
the neck guard stamped GKR E, white metal trim, the 
embossed rayed star helmet plate with central black 
painted eagle, white metal eagle on white metal base 
with removable crown, Imperial and Prussian cockades, 
leather backed chin scales, leather liner. While the 
helmet is original it has multiple drill holes to the top, 
beneath the eagle mounting plate and with associated 
fittings over all. 
£1,500-2,500

757. A COMPOSITE PRUSSIAN 
LIEBGENDARMERIE OFFICER’S HELMET, the steel 
skull with brass, copper and white metal mounts, rayed 
Guard’s star helmet plate with enamelled centre, white 
metal eagle on brass base, brass domed rivets, brass 
edge trim, the drawn out peak with raised medial ridge, 
Imperial and Prussian cockades, leather backed chin 
scales, repainted black interior with leather and silk 
liner. 
£1,500-2,500 
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762. A REPRODUCTION BAVARIAN MODEL 
1815 CUIRASSIER’S HELMET, the brass skull with 
raised gilt comb embossed with lion’s and cypher, fur 
trim with gilt oak leaf band, Medusa bosses, leather 
backed chin scales, leather liner. 
£400-600

763. A COMPOSITE FRENCH CUIRASSIER’S 
HELMET, the brass skull with embossed raised comb, 
horse hair plume, feather hackle, fur trimmed band 
and peak, horse hair tail, leather backed chin chains. 
Generally worn and dented. 
£400-600

760. AN IMPERIAL GERMAN SAXON GARDE-
REITER PARADE HELMET, the copper coloured 
tombak skull with white metal trim, the helmet plate 
of bi-metal and composed of the crowned Saxon arms 
on a white metal star burst, plated brass parade lion 
crest applied with the crowned Royal cypher, Imperial 
and Saxon cockades, leather liner, leather backed chin 
scales. Liner in relic condition, no markings to helmet 
or lion. 
£1,200-1,400

761.   A MUSEUM QUALITY 
COPY OF A PRUSSIAN 
GRENADIER’S MITRE CAP, 
the three-piece red cloth 
body with woven cloth 
seams, the embossed 
white metal helmet 
plate incorporating 
the Prussian eagle and 
Imperial cypher, on a 
stand of arms ground, 
leather backed chin 
scales, leather liner. 
£300-500

A MUSEUM QUALITY 
COPY OF A PRUSSIAN 
GRENADIER’S MITRE CAP, GRENADIER’S MITRE CAP, GRENADIER’S MITRE CAP
the three-piece red cloth 
body with woven cloth 
seams, the embossed 

the Prussian eagle and 
Imperial cypher, on a 
stand of arms ground, 
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766. AN IMPERIAL GERMAN 1ST LEIB 
HUSSARS BUSBY, the fur body, faded to brown, 
with red cloth bag, plated brass skull with white metal 
motto above, surmounted by a silver bullion boss, 
single Prussian cockade, bullion cap lines, leather backed 
chin scales, leather and cloth liner. 
£800-1,200

767. AN IMPERIAL GERMAN PRUSSIAN 15TH 
HUSSARS OTHER RANK’S BUSBY, the fur body, 
faded to brown, with yellow cloth bag, white metal 
battle honours, surmounted by a silver bullion boss, 
single Imperial cockade, bullion cap lines, leather backed 
chin scales, leather and cloth liner. 
£800-1,200

764. A FIRST WAR PERIOD AUSTRIAN 
OFFICER’S SHAKO, the black cloth body with patent 
leather peak and top, gilt eagle shako plate, bullion 
ribbon band, bullion peak trim, gilt lion’s mask bosses, 
gilt chin chain, black horse hair plume with bullion boss, 
red silk liner with maker’s label in gilt. Age wear. 
£300-400

765. A SWISS MODEL 1898 DRAGOON’S 
SHAKO the black felt covered body with patent 
leather peak and top, white metal trim, rayed star 
helmet plate pierced to the 14th Regiment, black horse 
hair plume, leather backed chin chain, leather liner. 
£100-150
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768. A FIRST WAR IMPERIAL GERMAN 
SAXON OTHER RANK’S ARTILLERY FELDMUTZE 
OR HAT, the grey cloth body with black band and red 
piping, Imperial and Saxon cockades, the cloth interior 
ink stamped B.A. XIX over 1917 and FAR. 32. 
£180-220

769. A FIRST WAR IMPERIAL GERMAN 
PRUSSIAN OTHER RANK’S FELDMUTZE OR HAT, 
the grey cloth body with red band and piping, Imperial 
and Prussian cockades, the cloth interior ink stamped 
B.A. II over 1917. 
£180-220

770. AN IMPERIAL GERMAN MODEL 1916 
STEEL HELMET, the steel skull with camouflage 
painted finish and with metal camouflage cage, the 
interior with traces of green painted finish, padded 
leather liner and chin strap. 
£300-400

771. AN IMPERIAL GERMAN MODEL 1916 
STEEL HELMET, the steel skull with camouflage 
painted finish, the interior with leather liner and chin 
strap. 
£350-450

772. AN IMPERIAL GERMAN MODEL 1918 
CUT-OUT HELMET, the steel skull with cut-outs for 
use by telegraphists, textured camouflage finish, padded 
leather liner, leather chin strap. 
£800-1,200

773. AN IMPERIAL GERMAN MODEL 1916 
STEEL HELMET WITH ARMOURED FOREHEAD 
PLATE, the steel skull with camouflage painted finish, 
mounted with an armoured forehead plate, painted to 
match, padded leather liner. 
£600-800
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776. AN IMPERIAL GERMAN MODEL 1916 
SOUVENIR PAINTED HELMET, the steel body with 
faded white decoration VERDUN SOUVENIR DE 
GRANDE GUERRE, padded leather liner. 
£250-350

777. A SCARCE FIRST WAR PERIOD TURKISH 
STEEL HELMET, the steel body with green painted 
finish, padded leather liner, leather chin strap. 
£300-400

774. AN IMPERIAL GERMAN MODEL 1916 
MACHINE GUNNER’S STEEL HELMET, the 
steel skull with painted machine gun motif to the 
left side and traces of original green painted finish, 
contemporary repair to top of skull, leather and cloth 
ribbon liner, painted name Jansen. 
£350-450

775. AN IMPERIAL GERMAN MODEL 1916 
STEEL HELMET, the steel body with faded and 
rubbed green painted finish, padded leather liner. 
£200-300
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778. AN IMPERIAL GERMAN MACHINE 
GUNNER’S FACE VEIL, the leather and steel band 
with mail link veil, together with an Imperial German 
copy armoured fore-head plate. (2) 
£200-300

779. A FRENCH MODEL 1915 STEEL HELMET, 
the steel body with period camouflage paint and 
regimental artillery badge, the inside with worn leather 
liner and vestiges of chinstrap, owners name to the 
inside of the peak. 
£100-150

780. 15TH DIVISION FIRST WAR 2ND 
PATTERN BRODIE STEEL HELMET, the steel body 
with period divisional painted markings, leather and 
cloth lining, later, family added VERDUN SOMME 
ARRAS and regimental badge. 
£200-300.

781. AN IMPERIAL GERMAN PAINTED 
ARMOURED FOREHEAD PLATE, painted with 
Imperial flags and dedicated to Infantry Regiment No. 
17 and dated 1916-1933. 
£180-220
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784. A FRENCH 
DRAGOONS TROOPER’S 
HELMET, the brass skull with 
raised comb embossed with 
laurel and acanthus leaves, the 
head of Medusa and a flaming 
grenade to the fore, 
surmounted by a laurel 
leaf decorated plume 
boss with black horse 
hair stub, the rear with 
long black horse hair 
tail, the beige cloth 
head band decorated 
with faux leopard print, 
gilt boss with red feather 
hackle, laurel leaf bosses, 
leather backed chin chain, 
leather lined peak and neck 
guard, leather liner. 
£600-800

785. A FRENCH 3RD

DRAGOONS HELMET, the 
brass skull with large raised comb, 
embossed with a flaming grenade 
and the head of Medusa, acanthus 
decorated brush holder with 
red horse hair brush, red feather 
hackle, black horse hair plume to 
the back, stamped 634. 44. on the 
neck guard, further stamped 
at the base of the comb 268 
. 42 3DR, fur head band, 
leather backed chin chain, 
leather liner. Loses to fur. 
£1,000-1,500

782.  A DUKE OF 
LANCASTER’S OWN 
YEOMANRY CAVALRY 
OTHER RANKS ALBERT 
PATTERN HELMET, the 
white metal skull with 
brass mounts, crowned 
laurel and oak wreath 
helmet plate with central 
triple lion motif, laurel 
head band, fluted finial 
with quatrefoil base 
and white horse hair 
plume, rosette bosses, 
chin chain. Head band 
present but liner and 
chain backing lacking. 
£300-400

783.  A SOUTH SALOPIAN 
(SHROPSHIRE) 
YEOMANRY CAVALRY 
TROOPER’S HELMET, 
the white metal skull with 
gilt brass decoration, 
laurel leaf trim, laurel 
wreath helmet plate 
with white metal 
faceted rayed star 
surmounted by a 
garter SOUTH 
SALOPIAN 
YEOMANRY, the 
three leopard’s 
mask of Shropshire 
centered, the red plume 
with acanthus leaf 
holder and foot, rosette 
finial, rosette bosses, 
leather backed chin chain. 
Leather separated and liner lacking. 
£300-400

LANCASTER’S OWN 
YEOMANRY CAVALRY 
OTHER RANKS ALBERT 

, the 

brass mounts, crowned 

helmet plate with central 

DRAGOONS TROOPER’S 
, the brass skull with 

raised comb embossed with 
laurel and acanthus leaves, the 
head of Medusa and a flaming 

surmounted by a laurel 

hair stub, the rear with 

with faux leopard print, 
gilt boss with red feather 
hackle, laurel leaf bosses, 
leather backed chin chain, 
leather lined peak and neck 

A SOUTH SALOPIAN 

YEOMANRY CAVALRY 
TROOPER’S HELMET, TROOPER’S HELMET, TROOPER’S HELMET
the white metal skull with 

laurel leaf trim, laurel 

centered, the red plume 

holder and foot, rosette 

leather backed chin chain. 

A FRENCH 3RD

DRAGOONS HELMET, the DRAGOONS HELMET, the DRAGOONS HELMET
brass skull with large raised comb, 
embossed with a flaming grenade 
and the head of Medusa, acanthus 
decorated brush holder with 
red horse hair brush, red feather 
hackle, black horse hair plume to 
the back, stamped 634. 44. on the 
neck guard, further stamped 
at the base of the comb 268 
. 42 3DR, fur head band, 
leather backed chin chain, 
leather liner. Loses to fur. 
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788. A FRENCH CARABINIER’S BREAST AND 
BACK PLATE ENSEMBLE, the brass covered steel 
breast plate with raised medial ridge, the inside of the 
skirt dated 1831 and marked to the 2T 1L No. 813, 
complete with its companion back plate and straps, this 
also dated 1831 and marked to the 2T 1L No. 650. 
£1,500-2,000

789. A VICTORIAN OTHER RANK’S LANCE 
CAP TO THE 12TH (PRINCE OF WALES) 
LANCERS, the patent leather body with embossed 
brass cap plate of rayed form and decorated with the 
Royal arms, battle honours and motto, yellow and 
green cloth band, the patent leather top with ribbed 
red cloth support, green and yellow woollen pompom 
with regimental button, gilt brass plume holder with 
red plume, brass lion’s mask bosses, leather backed chin 
chain, trade label for Hobson & Sons to the interior, ink 
dated 1902. 
£400-600

786. A FRENCH 4TH

REGIMENT OF CUIRASSIER’S 
HELMET, the steel skull with raised 
brass comb embossed with a flaming grenade 
and the head of Medusa, acanthus decorated 
brush holder with red horse hair brush, black horse 
hair plume to the back, stamped 1187 over 4C beneath 
the black horse hair tail, fur head band, leather backed 
chin chain, leather liner. 
£2,000-3,000

787. A WATERLOO PERIOD FRENCH 
CUIRASSIER’S BREAST AND BACK PLATE 
ENSEMBLE, the steel breast plate with raised medial 
ridge, broad skirt and brass domed rivet decoration, 
the reverse with hessian trimmed edge, the shaped 
back with similar trim sand decoration, leather backed 
chin chains. 
£2,000-3,000

A FRENCH 4TH

REGIMENT OF CUIRASSIER’S 
HELMET, the steel skull with raised HELMET, the steel skull with raised HELMET
brass comb embossed with a flaming grenade 
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792.  A BOXED ROYAL NAVAL OFFICER’S 
BICORN HAT AND EPAULETTES, the japanned 
tin with owner’s name J.N.G. Grace, maker’s plaque 
for Gieves, regulation bullion trimmed hat with 
silk lining, bullion epaulettes, lidded compartment 
containing gloves and black and white photograph. 
Grice was Midshipman 1st Jan 1931, retired Lieutenant 
Commander in 1945. 
£150-250

793. AN IMPERIAL GERMAN PRUSSIAN 
UHLAN NCO’S LANCE CAP OR TSCHAPKA, the 
black patent leather body with brass trim, white metal 
Prussian eagle helmet plate, posts re-affixed, three-part 
Imperial cockade, leather backed chin scales, leather 
liner with owner’s name and number Korner 1592 
white and black cloth covered field cockade, black and 
white horse hair plume. 
£800-1,200

790. A SCARCE OTHER RANK’S CITY 
OF LONDON (ROUGH RIDERS) IMPERIAL 
YEOMANRY CAVALRY LANCE CAP the patent 
leather body with embossed brass cap plate of rayed 
form and decorated with the arms of the City of 
London, battle honours to SOUTH AFRICA 1900-
1902 and motto, yellow and blue cloth band, the 
patent leather top with ribbed blue cloth support, blue 
and yellow woollen pompom with gilt button, white 
metal plume holder with blue plume, brass lion’s mask 
bosses, velvet backed chin chain, leather and oil cloth 
liner. 
£600-800

791. AN EARLY VICTORIAN SUSSEX MILITIA 
OR SHERIFF’S BICORN HAT, the black fur trimmed 
body with black oak leaf lace decoration, the white 
metal SUSSEX star decorated button with narrow 
bullion lace backing, elements of original silk lining. 
£150-200
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796. AN IMPERIAL GERMAN PRUSSIAN 3RD

GUARDS REGIMENT NCO’S LANCE CAP OF 
TSCHAPKA, the black patent leather body with 
white metal trim, white metal Prussian Guards plate, 
three-part Imperial cockade, leather backed chin 
scales, leather liner, black and white cloth covered field 
cockade, silver bullion and black cloth cap lines, the 
underside of the board with bullion trimmed ribbed 
yellow cloth cover. 
£1,500-2,000

797. A SET OF WURTEMBERG OFFICER’S 
CAP LINES, silver bullion and red thread cords with 
dual woven bullion terminals with cloth and bullion 
tassels. 
£400-600

794.  AN IMPERIAL GERMAN BAVARIAN 1ST

REGIMENT UHLAN OFFICER’S LANCE CAP OR 
TSCHAPKA, the black patent leather body with white 
metal trim, white and gilt metal Bavarian helmet plate, 
three-part Imperial cockade, leather backed chin scales, 
leather liner, silk lacking, bullion and blue cloth field 
cockade, reproduction silver bullion and blue cloth cap 
lines. 
£600-800

795. AN IMPERIAL GERMAN PRUSSIAN 
OTHER RANK’S GUARDS PICKELHAUBE, the 
black patent leather skull with brass fittings, gilt brass 
eagle helmet plate with central white metal guards 
star, three-piece Imperial cockade, two-piece Prussian 
cockade, brass spike finial, black leather chin strap, black 
leather liner 
£400-500
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802. A PRESENTATION HORSE’S HOOF 
INKWELL OF ROYAL HORSE GUARDS INTEREST, 
the silver pated mounted hoof with hinged lid, a 
plaque to the front inscribed PRESENTED BY CAPT. 
K.R.G. FENWICK ROYAL HORSE GUARDS ON HIS 
LEAVING THE REGIMENT 1ST MAY 1919, the base of 
the shoe stamped J. BAILEY, 7cm high. 
£100-150

803. A SILHOUETTE PORTRAIT ON GLASS 
OF GEORGE WASHINGTON, late 18th/early 19th

Century, bust length facing to sinister, wearing military 
coat and cravat, painted on glass in black and with gilt 
highlights, 10 x 7.5cm sight size, bird’s eye maple frame 
with gilt slip, 20 x 18cm over all. 
£100-200

798. A SET OF WURTTEMBERG UHLAN 
OFFICER’S CAP LINES, the gold coloured cloth lines 
with red highlights, the braided terminals with large 
bullion knots with red velvet centres. 
£400-600

799. A FIRST WORLD WAR GERMAN 
MACHINE GUNNER’S ARMOUR, composed 
of four grey painted articulated plates mounted on 
leather straps, each bearing a maker’s stamp and serial 
number, together with a Rolls Royce manufactured 
experimental bidy armour. (2) Later paint finish. 
£400-600

800. A FIRST 
WORLD WAR 
TRENCH PERISCOPE 
BY BECK, the green 
painted brass body 
designated as a MKVII 
and dated 1917, 
varnished wooden grip. 
£80-120

801. A WWI 
BRISTOL PATTERN 
FLECHETTE OR 
AERIAL DART, as 
used by the Royal 
Flying Corps, 12.5cm 
long. 
£30-50
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804. A RUSSIAN SILVER TOBACCO BOX 
OF IMPERIAL RUSSIAN/ROMANOV AND 
GRENADIER GUARDS INTEREST, of rectangular 
form with match striker to one end, the opposing end 
engraved ARTHUR ELLIS GRENADIER GUARDS, 
the interior of the hinged lid engraved “This box was 
given to me by Prince Sergius Romanoffsky, Duc de 
Leuchtenberg at Petersburg, December 1873. - He was 
killed in Bulgaria, October 1877 when serving on the 
staff with his cousin The Czarevitch”, the exterior of 
the lid overlaid in yellow metal with a Russian design or 
emblem, 9.5cm long. 
£1,200-1,500

805. A CARTER AIR RAID SIREN, grey painted 
body and hand crank mechanism, marked for Carter, 
Nelson England, applied metal label stamped Home 
Office Property 1548, and further stamped for 
Woodhall, 82cm high. Some wear. 
£600-800

806 VARIOUS HELMET AND SWORD FITTINGS, 
comprising three fluted spikes, (two with rounded feet, 
one quatrefoil,) white metal ball finial, Foreign Service 
vented top, bullion sword knot, leather sword knot and 
scabbard frog. 
£100-200

807. A MIXED SELECTION OF TWENTY SIX 
SWORD SCABBARD FITTINGS, to include twelve 
18th Century scabbard throats engraved with the 
maker’s details READ 4 PARLIAMENT STREET, a fine 
white metal Indian scabbard chape, etc. Purchased 
from Thomas Read’s premises in 1988. 
£200-300

808. SIXTEEN VARIOUS SWORD 
SCABBARDS, to include Japanese shin-gunto, general 
officer’s, 1822, Continental, etc. (16) 
£180-220
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809. A 1796 PATTERN HEAVY CAVALRY 
OFFICER’S SWORD BLADE, 77.5cm blade decorated 
with scrolling foliage, stands of arms and a crowned 
GR cypher, together with an interesting hanger blade 
of 57cm length with clipped back tip and decorated 
with starbursts, both with traces of gilt highlights and a 
worn sabre blade. (3) 
£150-250

810. A SCOTTISH MILITARY STYLE BASKET 
HILTED BACKSWORD, 79.5cm fullered back sword 
blade, regulation steel hilt composed of flattened 
rounded bars united by heart-pierced junction plates, 
the two narrow side plates also incised with saltires, 
large looping forward guards, reeded dome pommel, 
wire bound leather grip, contained in a steel mounted 
leather wrapped wooden scabbard. 
£200-300

811. AN AMERICAN SOCIETY SWORD, 
71.5cm flattened diamond section blade finely etched 
with scrolling foliage and classical figures, the owner’s 
name H. W. Pefsinger Ben Hur Commandery No. 
107 K of M and with a maker’s panel for The Molliley 
Columbus Ohio, characteristic gilt hilt and scabbard 
decorated with society motifs and highlighted with 
traces of red enamels. 
£150-180

812. A MASONIC CEREMONIAL SWORD, 
82.5cm flattened diamond section blade etched with 
scrolling foliage, Masonic symbols and a maker’s panel 
for SPENCER & CO., characteristic cast brass hilt 
decorated with scrolling foliage and Masonic symbols, 
crown-form pommel, cast brass grip, contained in 
its brass mounted black painted steel scabbard, the 
mounts decorated with scrolls. 
£250-350

813. A VICTORIAN COURT SWORD, contained 
in its worn scabbard, together with ten various fencing 
foils and relic swords. (11) 
£300-400
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814. A RARE GVR PAGES SWORD BY 
WILKINSON, 58cm flattened diamond section blade 
decorated with scrolling foliage, GVR cyphers and 
a maker’s panel, gilt horse’s head hilt with recurved 
crossguard and bullion knot, contained in its foliate 
embossed brass mounted white painted leather 
scabbard. Ivory Submission Reference EE75WF88. 
£550-650
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816. A CASE OF ARTEFACTS RECOVERED 
FROM THE BATTLE FIELD AT WATERLOO, 
comprising regimentally marked buttons, hussar dress 
buttons, buckles, a French 108th regiment relic shako 
plate. A label inside suggests they were collected by 
Bernard Franck and purchased at the Cotton Museum 
sale of 1909. 
£400-600

817. OF WATERLOO INTEREST - A PIECE OF 
BRONZE FRENCH CANNON, shaped as a small 
paperweight and decorated with fleur-de-lys, stamped 
on the reverse MADE FROM CANNON TAKEN AT 
WATERLOO, together with relic elements of flints and 
frizzen found at Broadstairs. 
£100-200

815. A MUSKET BALL TAKEN FROM A 
WOUNDED OFFICER AT WATERLOO, contained 
in a small japanned and glazed display tin, with remains 
of typed paper label inscribed “Bullet from the wound 
of Captain Charles Dansey at the Battle of Waterloo”. 
Charles Cornwallis Dansey (1787-1853) appointed to 
the 2nd Rocket Troop Royal Horse Artillery and fought 
at Waterloo under Captain Whinyates. On Captain 
Whinyates’s Rocket Battery, Siborne writes “A party 
of horse artillery proceeded under Capt. Dansey along 
the Charleroi road, to the front of the centre of the 
Anglo-allied line, and came into action with rockets 
near the farm of La Haye Sainte, leaving its two guns 
in the rear under Lt. Wright. Capt. Dansey very soon 
received a severe wound which obliged him to retire; 
and the party, after firing a few rockets, fell back a 
little to where its horses were standing. It was then 
commanded by a sergeant (Daniel Dunnett), who, on 
perceiving the advance of the nearest French column 
towards the farm, dismounted his men as coolly and 
deliberately as if exercising on Woolwich Common, 
though without any support whatever, laid rockets 
on the ground, and discharged them in succession 
into the mass, every one of them appearing to take 
effect. The advance of the column was checked, and 
was not resumed until Dunnett, having expended all 
his rockets, retired with his party to rejoin the guns in 
rear.” (Source: Gutenberg.org The Waterloo Roll Call by 
Charles Dalton F.R.G.S.) 
£100-200
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818. A FRAME OF 
ARTEFACTS RECOVERED FROM 
BALACLAVA IN 1891, purportedly 
recovered by the Earl of Glasgow 
in 1891. Old lot label for Edens 
Auctions in Kent. 
£200-300

819. A LLOYDS PATRIOTIC 
FUND CERTIFICATE, dated April 
7th 1807, and issued for the capture 
of French armed vessels off the 
coast of Martinique on the 2nd

January 1807, presented to Lieut. 
William Coote, His Majesty’s Ship 
Cerberus. Coote was seriously 
wounded during this action. Acid 
and moisture damaged. 
£300-400

820. KING’S GERMAN 
LEGION COPY SHOULDER 
BELT PLATE, together with further 
copy shoulder belt plates to WYC, 
88th regiment of foot, Royal 
artillery, copy shako plate to the 
KGL, pair of chin scales and two 
chin chains. 
£200-300

821. A 19TH CENTURY 
BRITISH MILITARY WATER 
CANTEEN, the metal bound 
planked wooden body with cork 
stopper and two suspension bars. 
£80-120

822. A FIRST WORLD WAR 
GERMAN NAVAL FLAG, the 
printed flag by Bonner Fahnenfabrik, 
Bonn, 90cm x 160cm. 
£200-300

823. A MIXED SELCTION 
OF LEATHER BASED WEBBING 
AND POUCHES, to include, a pair 
of leather saddle holsters, a carbine 
or rifle holster, revolver holster, 
masden machine gun magazine 
bandolier, 1944 dated Vickers 
pouch, canvas and leather grenade 
pouch and two Sam Browne belts. 
£300-400

824. A VICTORIAN 
BRASS TIPSTAFF, of 
characteristic form, 
the crowned brass 
tubular body engraved 
METROPOLITAN 
POLICE, GT 
MARLBOROUGH 
ST PUBLIC OFFICE 
No.61, turned 
wooden handle. 
£800-1,000

825. A 19TH

CENTURY INDIAN 
AXE, the square 
section curved head 
profusely decorated 
with scrolling foliage 
and flowerheads in 
yellow metals, square 
section spike finial, 
tapering wooden haft 
applied with copper 
flower head rivet 
washers, turned bun-
shaped terminal. 
£500-700
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826. A SCARCE 19TH CENTURY SCOTTISH 
DIRK TO THE HIGHLAND LIGHT INFANTRY, 
30cm double fullered blade with faceted back edge, 
etched with thistles, regimental motifs, crowned VR 
cypher and maker’s panel for Leckie Graham & Co. 
Glasgow, characteristic slender necked carved asket 
weave wooden hilt set with yellow metal studs, the gilt 

mounts chiselled with thistles and foliage, the pommel 
set with a large pinted faceted orange stone, contained 
in its gilt mounted leather wrapped wooden scabbard 
decorated to match, the upper mount set with the 
regimental badge, complete with compnaion knife and 
fork belt buckle and part belt. 
£3,000-4,000
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827. A CASED VICTORIAN ROYAL LANARK 
MILITIA OFFICER’S DIRK, 29.5cm double fullered 
blade with faceted back edge, decorated with scrolling 
foliage, thistle sprays, regimental title and crowned VR 
cypher, characteristic hilt white chased white metal 
mounts decorated with thistles, carved basket weave 
wooden grip, the pommel set with a faceted stone, 
contained in its white metal mounted leather scabbard 
decorated to match, complete with companion knife 
and fork decorated to match, contained in its purple 
silk and velvet lined case. 
£2,500-3,000
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828. A VICTORIAN GLASGOW 
HIGHLANDER’S OFFICER’S PRESENTATION 
DIRK, 29.5cm fullered blade with faceted back edge, 
characteristic hilt with carved Celtic knot wooden 
grip set with white metal studs, chiselled thistle white 
metal mounts, the pommel set with a faceted stone, 
the front of the lower grip set with an engraved 
white metal plaque, Capt. MacKendrick GLASGOW 
HIGHLANDERS 1887, contained in its white metal 
mounted leather scabbard, decorated to match, 
complete with its companion knife and fork. 
£2,000-2,500

829. A LATE 19TH CENTURY 
CHILD’S DIRK, 15cm clipped 
back blade, characteristic carved 
basket weave wooden hilt, chased 
white metal mounts decorated 
with thistles, the pommel set with 
a faceted orange stone, contained 
in its white metal mounted leather 
wrapped wooden scabbard, 
decorated to match, the upper 
mount with maker’s name of 
Forysth of Glasgow and Edinburgh. 
Bi-knife and fork lacking. 
£300-400
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830. A VICTORIAN HALLMARKED SILVER 
SCOTTISH DIRK, 30cm double fullered blade with 
faceted back edge, characteristic carved basket weave 
wooden hilt set with white metal studs, the silver 
mounts deeply chased with thistles and foliage, the 
pommel set with a faceted citrine, contained in its 
hallmarked silver mounted leather wrapped wooden 
scabbard, decorated to match and bearing a stag’s 
head crest and a dragon’s head crest, complete with 
matching chained knife and replacement fork. 
£1,500-2,000 

831. AN UNUSUAL CASED PAIR OF 
SCOTTISH CEREMONIAL DIRKS, each with 25cm 
flattened diamond section wavy blade with waisted 
rectangular fortes, decorated over all with classical 
figures and imagery, carved basket weave wooden 
hilts decorated with thistales and with brass mounts, 
contained in their green baize lined wooden case, the 
lid with large brass plaque bearing the crest of Schaw 
clan. 
£600-800
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832. A SCOTTISH REGIMENTAL DIRK, 25cm 
fullered blade with faceted back edge and etched with 
scrolling foliage and stands of arms, characteristic white 
metal mounted hilt decorated with thistles, carved 
basket weave wooden grip set with white metal studs, 
the pommel set with a faceted orange stone, contained 
in its white metal mounted leather scabbard decorated 
to match, the upper mount depicting St. Andrew 
and a saltire within a thistle wreath, complete with 
companion knife and fork. Mid mount lacking. 
£800-1,200

833. A ROYAL HIGHLAND FUSILERS 
SPORRAN, the white horsehair covered body with 
two white metal mounted chained black horse hair 
tassels, the white metal cantle set with a figure of St. 
Andrew with a saltire, engraved with the regimental 
title, leather purse to the reverse. 
£300-400

834. A SGIAN DUBH, 10.5cm blade with faceted 
back edge, characteristic white metal mounted hilt 
decorated with thistles, carved basket weave horn 
hilt decorated with white metal studs, contained in its 
white metal mounted leather scabbard. 
£180-220
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835. AN HISTORIC CASED PAIR OF 
SCOTTISH OFFICER’S SGIAN DUBH PRESENTED 
TO LIEUTENANT COLONEL WILLIAM 
ROBERTSON V.C., the first with 10.5cm blade with 
faceted back edge, etched to one side with battle 
honours and maker’s panel for PILLIN, the other side 
etched within scrolls SERGT MAJOR ROBERTSON 
GORDON HLDS AUG 1897 FROM CAPT 

BUCKINGHAM LSRV, characteristic hilt with chevron 
engraved white metal mounts, Celtic knot carved 
wooden grip set with white metal studs, contained in 
its white metal mounted leather scabbard decorated 
with a thistle and geometric designs, the second with 
11cm fullered blade with faceted back edge, some 
staining, characteristic hilt with white metal mounts, the 
guard chased with thistles, the pommel of openwork 
form supported on acanthus leaves and set with a 
faceted stone, contained in its white metal mounted 
leather scabbard, the upper mount engraved with two 
crests, both contained in their blue velvet lined red 
leather covered box, the top set with a white metal 
plaque chased with flowers and with a centred crown. 
Lieutenant Colonel William Robertson V.C. O.B.E. 
C.B.E. (1865-1949). He won his Victoria Cross as a 
Sergeant Major at the battle of Elandslaagte on 21st

October 1899, leading successive assaults on the Boers 
and then commanding a group who captured General 
Kock’s camp which they held under heavy crossfire 
with Robertson being wounded twice. Colonel Ian 
Hamilton declared “No better VC was ever won than 
William Robertson’s. There was no vainglory about it, 
but the danger was incurred in a cool and reasoned 
spirit for a military end of real importance.” 
£2,000-3,000
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836. A SCARCE SGIAN DUBH FOR A CHILD, 
6cm blade engraved with a thistle and leaf motif to 
either side, characteristic carved basket weave wooden 
hilt set with brass studs, white metal mounts engraved 
with Celtic bands, the pommel set with a faceted 
orange stone, contained in its leather wrapped wooden 
scabbard with white metal mounts decorated with 
thistles. Split to side of scabbard, 
£350-450

837. A SILVER MOUNTED SCOTTISH SGIAN 
DUBH, 9.25cm fullered blade with faceted back edge, 
maker’s name of CELTIC ART, characteristic basket 
weave hilt with hallmarked silver mounts decorated 
with Celtic imagery, openwork pommel set with a 
faceted orange stone, contained in its leather wrapped 
wooden scabbard with silver mounts decorated to 
match. 
£250-350

838. A 19TH CENTURY SGIAN DUBH TO 
THE BLACK WATCH, 11.25cm fullered blade with 
faceted back edge, characteristic carved basket weave 
wooden hilt set with brass studs and applied with the 

regimental badge, the brass mounts gadrooned and 
chiselled with thistles, the pommel set with a faceted 
citrine, contained in its brass mounted leather wrapped 
wooden scabbard. 
£250-350

839. A SILVER MOUNTED SCOTTISH SGIAN 
DUBH, 9.5cm fullered blade with faceted back edge, 
grey staining, characteristic carved basket weave 
wooden hilt set with white metal studs, the mounts 
chiselled with foliage and thistles, the openwork 
pommel set with a faceted citrine, contained in its 
silver mounted leather wrapped wooden scabbard, 
hallmarked for Edinburgh 1927 and maker’s stamped 
for T. K. EBUTT. 
£250-350

840. A SILVER MOUNTED SCOTTISH SGIAN 
DUBH, 9.25cm fullered blade with faceted back edge, 
basket weave decorated hilt with hallmarked silver 
mounts, Edinburgh 1960, the pommel decorated with a 
standing lion, contained in its leather wrapped wooden 
scabbard with silver mounts, 
£200-300
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841. SPANISH NAVAJA, 14cm clipped back 
blade by Beauvoir, characteristic brass mounted frame 
with horn and bone scales, some loss, together with 
a German boot knife with natural stag’s horn grip, 
contained in its white metal mounted leather sheath. 
(2) 
£160-180

842. A THIRD REICH RWPP DAGGER, 26.75cm 
flattened diamond section blade with Eickhorn maker’s 
mark, ilt hilt with spherical pommel, black celluloid grip, 
contained in its gilt scabbard. 
£3,000-4,000

843. A THIRD REICH SS OTHER RANKS 
DAGGER, 22cm flattened diamond section blade 
with RZM marks, regulation alloy hilt with shaped 
wooden grip, contained in its plated mounted anodised 
scabbard. 
£2,500-3,500

844. A COMPOSITE THIRD REICH 
WATERWAYS PROTECTION POLICE DAGGER, 
25cm flattened diamond section blade with no billet 
clamp seam, regulation alloy hilt wire bound ribbed 
leather grip, contained in its alloy mounted leather 
wrapped scabbard, complete with straps. 
£800-900

845. A THIRD REICH DRESS BAYONET, 8inch 
clean fullered blade by Alcoso of Solingen, regulation 
plated hilt with two-piece riveted chequered celluloid 
grip, contained in its black anodised scabbard with 
leather frog dated Berlin, 1938. 
£80-120
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846. A SGIAN DUBH, 9.5cm blade by Henry 
Clegg & Sons, natural stags horn grip, silver pommel 
cap set with a stone, white metal mounted leather 
scabbard, together with an HLI glengarry badge and a 
modern copper pistol flask. 
£150-250

847. A 19TH CENTURY SGIAN DUBH TO THE 
ARGYL & SUTHERLAND HIGHLANDERS, 9cm 
fullered blade with faceted back edge, characteristic 
carved basket weave wooden hilt with white metal 
mounts, the grip applied with a white metal regimental 
badge, contained in its white metal mounted leather 
wrapped wooden scabbard. 
£150-250

848. A 19TH CENTURY SCOTTISH BASKET 
HILTED BROADSWORD, 73cm blade with rounded 
tip, characteristic brass hilt composed of flattened 
rounded bars united by heart-pierced junction plates, 
ribbed fishskin grip, contained in an associated brass 
mounted leather scabbard. 
£400-500

849. A BASKET HILTED LETTER OPENER, 
18.5cm double fullered blade with clipped back tip, 
characteristic basket hilt composed of flattened 
rounded bars, the junction plates decorated with the 
face of a green man, wire bound grip. For full sized 
sword with similar Green Man design see page 146 
of British Basket-Hilted Swords by Cyril Mazansky, also 
see Antony Cribb Ltd lot 113 12th December 2017 for 
another full basket hilt bearing a similar green man and 
page 67 of Swords and Blades of the American Revolution
by G C Neuman for an virtually identical sword. 
£150-200
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850. A SCARCE LATE 18TH CENTURY 
BASKET HILTED BACKSWORD OF THE GARDE 
ECOSSAISE, A SCARCE LATE 18TH CENTURY 
BASKET HILTED BACKSWORD OF THE GARDE 
ECOSSAISE, 96.5cm double fullered and double edged 
blade, characteristic sheet metal hilt pierced with foliate 
forms, crosses and stars, the underside decorated with 
two opposing snakes, reeded dome pommel, wire 
bound grip. This sword forms part of a group of very 
similar swords, all sharing similar hilts and pommels 
but with a variety of blade lengths and designs and all 
associated with the Garde Ecossaise - designed for the 
close protection of the King of France and composed 
exclusively of Scottish soldiers. 
£1,500-2,000

851. A SCOTTISH OFFICER’S BASKET 
HILTED BROADSWORD TO THE 72ND (DUKE 
OF ALBANY’S OWN) HIGHLANDERS, 82.5cm 
double fullered blade by WILKINSON, serial 
no. 23061 for 1879, etched with scrolling foliage, 
regimental badge and the inscription PRESENTED 
TO 2ND LIEUTENANT WILLIAM GREER, 72ND

HIGHLANDERS BY HIS FORMER COMRADES 
THE SERGEANTS OF THE REGIMENT, ON HIS 
PROMOTION TO THAT RANK AS A MARK OF 
RESPECT, CAMP ALIKHEYL AFGHANISTAN 30TH

APRIL 1879, regulation steel hilt composed flattened 
rounded bars united by heart pierced junction plates, 
wire bound fishskin grip contained in its steel scabbard. 
Grip collar lacking and quillon. 
£1,400-1,800
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853. A MILITARY SPORRAN IN THE 18TH

CENTURY STYLE, the buff leather body applied with 
white metal clan and regimental badges, the brass 
cantle with circle and dot decoration, the interior with 
various ink stamps and dated 1968. Hinge detached. 
£200-300

854. A CAST WHITE METAL CLAN BROOCH, 
of pierced garter form with pin back, the motto 
UTCUNQUE PLACERET DEO in surround. 
£60-80

852. A CASED CAMERON HIGHLANDERS 
OFFICER’S DRESS SPORRAN ENSEMBLE, the 
copper gilt cantle profusely decorated with thistle 
sprays, battle honours and regimental badge, the 
red leather body with grey horse hair facing, six gilt 
bullion tassels, the rear with flapped purse, complete 
with gilt buckle with applied white metal figure of St 
Andrew and saltire within a thistle wreath, mounted 
on its green and black velvet belt with bullion thistle 
decoration, contained in its chamois lined japanned tin, 
the lid with owner’s nameplate. 
£1,000-1,500
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857. AN UNUSUAL VICTORIAN SCOTTISH 
POWDER HORN, made from a Highland ram’s horn, 
the black horn nozzle unscrewing for loading, wood 
plug to base, retaining one brass suspension ring but 
lacking the other, 30cm long. 
£85-95

858. A SCOTTISH TARGE IN THE 18TH

CENTURY STYLE, the fur covered five plank body 
with brass stud decoration comprising three concentric 
outer circles, four inner small circles and larger central 
circle. Generally worn. 
£1,100-1,200

859. A SCOTTISH TARGE IN THE 18TH

CENTURY STYLE, 50cm diameter brown tooled 
leather covered body with embossed brass decorative 
mounts, six bosses around a central boss and studwork 
decoration, the reverse suede covered and with arm 
braces. 
£300-400

855. A PRESENTATION SCOTTISH SNUFF 
MULL, the characteristic curling horn body with white 
metal mounts, the collar engraved Corporal Thos. 
Rowley 1st Life Guards, the lid decorated with a thistle 
and the motto FORGET THEE NO! It is believed 
that this mull was presented to Thomas Rowley who 
served as a Yeoman Warder at the Tower of London 
between 1845 and 1847 having served 25 years in the 
Life Guards from 1820. 
£350-450

856. A LATE 17TH OR EARLY 18TH CENTURY 
SCOTTISH POWDER HORN, the flattened horn 
with typical decoration of circles to one side opposing 
traces of a shield for the clan coat of arms to the other, 
wooden base plug, pegs and stopper, 17cm long. See 
Drummond, plates XX to XXV for this type. 
£150-200
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ramrods, contained in their faded maroon velvet lined 
case complete with commensurate accessories, to 
include a three-way flask, two lidded compartments 
with bone lifters, complete with key. Work on FC and 
HC with some light pitting to bores. 
£5,000-6,000

860. A CASED PAIR OF 54-BORE SCOTTISH 
ALL STEEL PERCUSSION BELT PISTOLS, 7inch 
three-stage scroll engraved barrels, stepped locks 
signed D & J FRASER, full stocked profusely engraved 
with scrolling foliage and Celtic strapwork, belt hooks 
mounted on the left side, ball triggers, ram’s horn 
butts with integral thistle form prickers, turned steel 
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862. AN MID 17TH CENTURY ENGLISH CIVIL 
WAR PERIOD CAVALRY ARMOUR ENSEMBLE, 
comprising lobster tailed pot the two-piece skull with 
shallow turned comb, the neckguard of three simulated 
lames, shallow gulley with turned edge, the rounded 
peak or visor with similar gulley and turned edge, 
adjustable nasal bar, pierced ear defences, together 
with its companion breast and back plates, the former 
with raised medial ridge drawn down to a shallow 
peak, linear decoration about the rounded neck and 
arm apertures, struck with an N over 139 over RR3 
for the Commonwealth, the back plate struck with 
an armourer’s mark flanked by N and A for the 
Commonwealth, re-leathered straps, and complete 
with its bridle gauntlet, the upper aperture with 
turned edge and linear engraved decoration tapering 
down to the articulated hand defence composed of 
five articulated lames terminating in the knuckle plate. 
Mounted on its wooden display frame. 
£4,000-6,000

861. A MID-17TH CENTURY CONTINENTAL 
PIKEMAN’S HALF ARMOUR, the breast plate with 
raised medial ridge drawn down to a low rounded 
peak, turned head and neck apertures, the back plate 
to match, shallow flared skirt with five-lame tassets 
secured by brass foliate rivets, mounted with a later 
buff leather coat on its wooden stand. 
£4,000-6,000
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865. A 17TH CENTURY PIKEMAN’S POT, the 
two-piece almond form skull with raised medial ridge 
and tram line decoration to either side, the down 
turned brim with turned edge. Retains good amounts 
of original hammered black finish. 
£900-1,100

866. A GOOD ITALIAN HELMET CABASET 
C.1580, raised from a single plate, tall medial ridge 
with ‘pear stalk’ finial, brim with turned over edge and 
sunken border, retaining nine rivets for the (missing) 
lining, each with decorative embossed brass flange. 
Good condition and patina. 
Provenance: The Papal Armoury under Tadeuz 
Barberini (the Pope’s nephew) commander of the 
Papal Army. Then London dealers Fentons. Thence by 
descent. 
£300-500

863. A MID-17TH CENTURY ENGLISH CIVIL 
WAR PERIOD LOBSTER TAILED POT OR 
HELMET, the single piece skull with radiating ribs, 
four lame neck guard with turned rim, dished peak 
with turned rim and drawn out to a point, adjustable 
nasal bar, the leaf-shaped terminal incised with a mark, 
pierced ear defences with turned rims. 
£1,000-1,500

864. A NORTH EUROPEAN ENGLISH CIVIL 
WAR PERIOD PIKEMAN’S POT, A NORTH 
EUROPEAN ENGLISH CIVIL WAR PERIOD 
PIKEMAN’S POT, the two-piece skull with low turned 
comb, mounted with a plume holder to the rear, 
broad downturned brim with narrow shallow gully and 
turned edge, the right side struck with a James II stamp, 
domed rivets. Some perforation and parting. 
£1,000-1,500
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868. A COMPOSITE LEFT HAND DAGGER 
IN THE 17TH CENTURY STYLE, 35.5cm blade with 
sword catcher along the back edge, the forte with 
thumb rest to one side, recurved twist crossguard, 
reeded pommel, copper wire bound grip with turk’s 
head. 
£100-200

869. A VICTORIAN LONGBOW AND 
QUIVER, the yew bow 6ft 9.5inches long with leather 
covered grip and horn knocks, green painted tin quiver, 
2ft 6inches long with some arrows with worn flights, 
maker’s mark Purle, London, owner’s initials EJ. 
£125-150

870. AN EARLY 20TH CENTURY MANTON OF 
CALCUTTA WILD BOAR OR PIG SPEAR, 81inch 
over all length, the tapering bamboo haft with the steel 
head drawn out to a square section tip and stamped 
with the maker’s details, the white metal butt cap 
engraved LUKE 1920 
£150-250

871. A PAIR OF RIDING GAUNTLETS IN THE 
17TH CENTURY MANNER, the rope embossed cuffs 
drawn out to a shallow peak, later cloth inners, faceted 
domed rivet decoration, four lame hand defences, the 
knuckle defences with roped ridge. (2) 
£1,100-1,200

872. A PAIR OF ITALIAN GAUNTLETS IN 
THE 17TH CENTURY STYLE, turned and roped cuffs 
with narrow gullies and raised medial ridges, five lame 
articulated hands, hinged thumb defences, multi lame 
articulated fingers. (2) 
£700-800

867. A GOOD COPY OF AN EARLY 
HELMET IN THE NORMAN MANNER, 
together with an assortment of copy arm and leg 
defences, and a back plate. All from Whites and 
the latter adapted to accommodate a hunch in 
the manner of Richard III. 
£300-400

A GOOD COPY OF AN EARLY 
HELMET IN THE NORMAN MANNER, 
together with an assortment of copy arm and leg 
defences, and a back plate. All from Whites and 
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875. A PAIR OF 7-BORE CAST IRON 
SIGNALLING CANNON, 12.75inch four-stage 
barrels with flared muzzles, plain trunnions, bun-shaped 
cascabel, mounted on later well built iron mounted 
wooden carriages of naval type. (2) 
£400-600

876. A 7-BORE CAST IRON SIGNALLING 
CANNON, 15inch three-stage barrel with flared 
muzzle, plain trunnions, bun-shaped cascabel, mounted 
on a later well built iron mounted naval carriage. 
£200-300

873. A RARE OTTOMAN BRONZE COHORN 
MORTAR, 16.75inch three-stage barrel, banded at the 
mid-point, the trunnions dated in Islamic 1263 (1846) 
and further marked in script with the cypher of Sultan 
Abdul Mejid, 5.75inch bore, mounted on its wooden 
bed applied with a brass plaque “Taken from the 
Citadel at Scutari by Naval Detachment of King Edward 
VII on the occasion of the Occupation of Scutari by 
the Great Powers 25th May 1913”. The King Edward VII 
was the flagship of Rear Admiral Sir Cecil Burney Bt. 
GCB, GCMG, KCMG, KCB. 
£5,000-8,000

874. AN 18TH CENTURY 
NORTH EUROPEAN BRONZE 
MORTAR, 9.5inch four-stage barrel 
with ring turned muzzle. Various 
age knocks. 
£300-400

NORTH EUROPEAN BRONZE 
, 9.5inch four-stage barrel 

with ring turned muzzle. Various 
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880. AN AXE HEAD, chiselled with geometric 
designs and dated 1892 over M.A. 
£40-60

881. FIVE VARIOUS MEDIEVAL HORSE 
HARNESS PENDANTS, circa 1400, variously found at 
Navarre, Aragon, Penbridge, Etone and Trailley. (5) 
£150-250

882. A BRONZE ARROW HEAD, 
circa 1200 – 800 BC, 11.5cm long over all. 
£20-30

877. A BRONZE DESK CANNON, with 
adjustable elevation and initials EJP on the breech, the 
carriage with wheels, 15cm long over all. 
£30-40

878. A PAIR OF CANNON CARRIAGE 
WHEELS, 44cm dished oak wheels with oak spokes, 
steel rims and brass centres. (2) 
£300-400

879. TWO BATTLE AXE HEADS, the first Viking 
(circa 800 / 1100 AD) and the second probably British 
circa 14th/15th Century. (2) 
£300-400

circa 1200 – 800 BC, 11.5cm long over all. 
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883. A LARGE SPANISH LEFT HAND DAGGER 
IN THE 17TH CENTURY MANNER, 49cm flattened 
diamond section blade with sword-breaker. faceted 
back edge and piercings, characteristic hilt decorated 
with scrolling foliage and the face of The Green Man, 
bun-shaped pommel, wire bound leather grip. 
£300-400

884. A COMPOSITE NORTH EUROPEAN LEFT 
HAND DAGGER, 47.5cm blade incised in the short 
central fuller, struck with a maker’s mark at the forte 
and further incised with the running wolf emblem, later 
cast iron hilt decorated with classical figures, cast iron 
grip. 
£300-400

885.  AN 18TH CENTURY FRENCH STILETTO, 
39cm ² attened diamond section blade ³ nely etched in 
the neoclassical manner with gilt highlights, gilt hilt with 
acanthus decorated pommel, gilt wire and tape bound 
grip with turk’s heads, contained in its gilt mounted red 
cloth wrapped wooden scabbard decorated to match.
£2,200-2,40

886. AN ELIZABETHAN KNIFE OR SMALL 
DAGGER, 9cm tapering blade, yellow metal tapering 
handle retaining traces of enamel decoration in a foliate 
design, lion pommel. 
£200-300

887. AN ELEGANT 17TH CENTURY ITALIAN 
STILETTO, 13.5cm triangular section clean blade, 
characteristic turned hilt decorated with acanthus, 
acorn form terminals to the crossguard and pommel, 
contained in its rare steel mounted leather sheath with 
tooled geometric designs. See ‘European Swords and 
Daggers in the Tower of London’ plate 98 for a selection 
of these daggers. 
£650-750

888. A 17TH CENTURY ITALIAN ALL STEEL 
STILETTO OR DAGGER, 21.5cm flattened diamond 
section blade with double fullered pierced forte, 
characteristic turned steel hilt with baluster grip. See 
‘European Swords and Daggers in the Tower of London’ 
plate 98 for a selection of these daggers. Cleaned 
bright. 
£580-620
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889. AN ENGLISH CAVALRY OFFICER’S 
SWORD CIRCA 1680, 78.5cm fullered blade, 
characteristic North European cavalry hilt with 
D-shaped knuckle guard with two scroll supports, 
the solid looping side guards with traces of gilt finish, 
decorated with scrolling foliage and two female forms 
bearing urns of wine, flattened bun-shaped pommel, 
wire bound grip with turk’s heads. See ’London Silver-
hilted Swords’, p.274, plate 9, for a similar, but slightly 
later silver version by Richard Fuller, HM London . £750 
£750-850

890. AN ENGLISH CAVALRY OFFICER’S 
SWORD C.1676-7, 72cm blade stamped on both sides 
with the King’s head mark, brass hilt with shell guards 
decorated with religious figures including the Virgin 
Mary indicating a Catholic provenance, brass pommel 
in the form of a romantic couple, brass wire bound 
grip. Blade with pitting. See ‘London Silver-Hilted Swords’, 
page 274, plate 9, for a similar silver version. 
£750-850

891. AN ENGLISH SMALL SWORD C.1696-7, 
70cm blade the central fuller decorated with 1*1*1*1, 
brass hilt with shell guards decorated with mythical 

figures, similarly decorated brass pommel, brass wire 
bound grip. Blade with pitting and staining. See ‘London 
Silver-Hilted Swords’, page 277, plate 20, for a similar 
silver version. 
£550-650

892. AN 18TH CENTURY DRAGOON OR 
CAVALRY OFFICER’S SWORD, 80.5cm blade 
decorated with stands of arms, crowned GR 
cypher and the Royal arms, traces of gilt highlights, 
characteristic hilt with D-shaped knuckle guard, single 
scrolling side bar support, urn-shaped pommel, wire 
bound fishskin grip. 
£500-700

893. A 17TH CENTURY ENGLISH HANGER 
CIRCA 1680, 57cm long, deeply struck with the 
London maker’s mark of a half moon and three stars 
of Thomas Squire (working from October, 1677 
onwards), characteristic brass hilt with D-shaped 
knuckle guard, the pommel cap decorated with a 
hound chasing a stag, natural stag’s horn grip with 
vacant brass plaque. Shell guard lacking. 
£450-550
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894. A MEDIEVAL SWORD OF OAKESHOTT 
TYPE XIV.2, 74.75cm broad tapering blade with 
flattened medial ridge, characteristic hilt with tapering 
downturned angular crossguard and winged pommel. 
See page 117, Records of the Medieval Sword by Ewart 
Oakeshott for a similar sword residing in the collection 
at the Royal Armouries IX.1107. Generally in excavated 
or river-found condition with later black painted finish. 
£8,000-10,000
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895.  A GERMAN EXECUTIONER’S OR 
SWORD OF JUSTICE, 81.5cm fullered broadsword 
blade with squared off tip, engraved with scrolling 
foliage, flower heads and scenes of punishment, 
engraved with the motto Den der Herr ist gerecht 
(For the Lord is Just) and on the other side Wan ich 
das Scwerdt thue auffheben So gebe Gott dem Sunder 
das Evige Leben (When I raise the sword So God give 
the poor sinner eternal life) stamped to either side 
with a maker’s mark of a Moor’s head, characteristic 
hilt with spatulate crossguard with disc-form terminals, 
the spherical pommel chiselled with vines and fruit, 
leather bound grip. 
£5,000-7,000

895. 
SWORD OF JUSTICE
blade with squared off tip, engraved with scrolling 
foliage, flower heads and scenes of punishment, 
engraved with the motto Den der Herr ist gerecht 
(For the Lord is Just) and on the other side Wan ich 
das Scwerdt thue auffheben So gebe Gott dem Sunder 
das Evige Leben (When I raise the sword So God give 
the poor sinner eternal life) stamped to either side 
with a maker’s mark of a Moor’s head, characteristic 
hilt with spatulate crossguard with disc-form terminals, 
the spherical pommel chiselled with vines and fruit, 
leather bound grip. 
£5,000-7,000
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896. A VERY RARE 15TH CENTURY GERMAN 
CLEAVER FALCHION, 49.75cm heavy section cleaver 
blade with curving tip, struck with a crowned makers 
mark IB to one side, narrow, slightly tapering square 
section crossguard, the rectangular pommel with faces 
drawn out to a circular peak, the grip with original 
tooled leather covering. 
£4,000-5,000
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897. A 9TH CENTURY SAXON SHORT 
SWORD IN EXCAVATED CONDITION, 
79cm flattened diamond section patinated blade, 
characteristic hardwood hilt, the crossguard and 
pommel decorated with incised circle and dot 
decoration, Yew wood grip of shaped form. 
£2,500-3,500

898. AN 11TH CENTURY VIKING NASAL 
BAR HELMET, the single piece skull drawn up to a 
peak forward of the midpoint, the front medial ridge 
descending to the shaped nasal bar, crushing. This 
lightweight piece with rust and crusty patination over 
all.. 
£8,000-10,000
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899. VIKING SILVER BOWL, 10TH/11TH

CENTURY, of plain circular form with raised border 
and dotted line decoration comprising eight evenly 
spaced lines leading from the border to a central 
circle containing a cross, this decoration visible to the 
underside, 15.5cm diameter. 
£2,500-3,500

900. A GOOD 19TH CENTURY SHIELD OF 
ARMS IN THE NORTH EUROPEAN FASHION, 
probably the work of Ernst Schmidt, the velvet covered 
shield-shaped oak frame mounted with a pair of etched 
articulated gauntlets, an Italian stiletto, a German left 
hand dagger, a pierced Saxon axe, a Travancore axe 
and an Italian Bec de Corbin or pole arm. 98cm high.
£1,200-1,400

901. A 16TH CENTURY ITALIAN POLEARM 
HEAD, in excavated condition, together with a further 
modified polearm head with armourer’s stamp and a 
trident head. (3) 
£180-220

902. A COMPOSITE LEFT HAND DAGGER IN 
THE 16TH CENTURY STYLE, 22cm blade with raised 
medial ridge and traces of scrolling decoration, brass 
hilt with turned wooden grip, together with a pesh-
kabz and a selection of dagger scabbards. (Parcel)
£200-300
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903.  A LATE 16TH CENTURY GERMAN TWO 
HANDED OR ZWEIHANDER SWORD, 119cm 
flattened diamond section two-stage blade drawn 
out to a point, the lugged elongated forte with linear 
and wriggle-work incised decoration and bearing 
the armourer’s mark of a ladybird, characteristic hilt 
with rounded elongated quillons with faceted conical 
terminals, two looping side guards, spirally fluted 
domed pommel, the top incised with a foliate form, 
waisted wooden grip. 
£6,000-8,000 

904. A GERMAN TWO-HANDED 
PROCESSIONAL SWORD IN THE 17TH CENTURY 
STYLE, 106.5cm flattened diamond section two-stage 
blade, the forte with two forward pointing flukes and 
etched with a panel of scrolling foliage, characteristic 
hilt with elongated crossguard with scrolling terminals 
and a pair of opposing scrolls, two looping side guards, 
wire bound waisted grip, chiselled bun-shaped pommel. 
Late Victorian. 
£2,200-2,400
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905. A SECOND PATTERN FAIRBAIRN-SYKES 
SLIMLINE COMMANDO KNIFE OR DAGGER, 
15.75cm flattened diamond section blade etched 
with the F-S and Wilkinson emblems on either side, 
regulation chequered brass hilt, contained in a brass 
mounted leather sheath. 
£1,000-1,500

906. A SECOND PATTERN FAIRBAIRN-
SYKES PRESENTATION COMMANDO KNIFE 
OR DAGGER, 17cm flattened diamond section 
blade etched with the F-S and Wilkinson emblems on 
either side and with the owner’s name FREDERICK 
I. HOPPA, contained in its brass mounted leather 
scabbard. 
£1,000-1,500

907. A SECOND PATTERN FAIRBAIRN-
SYKES COMMANDO KNIFE OR DAGGER, 17cm 
flattened diamond section blade etched with the F-S 
and Wilkinson emblems on either side, regulation 
chequered brass hilt, contained in a brass mounted 
leather sheath. 
£600-800

908. A POST WAR SECOND PATTERN 
FAIBAIRN-SYKES COMMANDO KNIFE OR 
DAGGER, 17.5cm flattened diamond section blade 
etched with the F-S and H.G. Long & Co. emblem on 
either side, regulation chequered blacked hilt, contained 
in its leather scabbard. 
£300-400
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909. A POST WAR THIRD PATTERN 
FAIRBAIN-SYKES COMMANDO KNIFE OR 
DAGGER, 17.25cm flattened diamond section blade 
etched with a maker’s panel for Wilkinson, regulation 
plated ribbed hilt contained in its leather sheath. 
£200-300

910. A CLEAN WILLIAM RODGERS THIRD 
PATTERN COMMANDO KNIFE OR DAGGER, 
17.75cm flattened diamond section blacked blade, 
blackened ribbed hilt, the crossguard with maker’s 
stamp, contained in its leather sheath, together with a 
Kukri, a small sheath knife, both with scabbards, two 
No.4MKII spike bayonets lacking scabbards, A History of 
Marksmanship by Charles Chenevix Trench and a copy 
of the 2005 Standard Catalogue of Firearms. (7) 
£100-200

911. A FIRST WORLD WAR ANTIQUE 
AMERICAN TRENCH KNIFE, 22.5cm triangular 
section tapering blade, regulation D-shaped studded 
hilt, shaped wooden grip, contained in its steel 
mounted olive drab coloured leather sheath, the 
underside of the guard stamped L.F. & C. and dated 
1917. 
£500-600

912. A FAIRBAIRN-SYKES 6TH OF JUNE 1944 
D-DAY COMEMORATIVE DAGGER, 17.5cm clean 
blade by Wilkinson etched with various motifs and 
legends, contained in its presentation case complete 
with certificates etc. 
£250-350
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913. A LARGE VICTORIAN BOWIE KNIFE 
BY JEFFS, 27cm broad blade with clipped back tip, 
stamped W.JEFFS at the forte, characteristic white 
metal mounted hilt with acanthus scroll crossguard 
and bold horse’s head pommel, natural stag’s horn 
grip, contained in its white metal mounted red leather 
sheath with gold tooled border. 
£150-250

914. A JOSEPH RODGERS & SON BOWIE OR 
SHEATH KNIFE, 20.5cm clean blade with clipped 
back tip, stamped with the manufacturer’s details at 
the forte, characteristic white metal hilt with two-
piece riveted horn grips, contained in its white metal 
mounted leather sheath with tooled decoration. 
£350-450

915. A LARGE SIZED WOSTENHOLM 
IXL BOWIE KNIFE, 24.25cm clipped back blade 
with faceted back edge, with characteristic etched 
California Knife inscription, the forte stamped with 
the manufacturer’s details, characteristic white metal 
hilt with two-piece riveted horn grips, contained in 
its white metal mounted gilt decorated black leather 
sheath. 
£600-700
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916. A LATE 19TH CENTURY GAMBLER’S OR 
ROMANTIC DAGGER, 13cm flattened diamond 
section blade stamped Mappin, Webb & Co. and 
retaining some original polish, characteristic embossed 
white metal hilt, contained in its white metal mounted 
blue leather sheath decorated with a gilt flourish. 
Mappin, Webb & Co. 76 Eyre St., Sheffield. 1866-1921. 
£90-110

917. A LATE 19TH CENTURY GAMBLER’S OR 
ROMANTIC DAGGER, 13cm flattened diamond 
section blade by HENRY HOBSON & SONS and 
etched Hunter’s Companion, characteristic white metal 
hilt, contained in its white metal mounted leather 
sheath with gilt border. 
£90-110

918. A VICTORIAN SILVER NOVELTY 
SCISSORS DAGGER, 10.8cm sprung scissors blades 
stamped THORNHILL NEW BOND STREET and 
etched THE BUCHAM DAGGER SCISSORS along the 
edge of one blade, the hallmarked silver crossguard 
with spherical terminals, the grip embossed with putti 
riding flying fish with further fish below, contained in 
its hallmarked silver scabbard embossed with a putto 
carrying a trident and atop a mythical dolphin, shells, 
and lily of the valley, hallmarks for London 1877 with 
maker’s mark for Thomas Johnson and Thornhill 
retailer’s mark, 19.5cm long. Bucham a mis-spelling of 
Bircham, faint kite mark to one blade illegible, but other 
similar examples date to an 1873 design. 
£500-700
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919. A LATE 19TH CENTURY GERMAN 
HUNTING DIRK OR KNIFE, 24cm saw backed blade 
by BARTELS of WIESBADEN, etched with a stag to 
one side and a boar on the other, characteristic hilt 
with shell guard, recurved quillons and natural stag’s 
horn grip, contained in its blackened steel mounted 
leather sheath complete with later bi-knife. 
£700-900

920. A MUSEUM COPY OF AN BRONZE AGE 
DAGGER, 6.75inch flattened diamond section cast 
alloy blade, characteristic bronze hilt with spherical 
pommel and overlaid yellow metal collar. 
£200-250

921. A 19TH CENTURY CONTINENTAL 
HUNTING DIRK, 31cm flattened diamond section 
blade, characteristic hilt with recurving twist guard with 
spherical terminals, spirally fluted pommel, stag’s horn 
grip. 
£320-360

922. A FINE AND SCARCE SENIOR SCOTTISH 
RITE MASONIC DAGGER, 28.5cm wavy flattened 
diamond section blade etched with scrolling foliage and 
mystical symbolism, brass hilt, the guard in the form 
of crossed bones, skull form pommel, spirally fluted 
ebonised wooden grip, contained in its brass mounted 
leather scabbard with geometric tooled decoration, 
later fitted stained wood box. 
£350-450

923. A SCARCE 19TH CENTURY NORWEGIAN 
CARVED WALRUS TUSK KNIFE, 9cm blade, hilt 
carved with sea spray pommel, contained in its one 
piece fluted walrus tusk sheath with engraved silver 
band at the mouth, hinged silver strap band stamped 
C.A. 830. Some pitting to blade, age crack to side of 
grip, good age patina. 
£100-200

924.  A SCARCE FIRST MODEL DAVID 
ANDERSEN NORWEGIAN KNIFE, 10cm blade with 
clipped back tip, characteristic hilt with silver collar, 
shaped wooden grip, contained in its silver mounted 
leather sheath, the top mount with D.A stamp .925 
NORWAY STERLING. 
£100-150
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925. A 19TH CENTURY 
CARVED WHALE BONE 
WALKING STICK, carved whale’s 
tooth handle in the form of a 
rope knot, plain collar, the haft 
decoratively carved along its whole 
length with sections of wrythen, 
zigzag and diamond carving divided 
by further rope knot bands, ring 
turned end, 91.5cm long. 
£400-600

926. A 19TH CENTURY 
WHALE BONE WALKING 
STICK, carved whale’s tooth handle 
in the form of a fist emerging from 
a decorative cuff, turned wood 
divider, plain tapering haft, 86cm 
long over all. 
£150-250

927. A LATE 19TH OR EARLY 
20TH CENTURY SWORD 
STICK, 69cm tapering fullered 
blade marked TOLEDO, decorated 
with scrolling foliage in a blued 
panel with gilt highlights, twist 
lock mechanism, the crook handle 
and haft of briar with numerous 
uniformly spaced nodules, metal 
ferrule, 88.5cm long over all. 
£400-500

928. A 19TH CENTURY 
SWORD STICK, 70cm tapering 
fullered blade marked HOWELL 
LONDON and PEACE WITH 
HONOUR opposing DEFENCE 
NOT DEFIANCE flanked by 
scrolling foliage, push button locking 
mechanism, polished briar handle 
and haft, metal ferrule. The blade 
will not go fully in to the haft and 
there are some splits. 
£400-500

929. A 19TH CENTURY 
SWORD STICK, 54.5cm diamond 
section tapering blade, worn, push 
button lock mechanism, briar 
L-shaped handle and haft, the 
handle applied with an enamelled 
white metal Coldstream Guards 
regimental badge, probably 
associated, lacking ferrule. Generally 
a/f with various repairs, blade 
broken and repaired. 
£250-300

930. A MEMENTO MORI 
SWORD STICK, 66cm rectangular 
section tapering blade stamped 
BRIGG, malacca haft and handle 
with skull pommel and white metal 
collar, 92cm long over all. Blade stiff 
in scabbard, some splits 
£250-350
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933. A WWI PERIOD 
SWAGGER SWORD STICK 
OR BATON BY COGSWELL 
& HARRISON, 34cm tapering 
blade etched with scrolling foliage 
and COGSWELL & HARRISON 
GUN MAKERS 168 PICCADILLY 
LONDON W1, brown leather 
wrapped handle and haft with wrist 
loop, 61.5cm long over all. 
£350-450

934. AN EARLY 20TH

CENTURY NOVELTY LETTER 
OPENER IN THE FORM OF A 
MINIATURE SWORD STICK, 
13cm blued and gilt blade inscribed 
RECUERDO opposing PUNAL 
TOLEDO, (souvenir dagger Toledo), 
push button lock mechanism, briar 
handle and haft, 21.5cm long over 
all, contained in a later fitted case. 
£300-350

935. A WWI PERIOD 
SWAGGER SWORD STICK OR 
BATON BY SWAINE & ADENEY, 
34cm tapering blade etched with 
scrolling foliage and SWAINE & 
ADENEY LTD 185 PICCADILLY 
LONDON W1, brown leather 
wrapped handle and haft with wrist 
loop, 61.5cm long over all. 
£300-400

936. A LATE 19TH/EARLY 
20TH CENTURY NILE TYPE 
WALKING STICK, the silver 
handle in the form of a stylized 
crocodile with green eyes (left eye 
missing), the silver collar hallmarked 
for London and with maker’s mark 
J.P (marks rubbed), bamboo haft, 
metal ferrule, 92cm long. 
£100-150

931. A VICTORIAN 
GENTLEMAN’S WALKING 
STICK, the nickel handle modelled 
as a wild boar atop an acanthus 
decorated plinth, wooden haft, 
brass and steel ferrule, 92.5cm long 
over all. 
£65-75

932. A LATE 19TH CENTURY 
HARDWOOD AFRICAN 
WALKING STICK, 82.5cm haft 
with curved Warthog tusk handle. 
£50-100
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937.  A SOUTH AFRICAN 
HARDWOOD WALKING 
STICK, the handle carved as a 
hand holding a bar of soap, the haft 
adorned with a full length carved 
figure of a policeman with TP on 
each shoulder, 91.5cm long over all. 
£60-80

938. AN EAST ASIAN 
SWORD STICK, 66.5cm tapering 
fullered blade engraved FS at the 
forte, natural bamboo handle, metal 
collar, vine carved bamboo haft, 
84.5cm long over all. 
£150-180

939. AN EARLY 20TH

CENTURY SWORD STICK, 65cm 
diamond section tapering blade, 
horn pommel, white metal collar, 
bamboo haft, 86cm long over all. 
£150-180

940. A SMALL COLLECTION 
OF BOOKS RELATING 
TO ARMS AND ARMOUR, 
comprising D.R. Baxter, 
Superimposed Load Firearms 1360-
1860; Harold L. Peterson, Arms and 
Armor in Colonial America 1526-1783; 
Harold L. Peterson, The Book of 
the Gun; R Ewart Oakeshott, The 
Archeaology of Weapons - Arms and 
Armour from Prehistory to the Age of 
Chivalry; Charles Henry Ashdown, 
British and Foreign Arms and Armour; 
ICOMAM 50, Papers on arms and 
military history 1957-2007, and Die 
Waffen-Sammlung des Fursten Salm-
Reifferscheidt zv Schloss Dyck. Some 
with dw. (7) 
£200-300

941. FOUR BOOKS ON 
MILITARY FIREARMS, British 
Military Firearms by Blackmore, The 
British Soldier’s Firearm by Roads, 
Weapons of the British Soldier by 
Rogers and Early Percussion Firearms
by Winnant. (4) 
£50-80

942. FOUR BOOKS ABOUT 
SWORDS, Naval Swords by 
Annis, Scottish Swords and Dirks by 
Wallace, Sword, Lance and Bayonet
by Hopkinson and Swords of Hitler’s 
Third Reich by Angolia. (4) 
£50-80
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943. A GOOD MIXED 
COLLECTION OF BOOKS 
ABOUT ANTIQUE ARMS 
AND ARMOUR, to include Arms 
& Armour by Norman, Laking
- Wallace Collection, Collecting 
Duelling Pistols by Neal, A Pocket 
History of Artilley Light Fieldguns by 
Franz Kosar, The Book of Shooting 
for Sport and Skill, various CADW 
castle guides, Christies and Sothebys 
catalogs etc. (Parcel) 
£50-100

944. PATENTS FOR 
INVENTIONS, nine editions, 
covering, Ordnance and Machine 
Guns, Small-Arms and covering 
1877-1908. (9) 
£100-150

945. A GOOD SELECTION 
OF BOOKS AND CATALOGUES 
RELATING TO ARMS AND 
ARMOUR, to include Kåa 
Wennberg, European Firearms in 
Swedish Castles; H.L. Blackmore, 
Royal Sporting Guns at Windsor; W. 
Keith Neal, Spanish Guns and Pistols; 
Torsten Lenk, The Flintlock: it’s origin 
and development. (Parcel) 
£100-150

946. TEN PANORAMIC 
VIEWS OF NAVAL BATTLES 
FROM THE THIRD ANGLO-
DUTCH WAR, comprising three 
of the Battle of Solebay (Southwold, 
Suffolk), 28th May 1672, and seven 
of the Battle of Texel, 11th August 
1673, some annotations of ship’s 
names and events, sizes vary. (10) 
£300-500

947. A VIEW OF THE 
VOLUNTEER ARMY OF 
GREAT BRITAIN IN THE YEAR 
1806, a framed and glazed hand 
coloured engraving, “Designed 
to commemorate the great and 
united spirit of the British People 
Armed for the support of their 
Ancient Glory and Independence 
Against the unprincipled ambition 
of the French Government” listing 
all counties alphabetically then the 
Volunteer Regiments and their 
commanding officers, at the foot of 
the illustration a table depicts the 
uniforms, facings, collar and cuff 
colours and at the top His Royal 
Highness George Prince of Wales 
at the head of a column of troops. 
Produced by James Wilson it is of 
interest to both Peninsular and then 
later Waterloo markets. Folds and 
creases. 
£200-300

948. A SET OF SIX WWI 
ROYAL FLYING CORPS/RAF 
INSTRUCTIONAL POSTERS, 
issued by Air Technical Services 
over various dates in 1918, 
comprising “Strafed”, “The Last 
Loop”, “Decoyed”, “Looping”, 
“Outmanoeuvred” and “Rules of the 
Air - Meeting Another Machine”, all 
lithographs, framed and glazed, 68 
x 101cm approx. sight size, (some 
landscape, some portrait). (6) 
£3,000-5,000
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949. E. WARDLE AFTER SIR HENRY 
RAEBURN, The MacNab, full length portrait of Francis 
MacNab (1734-1816) 16th Chief of the Clan MacNab, 
mezzotint in colour, signed E. Wardle in pencil, 
published by Frost & Reed, original gallery labels verso 
(with misspelling McNab), 55.5 x 35.5cm pl., framed 
and glazed. 
£100-150
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